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SUMMARY

Flourishing in a group of South African adolescents

Key words: Psychosocial well-being, flourishing, languishing, adolescents, resilience, mixed-method, South Africa, psychological strengths, positive psychology, programme evaluation

Little is known about the prevalence and experience of psychological well-being on the upper end of the mental health continuum in South African adolescents, as it is conceptualised in the domain of positive psychology/psychofortology, and in particular from perspectives such as Keyes's (1998, 2007) model of psychosocial well-being and character strengths, as conceptualized by Peterson and Seligman (2004). It is also not yet clear how flourishing on the upper end of the mental health continuum can be facilitated in the South African context, and what the effect of such efforts would be. Previous research has shown that only a small proportion of those adolescents otherwise free of a common mental disorder are truly mentally healthy, i.e., flourishing. Studies have also shown that the absence of well-being creates further risk conditions. A major public health concern in South Africa is risk behaviour among adolescents. There is a need for effective prevention programmes aimed at reducing risk behaviour among South African adolescents, but in particular programmes to develop capacity, to build strengths and to promote flourishing, which will not only enhance the quality of life, but will also provide strengths to buffer stress and risks. Therefore, this study intended to contribute to knowledge that may help to fill this gap to some extent.

This study included three sub-studies of which the results are reported in three manuscripts/articles.

The aim of the first article was to explore the psychosocial well-being of a group of South African adolescents implementing a mixed methods approach. Participants (N=665, aged 15-17 years) from three high schools completed questionnaires on psychosocial well-being, and structured interviews were conducted with 24 participants selected from various levels of functioning as established quantitatively. Quantitative findings indicate that 60% of the adolescents did not flourish psychologically, as measured on the Mental Health Continuum-
Adolescents experienced flourishing as characterised by features, such as purposeful living and meaning; positive relationships; and constructive coping. The absence of mental health was experienced as meaninglessness, impaired relationships, identification with dysfunctional outsiders, self-incompetence, dysfunctional behaviours, negative emotions and helplessness.

The second article focused on a planned well-being strategy as a scientifically based intervention to enhance psychosocial wellness and flourishing in adolescents. The strategy facilitates psychological strengths, namely gratitude, persistence, perspective (wisdom), self-regulation, vitality, and compassion/kindness. These strengths are linked to specific facets of psychological, emotional and social well-being, as found in Keyes's model of complete well-being. The building of personal resources entails the mastering of specified skills, which have to be implemented on a daily basis. During this process the unmistakable role of habit-formation is stressed, since the acquisition of a well-lived life requires fortitude and time. Thus the well-being strategy presents a synthesis between the mere understanding of wellness and committed efforts, which will manifest in a rage of thoughts, feelings and action.

The aim of the third article was to evaluate the effect of the intervention to improve levels of psychosocial well-being and flourishing in a group of secondary school learners. A mixed-method design was used. An experimental (n= 64) and control (n=49) group of learners between the ages of 15-17 years of age from a secondary school in an urban area in the Western Cape of South Africa participated. To determine the impact of the programme, measures were used such as The Mental Health Continuum-Short Form (MHC-SF) and The General Health Questionnaire (GHQ). Quantitative and qualitative evidence indicated that the well-being strategy had an important effect in specific ways to increase aspects of psychosocial wellness in adolescents, and a decrease in symptoms of ill-health in the experimental group as measured after the intervention and in particular during the follow-up assessment three months later. The main findings of the quantitative study were supported by the qualitative findings indicating that improved levels of psychosocial wellness could be cultivated with beneficial results both to individuals and to others. In addition, it was found that South African adolescents experienced flourishing as a process over time and that the upward spiral of improved functioning equipped them with skills and competence.

This study has showed that in a group of South African adolescents, most could not be categorised as flourishing youth. This finding has grave implications: Apart from impaired levels of functioning, the absence of well-being could lead to the higher probability of conditions of
vulnerability. Results showed that higher levels of psychosocial wellness could be developed by means of a well-being strategy facilitating psychological strengths. The strength-focused programme encouraged positive outcomes as well as reduces negative behaviour and experiences. Such findings may have implications for capacity building, therapy and policies on health promotion from a preventative perspective.

This study contributes on a practical level by providing information on the prevalence of levels of well-being in a specific group of adolescents, which may help target groups mostly in need of interventions, and it suggests content for interventions for the promotion of positive human health. The study contributes to the domain of positive psychology/psychofortology by giving evidence that the development of selected psychological strengths in adolescents may be cultivated with positive outcomes, and underscoring the theoretical assumptions of models involved. Findings have implications for policies on health and wellness promotion. Finally, recommendations for future research, and further applications were presented.
OPSOMMING

Psigo-sosiale gesondheid en fleur in ‘n groep Suid-Afrikaanse adolessente.

Sleutelwoorde: Psigososiale gesondheid, fleur (“flourishing”), vaalbestaan (“languishing”), adolessente, veerkragtigheid, kwantitatiewe-kwalitatiewe navorsingsontwerp, Suid-Afrika, psigologiese sterktes/kragte, positiewe sielkunde, programevaluering

Daar is min inligting beskikbaar oor die voorkoms en belewing van die hoër vlakke van psigologiese welstand – soos voorgestel op die geestesgesondheidskontinuum – in Suid-Afrikaanse adolessente en gekonseptualiseer word in die raamwerk van die positiewe sielkunde/psigofortologie, en meer spesifiek binne perspektiewe soos die van Keyes (1998, 2007) se model van psigo-sosiale gesondheid, en karaktersterktes soos gekonseptualiseer deur Peterson en Seligman (2004). Verder is inligting nodig oor die wyse om fleur as die hoër vlakke van die geestesgesondheidskontinuum te fasiliteer in die Suid-Afrikaanse konteks en wat die effek van sodanige pogings sou wees. Bestaande navorsing het getoond dat slegs ‘n klein persentasie van adolessente wat nie ‘n geestesversteuring of probleme het nie, werklik goeie geestesgesondheid, naamlik fleur, beleef. Studies het ook getoond dat die afwesigheid van geestesgesondheid moontlik kan lei tot groter risiko-toestande. Risiko-gedrag onder adolessente is ‘n belangrike gesondheidskwessie in Suid-Afrika. Daar is ‘n behoefte aan effektiewe voorkomingsprogramme wat gemik is op die vermindering van risiko-gedrag onder Suid-Afrikaanse adolessente, maar meer spesifiek aan programme om vaardighede en bevoegdhede te ontwikkel, om sterktes uit te bou, en om positiewe psigo-sosiale gesondheid en fleur te bevorder wat nie net die kwaliteit van lewe sal uitbou nie, maar ook krag sal bied om stres en risiko’s effektief te hanteer. In die lig van bovenoemde, beoog hierdie studie om ‘n bydrae te lewer om hierdie leemte in bestaande kennis in ‘n mate aan te vul.

Hierdie studie behels drie sub-studies en die resultate word weergegee in drie manuskripte/artikels.

Die doel van die eerste studie/artikel was om psigo-sosiale gesondheid in ‘n groep Suid-Afrikaanse adolessente te verken deur die implementering van ‘n kwantitatiewe-kwalitatiewe navorsingsontwerp. Deelnemers (N=665, 15-17 jariges) van drie hoërskole het vraelyste oor
psigo-sosiale gesondheid voltooi en gestrukturiererde onderhoude is gevoer met 24 deelnemers wat gekies is vanuit die onderskeie vlakke van funksionering soos bepaal deur die kwantitatiewe wyse. Kwantitatiewe bevindings het getoont dat 60% van die adolessente nie gekategoriseer kan word binne die hoër vlak van geestesgesondheid (psigologiese fleur) nie, soos vasgestel deur die "Mental Health Continuum-Short Form". Die beleving van psigologiese fleur word gekenmerk deur kwaliteitie soos doelgerigte lewe en betekenis, positiewe verhoudings en konstruktiewe hanteringstyle. Die beleving van die afwesigheid van geestesgesondheid is beskryf as betekenisloosheid, gebrekkige verhoudings, identifisering met disfunksionele persone, disfunksionele gedrag en hulpeloosheid.

Die tweede studie/artikel het gefokus op die ontwikkeling van 'n welwees-strategie as 'n wetenskaplik gefundeerde intervensie om psigo-sosiale gesondheid en fleur in adolessente te bevorder. Die strategie behels die fasilitering van psigologiese sterktes, naamlik dankbaarheid, uithouvermoë, perspektief (wysheid), self-regulering, entoesiasme, en deernis. Hierdie sterktes word gekoppel aan spesifieke fasette van psigologiese, emosionele en sosiale gesondheid soos bevind in Keyes se model van psigo-sosiale gesondheid. Die uitbouing van persoonlike hulpbronne behels die bemeestered van spesifieke vaardighede, wat op 'n daaglikse basis geïmplementeer moet word. Die rol van inoefening is belangrik in hierdie proses, aangesien die vervulde lewe waagmoed en tyd vereis. Dus bied die welwees-strategie 'n sintese tussen blote inligting en toegewyde inoefening, wat binne die omvang van denke, emosies en handeling sal manifesteer.

Die doelstelling van die derde studie/artikel was om die effek van 'n intervensie wat gemik is op die bevordering van hoër vlakke van psigo-sosiale gesondheid en fleur in 'n groep hoërskoolleerders, te evalueer.. 'n Kwantitatiewe-kwantitatiewe navorsingsontwerp is gebruik. 'n Eksperimentele- (n=64) en kontrole- (n=49) groep, bestaande uit leerders (15 tot 17-jariges) van 'n hoërskool in 'n stedelike gebied in die Wes-Kaap, Suid-Afrika, het aan die studie deelgeneem. Ten einde die impak van die program te bepaal, is meet-instrumente soos "The Mental Health Continuum-Short Form" (MHC-SF) en "The General Health Questionnaire (GHQ)" gebruik. Kwantitatiewe en kwalitatiewe bevindings het aangedui dat die welwees-strategie ‘n belangrike effek gehad het in spesifieke wyses om aspekte van psigo-sosiale gesondheid in adolessente te bevorder, asook ‘n afname in simptome van gebrekkige geestesgesondheid in die eksperimentele groep. Die toename in spesifieke aspekte van psigo-sosiale welstand soos bepaal ná die intervensie, is drie maande later tydens die opvolgtoetsgeleentheid bevestig. Die hoofbevindings van die kwantitatiewe studie is positiief ondersteun
deur die kwalitatiewe bevindings, naamlik dat verhoogde vlakke van psigo-sosiale gesondheid ontwikkel kan word met positiewe resultate vir sowel die betrokke individue asook ander mense. Verder is gevind dat Suid-Afrikaanse adolessente fleur beleef as 'n proses wat mettertyd gestalte kry en dat hierdie opwaartse spiraal van verbeterde funksionering hulle met vaardighede en bevoegdhede toerus.

Hierdie studie het getoon dat in 'n groep Suid-Afrikaanse adolessente die meeste jong persone nie gekategoriseer kan word as individue wat hoë vlakke van psigo-sosiale gesondheid beleef nie. Hierdie bevinding het ernstige implikasies: Naas gebrekkige vlakke van funksionering, is daar 'n groter moontlikheid dat die afwesigheid van geesteswelstand tot toestande van kwesbaarheid kan lei. Resultate het getoon dat hoër vlakke van psigo-sosiale geestesgesondheid ontwikkel kan word met behulp van 'n welwees-strategie deur die fasilitering van sielkundige kragte. Die program behels die uitbouing van positiewe uitkomste asook die vermindering van negatiewe gedrag en ervarings. Hierdie bevindings het moontlike implikasies vir beide welstand-ontwikkelingsprogramme, vir terapie en beleide rakende die bevordering van goeie gesondheid gemik op voorkoming.

Hierdie studie lewer 'n bydrae op 'n praktiese vlak deur die gee van inligting te make met die voorkoms van vlakke van geestesgesondheid in 'n spesifieke groep adolessente, wat moontlik kan help om groepe te eien wat die grootste behoefte het aan intervensies. Dit verskaf inligting oor die inhoud vir intervensies gerig op die ontwikkeling van positiewe psigo-sosiale gesondheid. Die studie lewer ook 'n bydrae tot die gebied van positiewe sielkunde/psigofortologie deur bewyse te bied dat die fasilitering van sekere psigologiese sterktes/kragte in adolessente met positiewe uitkomste ontwikkel kan word en beklemtsoon die teoretiese aannames van spesifieke modelle. Die bevindings het ook implikasies vir beleide rakende die bevordering van psigo-sosiale gesondheid. Laastens word voorstelle vir toekomstige navorsing en verdere toepassing gebied.
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FLOURISHING IN A GROUP OF SOUTH AFRICAN ADOLECSCENTS

SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

"The glory of God is a human being fully alive"
Saint Iraneus

This study focuses on the nature, prevalence and enhancement of flourishing in a group of adolescents, and the evaluation of the effectiveness of a developed programme to facilitate flourishing. This first chapter provides a general introduction to this study's exploration of flourishing in South African adolescents. Firstly a rationale for the enquiry regarding well-being in South African adolescents will be presented. This will deal with the need to investigate the prevalence of psychosocial health in South African youth, the inadequacy of our information regarding higher levels of well-being; and how further information could support the protection and promotion of positive human health in non-clinical healthy populations, primarily in adolescents.

Motivation for use of a positive psychology approach

This study was conducted within the framework of positive psychology. The grand vision of positive psychology implies the scientific study of optimal human functioning (Peterson, 2006), meaning that positive psychologists view both strength and weakness as authentic and amenable to scientific understanding (Peterson & Seligman, 2004). It should be emphasised that positive psychology does not relate to “self-help”, but that it offers empirically grounded research for obtaining more from life (Keyes & Haidt, 2003). Given that positive psychology is about the understanding of the wellsprings, processes and mechanisms that lead to desirable outcomes, it is evident that positive interventions aimed at capacity building and flourishing in children and adolescents should be developed within this perspective. According to Linley and colleagues (2006) a very important enquiry entails how positive psychology may be harnessed most effectively in the service of promoting integral human flourishing and fulfilment. Peterson (2006) stated that psychologists interested in promoting human potential need to pose different questions from their predecessors who assumed the medical model. As Seligman (2007) phrased the goal of positive psychology, it was to move people not from −3 to zero, but from +2 to +5. It is shown that keeping within the broad premise of positive psychology, strengths allow humans
to accomplish more than the absence of distress and disorder, and that they "break through the zero point" of psychology's traditional concern with disease and disorder, and malfunction to address worthy life-outcomes (Peterson, 2006, p. 31).

It is argued that the improvement of positive human health can best be investigated from the positive perspective, and more specifically from psychofortology (cf. Strümpfer, 2006; Wissing & Van Eeden, 2002) as the appropriate field for focusing on psychological strengths as human resources and capabilities. This strengths-based approach is taken as point of departure for this study while acknowledging the full spectrum of human experience, from the negative to the positive. Therefore, the systematic enhancement of well-being and the building of strengths, guided by the ideal of flourishing, is to be pursued within the positive notion of psychology, revisiting the average person and concentrating on what works, what is right, and what is improving (Sheldon & King, 2001), while keeping in mind that negative or problematic facets are also part of life.

Henceforth an analysis of relevant theoretical perspectives will be offered. This entails viewpoints on flourishing and also other perspectives on well-being, and also on the proposed theoretical model depicting well-being for purposes of this study. The chapter ends by explicating the aims, possible benefits of the current study and also an outline of the remainder of the thesis.

1. Problem statement and research questions

The focus of the positive paradigm of psychology is on building the best things in life and developing fulfilling lives for normal people in addition to healing the wounds of the distressed (Peterson & Seligman, 2004). Lyubomirsky (2007) remarked that not everyone will be clinically depressed or suffer from disorders during his or her lifetime, and that (almost) everyone will want to be happy, experience meaningfulness, desire to be good friends, to be effective learners (school), or to be productive and satisfied in the work-place. Promoting well-being is necessary to enhance quality of life, but also to pro-actively prevent problems. Motivation for this perspective is as follows:

1.1 The necessity to promote flourishing in youth

The promotion of flourishing in youth is necessary for a number of reasons: Firstly, according to Keyes (2002, 2003, 2004, 2005a, 2005b, 2007), only a small proportion of those otherwise free of a common mental disorder are truly mentally healthy, i.e., flourishing. He pointed out that only 17% of all people in the US were completely mentally healthy (i.e., they had the absence of mental illness and the presence of mental health). In other words, the absence of mental illness is only a necessary, but not a sufficient condition for complete mental health. Keyes
(2006) argued that research showed that the same model of mental health proposed, also applies to adolescents. Hence, if young persons are symptom-free, it does not automatically indicate that they are thriving human beings. Besides, it should be emphasised that positive and negative states of health are asymmetrical; that is, they are not completely inversely related in form and effect (Aspinwall & Staudinger, 2003). In other words, the lessening of disease and dysfunction, even the prevention of the worst from happening, does not equal the promoting of positive human health.

It was shown that Keyes’s model of complete mental health has been supported in youth between the ages of 12 and 18 in the Child and Development Supplement of the Panel Study of Income Dynamics: The risk of behavioural problems—arrests, skipping school, drinking alcohol, smoking cigarettes, or smoking marijuana—decreased as mental health increased, suggesting that complete mental health may be an important, yet unexplored, protective factor during adolescence (Keyes, 2006). These considerations are of the utmost importance for adolescents, because they represent 100% of the future of any population. It is crucial that they receive maximum support, not only to deal with the problems typical of their developmental stage, but also to develop the highest possible levels of well-being. Furthermore, Keyes points out that much more research is needed to comprehend the developmental unfolding of mental health over the lifespan, “acting as protective (i.e., flourishing) and risk (i.e., languishing and moderate mental health) factors within specific racial and ethnic subpopulations” (Keyes, 2007, p. 106).

Secondly, psychologists still know relatively little about human thriving and how to encourage it, especially in healthy populations, for the reason that the negative partiality of traditional psychology has prevented them from recognising the importance of this matter (Maddux, 2008; Sheldon & King, 2001). In addition to the lack of adequate knowledge concerning flourishing, Seligman (2007) pointed out that we have learned that pathologising does not move us closer to the prevention of serious disorders, and that it has been discovered that there is a set of human strengths that are the most likely buffers against mental illness. He emphasised that we need massive research on human strength and virtue. It is stated that psychology has a box of tools to work on stress, disease and dysfunction, but remains ill-equipped to assist individuals to live healthier and more meaningful lives (Keyes & Haidt, 2006). Tarr (2005) pointed out that it is well worth being reminded of Maslow’s (1954, 1971) perspective that developing one’s inherent strengths is a factor to leading a life of self-actualisation which could provide adolescents the opportunity to explore their identity through the lens of strengths and contribute to their sense of competence and well-being.

Thirdly, Ryff and Singer (1996) emphasise that the absence of well-being creates conditions of vulnerability such as depression, heart diseases and dependence. In addition, Keyes (2005) stated that healthcare problems once associated with older age, e.g., depression, diabetes,
and cardiovascular disease, are occurring at younger ages. This information is confirmed by the 2001 World Health Organization (WHO) World Health Report which estimated that “…measured in disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) mental and behavioural disorders accounted for 12% of the global burden of disease in 2000. The report projects that this figure will increase to 15% by 2020. In the 15- to 44-year age group, the health burden resulting from unipolar depression is currently second only to HIV/AIDS” (Freeman, 2004).

Studies have shown that the absence of well-being creates further risk conditions. A major public health concern in South Africa is risk behaviour among adolescents, who constitute 21% of the country’s total population (Wegner, Flisher Caldwell, Vergnani, & Smith, 2007). Also, suicidal behaviour in adolescents is becoming an increasingly important public health concern. The World Health Organization (2001) has identified suicide as one of the three leading causes of death in adolescents and young adults, and the magnitude of this problem is even greater when suicidal ideation and “unsuccessful” suicide attempts are taken into account (Wild, Flisher, & Lombard, 2004). Other risk behaviours to be considered are the association between substance and certain sexual risk behaviours: Flisher and colleagues (2006) found in a study done in South Africa that youth, (grade eight students/learners - the mean age of all participants was 14 years) who had ever used alcohol or marijuana in their lifetime were significantly more likely to have ever had sexual intercourse. There was also a correlation between substance and risk behaviours, such as having had multiple sexual partners in a period of six months. There is a need for effective prevention programmes aimed at reducing risk behaviour among South African adolescents. HealthWise South Africa is a school-based programme designed to reduce sexual and substance use risk behaviour, and promotes the positive use of leisure time among high-school learners/students (Wegner et al., 2007). Conditions of vulnerability also include health-hazards, such as smoking: Adolescents constitute a large proportion of the 1.1 billion smokers worldwide. According to the World Health Organization, adolescent cigarette smoking is likely to increase tremendously in the next two decades as the tobacco industry concentrates its marketing on the youth (King et al., 2003).

Frustration is on the increase within Third World countries such as South Africa, that treatment often comes too late in the intervention process, as it is usually provided long after individuals had developed problems (Patel, Flisher, Nikapota & Malhotra, 2008). Nelson Mandela, former South African President, proclaimed that there could be no keener revelation of a society’s soul than the way in which it treats its children. The mission to support a country’s youth to encourage the highest possible levels of psychosocial well-being as adolescents, must be linked to efforts to lessen future harm. The pro-active, rather than the reactive, role of psychology is
highlighted when strategies are designed focusing on the promotion and protection of young persons’ well-being.

Fourthly, mental disorders account for a large proportion of the disease burden in young people in all societies (Patel, Flisher, Hetrick, & McGorry, 2007). Although most mental disorders are often first detected later in life, they begin during youth (12–24 years of age). (Patel et al., 2007). In South Africa poor mental health is strongly related to other health and development concerns in young people, notably lower educational achievements, substance abuse, violence, and poor reproductive and sexual health. (Flisher et al., 2006). Since most mental health needs in young people are unmet, more research is urgently needed to improve the range of affordable and feasible interventions (Flisher et al., 2006). Addressing young people’s mental health needs is crucial if they are to fulfil their potential and contribute fully to the development of their communities.

Fifthly, in a developing country such as South Africa, children and youth are often exposed to abuse, and many become victims of exploitation and violence. However, they are also increasingly involved in violent and criminal behaviour, even as gang members (Zdunek, Gray, Lambertz, Licht, & Rux, 2003). Indeed, as Louw (2007) puts it so tellingly: “Today’s children are tomorrow’s adults – and criminals.” Something needs to be done in order to prevent this. In developing countries a large proportion of the total population is represented by its youth, which implies that they constitute an enormous potential for human and social development and could become, instead of the problem, rather part of the solution as potential ‘change agents’ (Zdunnek et al., 2003).

Finally, since “...each period of life requires attention to the particular problems evident in that period” (Maddux et al., 2005, p. 25), and, for example, young people between the ages of 11 and 21 face problems related to the transition from puberty to adolescence, which could lead to an identity crisis (Wait, Meyer, & Loxton, 2005), it is evident that the promotion of flourishing in youth is needed. According to Erikson (1968), the dynamics of this complex developmental stage (identity vs. identity confusion) involves crises, a healthy solution of which entails that the positive aspect will dominate, while at the same time some contact with the negative aspect remains important for further development. William Shakespeare depicted this developmental stage as: “I would there were no age between ten and three-and-twenty, or that youth would sleep out the rest; for there is nothing in the between but getting wenches with child, wronging the ancentry, stealing, fighting.” (The Winter’s Tale). Young people have a high rate of self-harm, mood disorders, eating disorders, while suicide is a leading cause of death in young people. Although substantial progress has been made in developing effective interventions for problems such as self-mutilation, mental health service needs remain unmet, even in wealthier societies, and the rate of
unmet need is nearly 100% in many developing countries (Patel et al., 2008). In addition to these characteristic challenges, adolescents also experience what Frankl (1969) called “the unavoidability of suffering”, which can be linked to Antonovsky’s view (1987, p.130) of “heterostatic disequilibrium”. Both theories describe the inevitability of stressors in life, and both highlight strength building to overcome these never-ending challenges. It is, therefore, evident that adolescents are a particularly important target group for capacity building.

1.2 Research questions

In view of the above-mentioned, it is necessary to obtain information regarding the prevalence of the percentages of adolescents with different levels of mental health as defined by Keyes in his model, within specific South African contexts. This is important firstly, because more information about the incidence of mental health in South African adolescents is needed, and secondly, since it presents a clearer picture of the context and target groups in greatest need for interventions. There is no reason to assume that Keyes’ statistics (2002, 2005a, 2005b), namely that only 17% of all people in the US were flourishing or completely mentally healthy, will be significantly different or even better in African countries. Findings from a recent study using 1050 Setswana-speaking adults in the Northwest province of South Africa indicated that Keyes’s statistics were certainly similar in South Africa: It was indicated that 20% were flourishing, 67.8% were moderately mentally healthy and 12.2% were languishing (Keyes et al., 2008).

The present research questions are: 1) What is the prevalence of the various degrees of mental health as defined by Keyes (2005, 2006) in a group of South African adolescents? 2) What should a programme to enhance well-being and flourishing in this group of adolescents consist of? and, 3) What will the effect be of such a programme to enhance flourishing on the psychosocial well-being of a selected group of adolescents?

With this focus, previous research concerning the nature, prevalence and enhancement of flourishing in adolescents, will be analysed in the next section. The theoretical models and research referred to in this overview is selected to shed light on each of the key issues for the current study’s purposes, namely flourishing, well-being, adolescence and strengths.

2. Literature review

In view of the reasons given above for the necessity to develop higher levels of well-being in young persons, and the urgent need for research to improve our knowledge in this area, an analysis of relevant literature will be presented in the following way: Firstly, several relevant studies will be described, including the importance of appropriate theories, synthesising the
relevant information, and identifying problem areas and also limitations. Secondly, these studies will be evaluated and their implications for the current research will be shown.

2.1 Describing relevant studies

The following theoretical perspectives concerning positive human health will be analysed and discussed: Firstly, Ryff’s model, (1989) on psychological well-being; secondly, Diener’s (2000) understanding of subjective well-being, life satisfaction and human emotions; thirdly, Fredrickson’s (2001, 2005) broaden and build model of positive emotions; fourthly, Keyes’s (2005a) model of flourishing, fifthly, Lyubomirsky and colleagues’ (2005, 2007) research showing that well-being can be increased; sixthly, the contribution of existing youth development programmes will be analysed; and finally, strength-models will be explored.

2.1.1 Ryff’s psychological well-being model

Ryff stated that the meaning and measurement of well-being, as positive psychological functioning, cannot be conceived within a traditional framework which equates health with the absence of illness rather than with the presence of wellness (Ryff, 1989; Ryff & Keyes, 1995; Ryff & Singer, 1998). She argued that the dependence on medicine to define health was misguided, and that the emphasis on “repair” and the notion of health as the return to “the neutral” long influenced psychological views on ill-being (Ryff & Singer, 1998). She stated that the nature of human thriving and flourishing was not merely medical ones, and she offered an alternative definition of well-being, one closely aligned with the eudaimonic view. Furthermore, she stated that satisfaction with life and affect-based measures of well-being “have little theoretical grounding” (Ryff, 1989, p.106), and neglect important aspects of positive functioning. Ryff (1989) sought to develop an integrative definition of well-being by recognising accounts of positive functioning of mental health, clinical, and life span development theorists, such as Erikson, known for his notion of psychosocial stages (1959), Rogers, in view of his depiction of the fully functioning person (1961), and Maslow with his conception of self-actualisation (1968). She describes well-being as human beings’ endeavour for perfection that embodies the realisation of one’s true potential (p.100). According to this perspective, happiness is not “the main message”, but rather a product of a well-lived life (Ryff & Singer, 1989, p.5). She identified the following six indicators of positive human health, i.e. autonomy, personal growth, purpose in life, environmental mastery, self-acceptance and positive relations. The focus is on human functioning.

Ryff and Singer (1996) underlined the importance of the physiological substrates of human flourishing. They argued that we needed to change the treatment focus to that of protecting and
promoting positive human experience, which sets into motion its own biochemistry. They opine that the above-mentioned six criteria, which form the core features of positive human health, provide a point of departure for understanding how the body functions when one has positive life experiences (1998). These authors emphasised that human health should be understood, rather than as only the absence of disease, as wellness of mind and body.

Ryff's model of Psychological Well-Being (PWB) is an example of a theoretical approach typical of an eudaimonic perspective as a broad stream of thought within positive psychology (cf. Ryan & Deci, 2000; Waterman, 1993; Waterman, Schwartz, & Conti, 2008). Subsequently Keyes developed his model of complete mental health by integrating Ryff's perspective on PWB with a social well-being component (SWB) and also an emotional/satisfaction with life component (EWB) (Keyes, 1998; Keyes, 2007).

2.1.2 Diener's model of Subjective Well-being and Satisfaction with Life

Diener's empirical approach to satisfaction with life is based on the notion of subjective well-being (Diener, 2000; Diener & Diener, 2008; Diener, Emmons, Larsen, & Griffin, 1985; Pavot & Diener, 1993). He and colleagues (Diener, Emmons, Larsen, & Griffin, 1985) developed the well-known Satisfaction with Life Scale based on this notion. Diener (2000) argues that people's own evaluations of their quality of life are important indications of their degree of well-being. Subjective well-being constitutes the subjective evaluations of the degree of positive feelings (e.g. happiness) experienced, and perceptions (e.g. satisfaction) toward one's life overall. Where happiness signifies mostly an emotional state, life satisfaction tends to address a more global cognitive evaluation of one's life.

Diener (2000) distinguishes a number of different components of subjective well-being such as life satisfaction (global judgements of one's life as the cognitive component); satisfaction with important domains (e.g. work satisfaction); positive affect (experiencing many pleasant emotions and moods); low levels of negative affect (experiencing few unpleasant emotions and moods). He argues that people with high levels of subjective well-being are beneficial to societies and evidence shows that happy people are more productive (e.g. perform better at work) and are sociable (e.g. are more liked by others, participate more in community organisations).

Diener's model is an example of the hedonic approach to psychological well-being in which happiness and satisfaction with life are the most important facets. Keyes (1998, 2005, 2007; Keyes et al., 2008) includes this component in his more holistic model of a mental health continuum (see 2.1.4).
2.1.3 Fredrickson’s Broaden and Build Model of Positive Emotions

Fredrickson’s (2001) model proposes that positive emotions broaden the scope of attention and thought-action repertoires. Fredrickson indicated that the form and function of positive and negative emotions are both distinct and complementary: Whereas many negative emotions narrow individual’s momentary thought-action repertoires by calling forth specific action tendencies (e.g. flee, attack), many positive emotions broaden thought-action repertoires, prompting them to follow a wider range of thoughts and actions than are typical (e.g. explore, play), and facilitate the creation of important skills. Many empirical studies provide support for Fredrickson’s model (e.g. Fredrickson & Joiner, 2002). Fredrickson and Branigan (2005) confirmed the crucial role of positive emotions such as joy, gratitude, interest, contentment, love, and hope, as markers of well-being and also physical health. Positive affect correlates with processes that contribute to academic success, to be exact: cognition and motivation (Isen, 2003).

According to Fredrickson and Branigan (2005), the dynamics of positive emotions could be critical in order to protect and promote human flourishing. It is important to note that although emotions are shortlived, personal resources accrued during states of positive emotions are enduring (Fredrickson, 2005). These resources may be physical (e.g. physical skills, health); social (e.g. friendships, social support networks); intellectual (e.g. intellectual complexity, executive control); and psychological (resilience, optimism and creativity). These findings are supported by research showing that for example happy people are more active, efficient, and productive at their jobs (Argyle, 2001); earn a better income; they are optimistic and more positive toward other people (Seligman, 2002); they enjoy better physical and mental health; and cope with stress better than unhappy people (Vaillant, 2000, 2008).

Fredrickson’s broaden and build model of positive emotions goes further than Dieners’s idea of subjective well-being and satisfaction with life, and provides insight into some of the dynamics of psychological well-being that could be used in interventions. It also provides further support for inclusion of affect/emotion in the conceptualisation of psychological well-being and flourishing as conceptualised in Keyes’s model (1998, 2005, 2007).

2.1.4 Keyes’s model of complete mental health and of flourishing

Keyes developed a model of a mental health continuum that integrates eudaimonic and hedonic facets, and where the uppermost part of the continuum is indicated as flourishing (Keyes, 1998, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005a, 2005b, 2007). Keyes’s model integrates the markers of high levels of psychological well-being as indicated by Ryff (1989) with facets of social well-being, also conceptualised from an eudaimonic perspective, and emotional well-being and satisfaction with life as reflective of hedonic approaches.
Although he conceptualised mental health on a continuum, he also proposed that pathology and wellness are two separate dimensions that are correlated. In the wellness dimension Keyes distinguishes three categories, namely languishing, moderately mentally healthy, and flourishing. *Languishing* is defined as a state in which an individual is devoid of positive emotion toward life, is not functioning well psychologically or socially, and has not been depressed during the past year. In short, languishers are neither mentally ill nor mentally healthy (Keyes, 2003 in Keyes & Haidt). Individuals who are *moderately mentally healthy* are not mentally ill, they are not languishing, but they have not reached the diagnostic level of flourishing; Complete mental health, i.e. *flourishing*, is a state of mental health in which people are free of mental illness and filled with high levels of emotional, psychological, and social well-being. In terms of psychosocial functioning, this means that completely mentally healthy adolescents show low levels of perceived helplessness (e.g., low perceived control in life), high levels of functional goals (e.g., knowing what they want from life), high levels of self-reported resilience (e.g., learning from adversities), and high levels of intimacy (e.g., feeling very close with family and friends) (Keyes, 2007).

Because of its comprehensiveness and clarity with a view to application, Keyes’s model is used as a corner stone theoretical approach in the current study.

2.1.5 Lyubomirsky and colleagues: active participation

Lyubomirsky and colleagues (Lyubomirsky, 2007; Lyubomirsky, Sheldon & Schade, 2005) stated that the potential of happiness-increasing interventions has been shown in empirical studies and she provides a handbook with well-motivated, empirically validated strategies that may be useful in practice. A main feature of these strategies is active involvement and practice. Previous research indicated that about 50% of the level of happiness is genetically determined, 10% is accounted for by circumstances, and that 40% is under voluntary control (Lyubomirsky, 2007), and thus amendable by intentional activities and practice. Several other studies also showed that practicing certain virtues, such as gratitude (Emmons & McCullough, 2003), forgiveness (McCullough, Hoyt, & Rachal, 2000), and thoughtful self-reflection (King, 2001; Lyubomirsky, Sheldon & Schade, 2005) are able to bring about enhanced well-being. Various cognitive factors have been linked to well-being. These factors, which are apparently also open to some volitional control, are for example pausing to count one’s blessings and choosing to feel a sense of optimism or efficacy regarding one’s life (Lyubomirsky, 2007; Seligman, 1991; Bandura, 1982). Thus, by changing one’s patterns of thought and ways of construing events, one might experience greater happiness.

Of the external factors that matter for happiness and positive functioning - namely
conditions of a person’s life and the voluntary activities that the person undertake - the most important component is thus the active efforts that a person can make (Lyubomirsky, Sheldon & Schade, 2005). Therefore, the voluntary and sustained activities offer great promise for increasing well-being, particularly happiness, while avoiding adaptation effects (Haidt, 2006). According to Lyubomirsky et al. (2005) findings concerning hedonic adaptation have important implications for the under-studied issue in research on well-being. The effects of positive circumstantial changes (such as buying a new cell-phone) tend to perish more quickly than the effects of positive activity changes (such as starting to exercise, or initiating a new goal or project): A key assumption is that hedonic adaptation occurs more quickly with respect to circumstantial changes than to activity changes. This implies that a sustainable increase regarding a person’s level of well-being is possible, and she/he is not to return to her genetic set-point after any temporary change. Thus, although changes in circumstances can trigger increases in well-being, such boosts tend to be short-lived, because people quickly begin to take those new circumstances for granted and stop to derive positive experiences from them. The above mentioned studies provide important new support for these ideas and are not consistent with “easy-living” or the “quick fix” ideals. In other words, their data suggest that effort and hard work offer the most promising route to sustainable happiness, and are potentially potent prescriptions (regarding positive human health). These authors thus imply that by using their strengths and through their own efforts, adolescents, as active agents of their own well-being, may move towards greater happiness and fulfilment in life.

2.1.6 Smith’s strength-based model and the VIA – classification of strengths

Smith’s strength-based counseling model (2006) is recommended specifically for counseling of youth at risk. This model is more an empirical approach than a theoretical model. This model is relevant for the current study, because it highlights the importance of cultural facets, and because it links to the idea of strengths as described in the theoretical values-in-action model of character strengths (Peterson & Seligman, 2004).

Strength-building in adolescents has to do with the ability of human beings to rise above the efforts of mere survival, and to experience something like thriving. Smith (2006) points out that this process requires special attention regarding the role of resilience, i.e. the capacity to bounce back after setbacks, and is useful for capacity and asset building across the lifespan. This viewpoint resonate with Keyes’s view of the important role of protection-building strengths in the lives of young persons, since it acts to prevent or mitigate risk factors, can change bad situations for the better and enable adolescents to learn from difficult situations (Keyes, 2004b; Masten, 2001). Smith stressed that all strengths are culturally based. In conjunction with the
importance of the cultural context, Smith (2006) identified 10 categories of strengths that can be taken into consideration regarding competence-building, such as wisdom and spiritual strengths, emotional strengths (such as insight, optimism, perseverance, hope, finding purpose in life), character strengths (e.g. integrity, honesty, discipline, courage), creative strengths (e.g. ability to appreciate the arts). She posited that strength-based approaches motivate young persons to change to a greater degree than deficit-based approaches. This supportive way of thinking could provide adolescents the opportunity to explore their life through the standpoint of strengths and could add to their sense of capability.

Peterson, and Seligman, (2004) stated that character strengths lead to the recognisable human excellence or instance of human flourishing. Researchers at the University of Pennsylvania developed the Values in Action (VIA), classification of strengths. The project – VIA Classification of strengths – means to complement the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM) of the American Psychiatric Association (1994) by focusing on what is right about people and specifically about the strengths of character that make the good life possible (Peterson & Seligman, 2004). Virtues, as the core characteristics valued by moral philosophers and religious thinkers all over the world (according to Peterson and Seligman, 2004), are: Wisdom, courage, love, justice, temperance, and transcendence. Character strengths are the psychological ingredients – processes or mechanisms – that express these virtues. These researchers have developed a diagnostic strengths manual (Peterson & Seligman, 2003, 2004), which lists the classification of character strengths. (1) Strengths of wisdom and knowledge are cognitive strengths that entail the acquisition and use of knowledge; (2) strengths of courage are emotional strengths that involve the exercise of will to accomplish goals in the face of opposition, external or internal; (3) strengths of love are interpersonal strengths that involve “tending” and “befriending” others; (4) strengths of justice are civic strengths that underlie healthy community life; (5) strengths of temperance are strengths that protect against excess; and (6) strengths of transcendence are strengths that forge connections to the larger universe and provide meaning (Peterson & Seligman, 2004). These six broad categories, emerging from historical surveys, are acknowledged as universal. However, no indication could be found that these authors took note of the specific African value systems, and it is thus a question how universal these virtues and strengths indeed are. Khumalo, Wissing and Temane (2008) found that the character strengths hypothesized in the VIA are also identified in a South African context, but that they cluster differently from what is proposed in the VIA-model.

The authors of the VIA Classification applied specific criteria in order to identify a characteristic as a character strength. For example: A strength needs to be manifest in the range of an individual’s behaviour – thoughts, feelings, and/or actions – in such a way that it can be
assessed; and the display of a strength by one person does not diminish other people in the vicinity, but rather elevates them, inspiring witnesses/onlookers, since character strengths are the sorts of characteristics to which all can aspires.

The current study will utilise the concept of strengths as a main building block. In this study the concept of strengths is used as understood within the framework of positive psychology, and more specifically psychofortology (i.e. the science of psychological strengths) (Strümpfer, 2005; 2006; Wissing & Van Eeden, 2002), for example a) as specific character strengths which form part of virtues (Peterson & Seligman, 2004), b) as any psychological aspect of healthy functioning (Wissing & Van Eeden, 2002), and c) as a process definition, namely the ability to apply skills and resources in a creative and flexible way for the solution of problems or the realisation of goals, according to the demands of the context (Smith, 2006). Thus, the concept of strength will be used in this article as an umbrella term that covers all these meanings of the term.

2.1.7 Youth Development Programmes

In view of the focus of this study on flourishing in adolescents it is necessary to consider effective youth development programmes intended for the protection of youth's wellness. While youth development programmes were initially invented to support children and families to cope more effectively with existing crises and reducing concerns such as juvenile crime, or transforming poor character in youth (Catalano, Berglund, Ryan, Lonczak & Hawkins, 2004), it became clear that a successful transition to adulthood requires more than avoiding drugs, violence, school failure, or precocious sexual activity and prevention programmes. Youth development programmes concerning positive youth development are undeniably making a difference (Catalano, Berglund, Ryan, Lonczak & Hawkins, 2002). Positive youth development programmes facilitate outcomes such as developing adolescents' assets e.g. competence, confidence, connection, character, and caring (Lerner, Almerigi, Theokas & Lerner, 2005; Lerner, 2004; Lerner, Brentano, Dowling & Anderson, 2002). Other youth development programmes concentrate on assisting 21st century school curricula in their mission to educate students to be responsible and socially skilled (Greenberg et al., 2003). These skills serve both as protective factors that function as foundations for healthy development and also reducing problem behaviours.

However, although the promotion of strengths and competencies is a goal shared by positive youth development researchers and the broader positive psychology movement, most of the programmes from the positive youth development movement strove to maximise normal or acceptable behaviour in children and adolescents. The competencies and strengths targeted in
these programmes appear to have been conceptualised primarily as mediators or protective factors against negative outcomes rather than as qualities that might encourage youth to thrive. Compared with research on the remediation of problems (or "negative psychology"), there is little research on the development of positive qualities in adolescents (Gillham, Reivich, & Shatte, 2002). Therefore, we need programmes aiming at positive outcomes, i.e. the building of competence to deliberately promote higher levels of psychosocial well-being in youngsters, while simultaneously remediating problems and building buffers against pathology. Apart from the need for theoretically driven well-being programmes, the assessment of such qualities is needed, since it may provide important information about the pathways through which interventions work and, ultimately, the intervention components that are essential or most important for the encouragement of pro-social wellness.

2.1.8 Conclusion

Each of the perspectives discussed above highlight essential aspects, which together constitute a more comprehensive picture of flourishing in a broad sense. All the researchers indicate that positive human health indicates more than being simply symptom-free and that well-being implies something dissimilar to symptom reduction and pathology. But each one conceptualised the core of “well-being” somewhat different.

Keyes’s model will be used as a theoretical basis in the current study and his emphasis on the encouragement of positive human health. It is argued that the utilisation of this model when linked to strengths could promote strength-building in adolescents in order to rise above the efforts of mere survival, and to experience flourishing.

The research findings presented by Lyubomirsky and colleagues that well-being can be increased are of key importance regarding programmes directed toward flourishing. Furthermore, the understanding that sustainable subjective well-being cannot be attained automatically or suddenly must be reckoned with, since many 21st century adolescents grow up in a “user-friendly society” with several “happiness-traps”, and “quick-fix” medications and also the consuming of enjoyable activities, such as the pursuit of luxury goods (Haidt, 2006, p. 101). Therefore, Lyubomirsky’s contribution that enduring well-being requires committed and continuous endeavour, is an important directive.

The implications of Fredrickson’s findings are of crucial importance for programmes aimed at complete well-being. The deliberate utilisation of and building effect of positive emotions as markers of, and mechanisms for facilitation of complete well-being, are major components to empower adolescents. This “un-used” potential linked to psychological strengths (e.g. joy linked to gratitude) must be taken into account as important tools for optimal
functioning. The cultivating of positive emotions brings, according to the current author, emotions back into the domain of psychological well-being as eudaimonia or the good life. The broadening of our thinking, building of resources, and creation of important skills, as a result of positive emotions, that enable us to realise the best versions of ourselves are clearly essential components of flourishing.

Apart from the importance that individual adolescents must be equipped to flourish, it was argued by authors such as Keyes and also Diener, that people with high levels of well-being are beneficial to societies. Keyes (2003, in Keyes & Haidt) supported this viewpoint namely that understanding the nature and etiology of the strengths and competencies of flourishing individuals may offer therapeutic insights for developing strengths and competencies in mentally ill patients. In this sense the promotion of flourishing could lead to improving a nation’s health – with the implications of thriving socially and also economically – and building a stronger science of mental health.

When viewed from a critical distance, it could be argued that each of the authors discussed in this review highlighted essential aspects that, together, constitute a more comprehensive notion of flourishing. However, it is clear that we need an alternative viewpoint than the traditional pathogenic perspective regarding adolescents’ problems/challenges, the protection and also the promotion of their well-being. Keyes’s emphasis on learning more about positive health match up with the need for theories that explain the enhancement of higher levels of mental health. Nevertheless, it is clear that this innovative research needs to be translated into interventions aimed at normal experience and effective psychological functioning.

The important consideration is that programmes must be directed at all adolescents, healthy and also those at risk. Thus, the focus of this study will be on the exploration and development of psychological strengths as personal resources, which may also impact on symptoms of distress.

3. Aim of this study

The aims of this study are firstly, to determine the prevalence of the levels of psychosocial health in a group of South African adolescents and to develop an understanding of the conception of teenagers of the nature of flourishing and psychosocial well-being; secondly, to develop a programme to facilitate psychosocial well-being and flourishing in adolescents; and finally, to evaluate the effect of the developed programme aimed at the enhancement of psychosocial well-being and flourishing in a group of South African adolescents.
4. Possible contribution of this study

The compelling appeal that massive research is needed from the perspective of positive psychology to examine and explicate positive human health and effective psychological functioning underlines the seriousness of research findings that millions of people in non-clinical populations do not experience "the good life". This need of more research regarding the enhancement of strengths and flourishing is in itself a huge gap that requires attention, and this study may contribute to filling this gap in some regards.

This study will contribute to the existing understanding of flourishing in general, and specifically in terms of the following: No previous research within the South African context could be found that explored the nature and the prevalence of the levels of psychosocial health (positively defined) in adolescents. Locally, no former studies have as yet been undertaken regarding adolescents' functioning and understanding of the upper level of positive human health as conceptualised by Keyes, namely flourishing and also the lower level of well-being, namely languishing. This study may contribute to an indication of the prevalence of flourishing in a group of adolescents and clarify their subjective notions of well-being and non-well-being.

This information may be of value to health promotion planning in future. This study will also contribute to practical implementation of notions of well-being through the development of a programme to enhance flourishing in adolescents. Such a programme had not previously been evaluated in a South African study using teenagers, and if the envisaged programme will have a positive effect, its practical applicability can be explored in other contexts in further research.

5. Outline of the manuscript

This section indicated the motivation and aims for the current study. Section 2 will be presented in the form of a research article, titled: A mixed-method study of psychosocial well-being in a group of South African adolescents. The aim of this part is firstly, to determine the prevalence of the levels of psychosocial health in a group of South African adolescents and secondly, to develop an understanding of teenagers' experiences and conceptions of the nature of flourishing/well-being and also the absence of well-being. Together with Section 1, Section 2 (article 1: A mixed-method study of psychosocial well-being in a group of South African adolescents) provides information as background for the development of an intervention that will be described in Section 3 (article 2: A well-being strategy: Guidelines for the facilitation of psychosocial well-being in adolescents). Section 4 will report on the findings of an empirical evaluation of the effect of the above-mentioned programme in an article with the following title: Evaluation of a programme to enhance flourishing in adolescents. Finally, in Section 5, conclusions will be drawn, and suggestions made for future research.
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Abstract
The aim of this study was to explore the psychosocial well-being of a group of South African adolescents implementing a mixed methods approach. Participants (N=665, aged 15-17 years) from three high schools completed questionnaires on psychosocial well-being, and structured interviews were conducted with 24 participants selected from various levels of functioning as established quantitatively. Quantitative findings indicate that 60% of the adolescents did not flourish psychologically as measured on the Mental Health Continuum-Short Form. Adolescents experienced flourishing as characterised by purposeful living and meaning; positive relationships; being a role-model; self-regard; constructive coping; positive emotions and gratitude. The absence of mental health was experienced as meaninglessness, impaired relationships, identification with dysfunctional outsiders, self-incompetence, dysfunctional behaviours, negative emotions and helplessness. The deliberate facilitation of adolescents' positive psychological functioning is indicated.

Key words. Psychosocial well-being, flourishing, languishing, adolescents, mental health, resilience, mixed methods research, South Africa.

This study focuses on the description of psychosocial well-being of a group of South African adolescents as explored with a mixed methods approach. According to Patel and colleagues (2007) we should investigate the mental health requirements of young people aged 12–24 years, since the well-being of young people has an obvious public-health significance: They represent 100% of the future of any population and thriving youth could be viewed as a rich human resource. The opposite also applies, namely that the suffering, functional impairment, exposure to stigma and discrimination, and enhanced risk of premature death that is associated with mental disorders in young people, could be an enormous burden to any society. This is especially important, as mental disorders in young people tend to persist into adulthood (Patel, Flisher, Nikapota, & Malhotra, 2008).

Information regarding the levels and nature of psychosocial well-being in youth is sparse. It is not known what percentages of adolescents do experience positive human health and flourishing and what the incidence of languishing, i.e. lower levels of well-being, is in South African youth. This information is of critical importance, in order to respond to the situation (cf. Keyes, 2009). Although youth mental health is important in all countries, active support for youth wellness promotion is not provided despite the substantial investment that has been made in mental health and interventions for young people in many developed countries. According to Flisher et al. (2007) the priorities for young people seem to be different in rich and poor countries.

Keyes (2002, 2003, 2004, 2005a, 2005, 2007) pointed out that the prevalence of positive human health is barely 20% in the USA adult population, and that flourishing seems to diminish from adolescence to adulthood. This entails that only a small proportion of those otherwise free of a common mental disorder are truly mentally healthy, i.e. experience flourishing. There is no reason to assume that Keyes’ statistics (2002, 2005a, 2005) will be significantly different or even better in African countries. Findings from a recent study using a community sample of 1050 Setswana-speaking adults in the North West Province of South Africa (Keyes, Wissing, Potgieter, Temane, Kruger, & Van Rooy, 2008) indicated that South African data are similar to those from the USA in the case of adults. In the South African data 20% were flourishing, 67.8% were moderately mentally healthy and 12.2% were languishing. Findings in the USA (Keyes, 2006) indicated that between USA youth 38% are flourishing, while 55% are moderately mentally healthy, and 6% are languishing. Such information is not available for South African adolescents as yet.
The prevalence of various levels of mental health can be quantitatively measured with Keyes's Mental Health Continuum scale (Keyes, 2005, 2006), and described in terms of emotional, social and psychological well-being as conceptualised in this measure. Other theoretical conceptualisations of psychosocial well-being, such as satisfaction with life (Diener, Emmons, Larsen, & Griffen, 1985), affect balance (positive vs. negative affect) (Kammann & Flett, 1983), or ego resilience (Block & Kremen, 1996) also provide perspectives on well-being that can be assessed quantitatively. However, these measures, developed in a Western context, only provide a description of well-being and flourishing as conceptualised in theories. It is a question what adolescents themselves as ordinary lay people experience as well-being and flourishing. No data in this regard are available for the South African context from a positive psychology perspective that focuses on health rather than the absence of mental health. In order to address this issue, namely what youth's experiential realities are of well-being and functioning on the whole continuum of mental health, a qualitative approach will be necessary. Therefore, this study implements a mixed-method design with triangulation of quantitative and qualitative data-collection methods. Mixed methods is a procedure for collecting, analysing, and "mixing" or integrating both quantitative and qualitative data within a single study for the purpose of gaining a better understanding of the research problem (Ivankova, Creswell, & Stick, 2006). This study thus quantitatively explores the various levels of well-being in line with Keyes's conceptualisation and operationalisation and as supported with various other measures, as well as qualitatively exploring the nature of well-being as perceived by youth.

The need to promote psychosocial health in youth.

It is imperative to maximise youth health in all societies (Patel et al., 2008), and for the purpose of this article a few justifications will be highlighted: Firstly, it is argued that people with high levels of well-being are beneficial to their societies (Keyes, 2007; Diener, 2000; Pavot & Diener, 2008). However, given that adolescence is an important life-stage and that developmental success during this period has implications throughout adulthood, the mental health of this subpopulation must be emphasised, because poor mental health can impede academic and social success (Keyes, 2009). In developing countries a large proportion (35% - 50%) of the total population is represented by its youth, which implies that they constitute an enormous potential for human and social development (Zdunek, Gray, Lambertz, Licht, & Rux, 2003).

Secondly, the absence of well-being creates conditions of vulnerability, such as depression, heart diseases and dependence (Ryff & Singer, 1996). Keyes (2005) stated that healthcare problems once associated with older age — e.g. diabetes, and cardiovascular disease —
are occurring at younger ages, and that America has been stunned by the threefold increase in teen suicide. Also, worldwide there has been a startling increase in depression: The mean age of this disorder forty years ago was 29.5, while nowadays it is 14.5 years (Seligman, 2007, p. 117). In the Western Cape - South Africa, 48% of the patients in treatment for substance dependence are younger than 25-years (SACENDU, 2008). Evidence is available that the absence of well-being creates further risk conditions: Risk factors for mental disorders are well established and in Western contexts at least one out of every four to five young people in the general population will suffer from at least one mental disorder in any given year, but much less information is available on developing countries (Wegner, Flisher, Caldwell, Vergnani, & Smith, 2007).

Thirdly, young people have a high rate of self-harm, such as self-mutilation and mental health service needs are unmet, even in wealthier societies, whereas the rate of unmet need is nearly 100% in many developing countries (Patel, Flisher, Hetrick, & McGorry, 2007). Fourthly, the emphasis on certain body shapes, fuelled by the fashion industry — which views young people as a major market — is probably a factor in explaining the finding that eating disorders are more common in developed countries. However, evidence suggests that the globalisation of the media is associated with an increase in eating disorders in societies, such as South Africa, in which they were previously rarely seen (Patel et al., 2007). Fifthly, mental disorders account for a large proportion of the disease burden in young people in all societies and most mental disorders begin during youth (12–24 years of age), although they are often first detected later in life. Mental disorders in young people tend to persist into adulthood, including depressive and anxiety disorders, psychoses, substance use, and eating and personality disorders (Patel et al., 2007).

Sixthly, it is evident that apart from the challenges concerning the managing of daily stressors, many South African youngsters have to deal with stressful life events, such as poor family environments, low parental monitoring, psychosocial adversity and the presence of disorders such as substance abuse (Flisher et al., 2007). Seventhly, in a developing country like South Africa, children and youth are often exposed to abuse, and many become victims of exploitation and violence - plus, they are also increasingly involved in violent and criminal behaviour, even as gang members (Zdunek et al., 2003). As Louw (2007) posits, today’s children are tomorrow’s adults – and criminals. Finally, given that adolescence is a critical stage of development, and that developmental success during this period has implications throughout adulthood, youth is the period of life when most people complete their academic career, establish themselves in the job market, and build friendships and romantic relationships. Since mental disorders might reduce the likelihood of these tasks being completed successfully, mental disorders in young people have a substantial effect on economic and social outcomes that extend
into adulthood (King et al., 2001). It is evident that we need to investigate, and try to promote the mental health of young people where applicable.

The Positive perspective.

In view of the above indicated need, it is clear that it is important that youngsters receive the maximum support, not only to deal with the problems typical of their developmental stage, but also to develop their resources and strengths, and in order also to become thriving adults. Keyes (2005a, 2005b, 2007) has shown that most adolescents in the USA do not experience positive functioning. He pointed out that the absence of pathology does not necessarily imply the presence of positive human health (Keyes, 2005, 2006, 2007). Conversely, it is also necessary to point out that most young people do not suffer from any mental disorder, and that not everyone will be clinically depressed or suffer from substance disorders during their lifetime, but it is a reasonable postulation that (almost) everyone will want to be happy, or to be good friends, or to be effective learners/workers or to experience fulfilment. Therefore, this research aimed at youth as thriving representatives of tomorrow, was conducted within the framework of positive psychology. The grand vision of positive psychology is the scientific study of optimal human functioning, and implies as much attention to strengths as to weaknesses, as much interest in building the best things in life as in repairing the worst (Peterson, 2006). Peterson (2006) stated that psychologists interested in promoting human potential need to pose different questions from their predecessors who assumed the medical model. As Seligman (2007) phrased the goal of positive psychology, it was not simply to move people from -3 to zero or the relieving of negative states, but also from +2 to +5 as the presence of positive human health. Thus the positive state points towards more than merely the absence of the negative. This perspective was adopted as backdrop for the current investigation of youth mental health.

Within the positive paradigm Keyes’s continuum of mental health model is taken as a point of departure. According to this model mental health can be viewed as existing on a continuum from pathology to optimal functioning. Strictly speaking he proposes that psychopathology and psychological well-being are two different, but negatively correlated dimensions of human functioning. On the positive health dimension (upper part of the continuum) he identifies three levels of well-being or mental health, namely languishing (i.e. low levels of emotional, social and psychological well-being), moderate mental health, and flourishing (i.e. high levels of emotional, social and psychological well-being, i.e. complete mental health or optimal human functioning). Individuals who are moderately psychologically healthy have scores between flourishing and languishing. These levels of mental health can be
determined with his Mental Health Continuum Scale (MHC-SF) that measures emotional, psychological/personal and social well-being.

Potential benefits of this study.

The contribution of this study is that it may provide information on the prevalence of levels of mental health of a group of South African adolescents, and also information on adolescents' understanding and perceptions of well-being that may be used in future to develop interventions aimed at enhancing and promoting well-being.

Aims of the study.

The aims of the empirical study were to explore firstly, the levels of psychosocial health (i.e. the prevalence of languishing, moderate mental health and flourishing) in a group of South African adolescents, and secondly, to develop an understanding of teenagers' conceptions and experiences of psychosocial well-being (flourishing) and of the absence of psychosocial health (languishing/ill-being). This information is necessary with a view to the development of specifically targeted interventions to promote well-being and flourishing.

Method

The design

An exploratory sequential mixed-method design was implemented. This design draws on both qualitative and quantitative data gathering methods, each conducted rigorously and complete in itself, in one project. The results are integrated to answer the research questions (Ivankova, Creswell, & Stick, 2006). Mixed method's general strength is found in their possibility to complement traditional (mostly empirical) quantitative methods with deeper insight-rendering qualitative methods and interpretations (Johnson, Onwuegbuzie, & Turner, 2007). In the current study the mixed method design was used in the following way: Firstly questionnaires were completed in a one-shot cross-sectional survey design (to determine the mean levels and prevalence of the various degrees of mental health). Secondly, structured interviews followed with a selected group of participants from the quantitative wave of data collection to qualitatively explore their understanding of the manifestations of well-being and the absence thereof.

Participants

Adolescent learners from three secondary schools (N=665) took part in this study. These schools were chosen since they present a variety of South Africa's people, namely Afrikaans,
English and Xhosa-speaking youngsters, i.e. whites (Caucasian), persons of colour and blacks, and were situated in various socio-economic environments. As far as gender is concerned, the group consisted of 214 male participants and 451 female participants. Participants were between 15 and 17 years old. Of the participants 66% were white, 31% were persons of colour and 3% were black.

Researchers

The first author is a lecturer in Psychology, experienced in qualitative research and interested in community development. The second author is an experienced supervisor and expert in positive psychology.

Data gathering

The mixed-methods design consists of two distinct phases: Quantitative followed by qualitative (Ivankova et al., 2006). Convenience sampling took place (voluntary participants for whom parents also provided consent).

Quantitative data collection: Measures of psychosocial well-being and health

The selected questionnaires were completed in English, as all the participants were fluent in the English language, and English is their language of tuition. The following measures were implemented:

*The Mental Health Continuum-Short Form (MHC-SF) (Keyes, 2005, 2006)*. The MHC-SF was specifically developed to measure the various levels of mental health on the upper end of the mental health continuum. The MHC-SF consists of 14 items. It measures the degree of: 1) emotional well-being (EWB) (items 1-3) as defined in terms of positive affect and satisfaction with life; 2) social well-being (SWB) (items 4-8) as described in Keyes’s (1998) model of SWB (one item on each of the facets of social acceptance, social actualisation, social contribution, social coherence and social integration); and 3) psychological well-being (PWB) (items 9-14) as described in Ryff’s (1989) model (including one item on each of the dimensions of autonomy, environmental mastery, personal growth, positive relations with others, purpose in life and self-acceptance). Wissing et al. (2008) reported Cronbach alphas of 0.75 to 0.90 for the MHC-SF in four different South African samples. The Cronbach alpha in the current study was 0.87.

*The Ego Resiliency Scale (ERS) (Block & Kremen, 1996)*. The ERS measures ego-resilience and consists of 14 items, each responded to on a 4-point scale (1 = “does not apply at
all’ to 4 = “applies very strongly”). Block and Kremen (1996) report a Cronbach alpha of 0.76 for this scale. Cronbach alpha for the current study was 0.74.

The Satisfaction with Life Scale (SWLS) (Diener, Emmons, Larsen, & Griffen, 1985). The 5-item SWLS measures a person’s general satisfaction with life on a cognitive-judgmental level, and as evaluated according to own criteria. Cronbach alpha reliabilities reported vary between 0.79 and 0.89 (Pavot & Diener, 1993) and 0.84 and 0.79 in South African samples (Wissing & Van Eeden, 2002). In the current study a Cronbach reliability of 0.77 was found.

The Affectometer 2 (short version) (AFM) (Kammann & Flett, 1983). The AFM was developed to measure a general sense of well-being or general happiness and measures positive affect (PA), negative affect (NA), and affect balance (PA-NA). The 20-sentence item scale was used in the present research. Questions are rated on a scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 5 (all the time). The more positive affect predominates over negative affect, the higher the overall level of well-being. Kammann and Flett (1983) reported a Cronbach alpha of 0.88 and they also reported indications of validity. Cronbach alphas in South African samples vary from 0.81 to 0.92 (Wissing & Van Eeden, 2002). The following Cronbach alpha reliabilities were found in the current study: 0.79 (PA) and 0.83 (NA).

Qualitative data collection

To determine the perception and experience-realities of South Africa’s adolescents, twenty-four participants were selected: eight from each of the flourishing, moderate mentally healthy and languishing sub-groups. Data were gathered by means of open-ended questions during personal interviews on a one-to-one basis. Questions were asked to investigate youngsters’ experience and understanding of youth mental health, specifically with regard to flourishing and the absence of well-being. These adolescents were presented with questions such as: “What is your understanding of thriving youth in South Africa?”; “Which indicators of well-being would you value of great importance?”; “How does positive functioning occur in your own life?”; “Provide examples regarding optimal experience in your daily activities”; “What is your understanding of the absence of well-being /ill-being and adolescents who do not experience flourishing?”; “In what way does impaired functioning take place in your life?; and “Offer some examples how you experience poor functioning on a daily basis?”. These interviews were audio taped and each interview was transcribed word by word (Creswell, 2005).
Procedure and ethical concerns

Permission to conduct research was obtained from the Western Cape Department of Education in 2007. Meetings with each one of the headmasters of the three schools were held in order to obtain their permission to conduct the current study. The support of these headmasters was also important to obtain the co-operation and the assistance of the teachers involved. The informed consent of potential participants' parents was sought, as well as the voluntary consent of participants by means of consent forms explaining the aim of the study. Participants gave their consent and were informed of their rights to withdraw from the study at any stage and that all data would be treated confidentially. Parents were requested to give their permission. Approval was obtained from the Ethics Committee of the North-West University for this project (approval number: NWU-00002-07-A2).

Data Analysis

Concerning the quantitative data, descriptive statistics and reliability indices (Cronbach alphas) were established for all measuring instruments, and frequencies determined for the various categories of mental health according to the criteria stipulated for the MHC-SF.

Qualitative analysis was done according to the technique of thematic analysis (Creswell, 2005), since it allows the deduction, in a systematic way, of the identification of specific features of texts. The raw data, namely the transcribed reports of the interviews were read and re-read. Meaningful themes were extracted and grouped into higher order categories corresponding to thematic patterns (Creswell, 2005). The following four steps (Van Manen, 1984, p.2) were used in order to reach a summary of the written reports of the interviews: i) the identification of Natural Meaning Units ("...those words, phrases, non-verbal or para-linguistic communications which express a unique and coherent meaning, irrespective of the research question, clearly differentiated from that which precedes and follows" - Van Manen, 1984). Words, such as (participant F1):

"'n Skitterbestaan is dat my drome en die drome van ander waargemaak kan word: Basies op die Kaapse vlakte - I've seen it all - is fondasies gele, maar almal het nie sterk persoonlikhede – due to circumstances – om sterk te staan nie. Hulle soek 'happiness en satisfaction in life' en liefde, maar hulle soek dit op verkeerde plekke. Hulle het wel talente soos sport – gaan verlore met 'gangsters', ons moet hulle help sodat hulle ook hulle drome kan bereik, want 'ons is leaders of tomorrow' en ons moet mekaar help om sterk te staan en misdaad te beveg want anders gaan ons generation to waste."
ii) The NMUs relevant to the research question were highlighted, e.g.

"'n Skitterbestaan beteken die verwerkliking van jou drome" [Flourishing means the realisation of your dreams.]

iii) These NMUs were grouped into related essences.

iv) From the selected NMUs the related essences were produced, and eventually by means of the grouping of these essences, meaningful themes and categories were identified.

In order to assess the validity and trustworthiness of the research results, the identified themes were verified in discussions with a smaller representative group of the grade ten learners (member checking), with the study promoter, as well as two independent professional persons, namely Ms M. Le Roux (Stellenbosch University: Department of Psychology) and Dr. P. Nel (Western Cape University: Department of Industrial Psychology). Validity was also obtained through the application of the phenomenological method of bracketing, in other words the researcher's prejudices, assumptions and beliefs were listed and in as far as possible avoided in order to allow the research data to speak for themselves. This analytical process was, therefore, characterised by constant critical reflection as well as the discussions referred to above.

Results

In this section the results from both phases of the study will be given.

Quantitative results

Descriptive statistics and reliability indices for all measures. Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics and Cronbach alpha coefficients of the various measuring instruments. Mean scores and standard deviations are shown for all measures, and are more or less in line with those reported in the literature. The alpha coefficients of all the scales were acceptable compared to the guideline of 0.70 (Kerlinger & Lee, 2000).

[Insert Table 1 about here]

The prevalence of the various levels of mental health

The prevalence of the degrees of psychosocial well-being in three secondary schools is shown in Table 2. It is clear that the percentages of participants on the various levels of well-being, as conceptualised in Keyes's model of positive mental health, is more or less the same in the three schools, and similar to those reported by Keyes (2006) for USA adolescents. In this South African sample of adolescents 42% are flourishing, 5% are languishing, and 53% are
moderately mentally healthy. Thus approximately 60%, are not functioning optimally (i.e. flourishing).

[Insert Table 2 about here]

**Correlations**

The MHC-SF (total score) correlated .58 with the ERS, .59 with the SWLS, .67 with the AFM:PA and -.46 with the AFM:NA. Scores on the MHC-SF implemented to determine the percentages of participants on various levels of mental health thus correspond to a great extent with other scales measuring related facets of well-being, namely the degree of resilience, satisfaction with life, and positive affect.

**Qualitative results**

The transcribed reports of the twenty-four interviewees were analysed and meaningful themes were identified. A table is used as a synopsis to summarise the identified themes and categories regarding youths’ understanding and experience of flourishing and languishing. The following themes were identified regarding flourishing, as the presence of psychosocial well-being (see Table 3): Purposeful living and meaning; positive relationships; role-models; self-confidence and self-regard; constructive life-style; constructive coping; positive emotions and approach behaviour.

[Insert Table 3 about here]

Psychosocial well-being was described by the participants as referring to: 1) Purposeful living and meaning, which entails the successful achievements of goals ("Jy moet 'n motto hé: 'By great disappointment comes great achievement' – en great achievement kom met harde werk: Ek het dit by my pa geleer. Jy moet doelwitte hé." [You must have a motto: By great dissapointment comes great achievement – and great achievement comes with hard work: My father taught me that. You must have goals.]; 2) the positive experience of relationships with parents ("Dis as jy liefde kry van jou moeder; as jy 'n goeie verhouding met haar het en jy gee vir haar 'n drukkie en jy sê vir haar jy's lief vir haar") [It is when you experience your mother’s love; when you have a good relationship with her and you give her a hug and you tell her that you love her.]; and friends ("Om goeie vriendinne te hé; dis heel goeters – dis die main dinge") [To have good friends; that is important – that is the main thing.]; and a powerful relationship with God ("'n Mens besef dat 'goeie leef' is om God se pad te stap. Jy leef oorwinnend en met
A person realises that “the good life” is to walk with God. You live victoriously and with authority.; 3) being a good role-model (“n Persoon wat ‘n goeie voorbeeld vir ander stel: ‘n Rol-model...die ander wil soos dié persoon wees.”)[A person who sets a good example for others: ’A role-model.... others want to be like that person.] ; 4) self-confidence and self-regard (“As iemand ‘n vertrek instap en positiwiteit uitstraal en asof jy altyd in ‘n goeie bui is”)[When somebody enters a room and radiates positivity, like you are always in a good mood.]; 5) constructive life-style (“Jy moet ‘n gesonde leefstyl hê: ‘n Goed gebalanceerde lewe - dat jy nie te hard werk nie, ook tyd het vir sport en ontspanning”)[You must have a healthy life-style: A well-balanced life – so that you are not working too hard, you must also have time for sport and recreation.]; 6) constructive coping (“Jy moet kan uitstyg bo moeilike omstandighede soos armoede en ten spyte van onderwysers se swak gedrag, byvoorbeeld wanpraktyke soos seksuele günsies wat ge-eis word sodat jy goeie punte kan kry.”)[You must be able to overcome difficult circumstances such as poverty and in spite of teachers’ bad behaviour, e.g. malpractices like sexual favours that are demanded in order to get good marks.]; and 7) positive emotions and gratitude (“Die beste is as ek wakkerword, dan dink ek aan iets waarvoor ek dankbaar is en dan is die dag wonderlik.”)[The best is when I wake up, then I think about being grateful for something, and then it is a wonderful day].

The following themes were identified regarding languishing as the absence of psychosocial well-being (see Table 4): Meaninglessness (“not going anywhere”); impaired relationships; identification with dysfunctional outsiders; self-incompetence; dysfunctional behaviours; negative emotions and denial of emotions; and helplessness.

The absence of mental health, i.e. the lower levels of well-being, was experienced and understood as: 1) Meaninglessness (“not going anywhere”) which will be revealed as ruined efforts to attain goal attainment (“Dis soos die voortydige opskorting van jou skoolloopbaan”)[That is like not completing your school-education]; 2) impaired relationships with parents/primary care-givers, friends and other persons such as showing a lack of respect for others (“Die wat ander seermaak ... hulle het potensiaal vir negatiewe goed soos huise inbreek: hy kan ‘n lock pick in 20 sekondes en alarms disconnect”)[Those who harm others ... they have the potential for negative activities, such as being a thief – he can ‘pick a lock” in 20 seconds and disconnect alarms.] and a powerless relationship with God (“As jy weet: Niks is perfek nie en jy ken nie God se versorging nie.”)[When you know that nothing is perfect, and you do not experience God’s provision]; 3) identification with dysfunctional outsiders, e.g. interaction with
peers who set a poor example by being involved with illegal practices such as committing crime;
4) self-incompetence (“As jy ‘sentimentally attached’ is aan die verlede en ‘mope’ net daaooroer, jy het ’n swak self-beeld; jy sit te veel vas in ‘what if’ en gebruik nie jou kanse nie, jy’s nie gelukkig nie...jy’s kwaad.”) [When you are sentimentally attached to the past and you think about it continuously, you have a poor self-image and are stuck in “what if” and you do no have an openness for present opportunities, you are not a happy person ... you are angry ]; (“Jy het ’n ‘attitude’...jy wil nie geleer word nie en baklei maklik met ander.’ [You have an ‘attitude’...you do not want to be taught and you fight a lot with others.] 5) dysfunctional behaviours (“...as jy dronk word en gaan dagga gebruik en hulle dink een of twee keer gaan niks maak nie, maar een, twee, drie en jy is gehook en dit beïnvloed die res van jou lewe en moet jy op die straat hoek sit.”[“...when you are drunk and smoke marijuana and think that once or twice it would not affect you, but, before long you will be hooked and it will influence the rest of your life and you will sit on the street corners.’]; 6) negative emotions and denial of emotions (“Ek is in die jaar gediagnoseer met depressie...., jy verloor jou waardering vir alles. ...as ek myself gesny het, dan het jy ’n “adrenaliën rush”. Toe kry ek baie selfmoord gedagtes...” [“I’ve been diagnosed with depression....., you lose your appreciation for everything....when I cut myself, then I experience a adrenalin-rush. I thought a lot about suicide’]; and finally, 7) helplessness (“Om in ’n plakkerskamp te leef...misdaad bedreig ons veiligheid.... Ek vrees om verkrug te word – daai vrees!”) [To live in a shack....crime is a constant threat for our safety.... I am terrified of being raped - that fear!].

Quantitative and qualitative results are integrated in the discussion.

Discussion

The aim of this study was to explore the levels of psychosocial health (i.e. the prevalence of languishing, moderate mental health and flourishing) in a group of South African adolescents, and to develop an understanding of their conceptions and experiences of psychosocial well-being (flourishing) and of the absence of psychosocial health (languishing/ill-being). A mixed-method design was implemented and findings from both the quantitative and the qualitative phases are discussed and integrated in this section in order to describe this group of adolescents’ level of psychosocial well-being as well as their experiences and understanding of flourishing/optimal functioning and languishing/absence of well-being.

Levels of psychosocial well-being.

Findings indicated that only 42 % of participants were flourishing, while 58% were not functioning optimally, as measured with the Mental Health Continuum – Short Form (MHC-SF). Qualitative data showed that some participants even experienced symptoms of severe depression
and other forms of pathology. Previous research indicated that high levels of wellness and flourishing are of key importance for any community or corporation, and that governments would want to protect or to promote this preferred condition in its citizens (Keyes, 2005a, 2006, 2007). As most adolescents in this study are not categorised as flourishing youth, it leaves the door wide open for conditions of vulnerability. This is of crucial importance with regard to adolescents, given that mental illness is common in youth and that it obstructs their emotional, social and academic development, as also contributes to the high incidence of self-harm, and risk behaviours among youngsters. The absence of well-being may reduce the possibility of carrying out tasks, such as completing their academic careers, establishing themselves in the job market, and building romantic relationships. Since mental health service needs are mostly not met in LAMEC, such as South Africa, it is clear that efforts should be aimed at prevention, i.e. lessening the probability of suffering mental health problems and also at promotion i.e. actively enhancing positive psychological well-being to build resources and strengths. This implies intervening at the earliest stage to guide adolescents towards higher levels of positive health, i.e. flourishing and where necessary to restore health, rather than to wait to manage a chronic illness.

Findings on other measures of well-being (tapping into satisfaction with life, ego-resiliency, and positive affect), based on theoretical perspectives somewhat different from that of Keyes’s scale, correlated significantly with those on the Mental Health Continuum although the former scales do not have directly corresponding norms. This indicates that the spread of levels of psychosocial well-being as determined by Keyes’s Mental Health Continuum scale (from languishing to flourishing), is also manifested in the other measures. The participants’ mean score of 23.3 on the SWLS indicates that this group is “slightly satisfied” according to the cut-off points indicated for this category by Pavot and Diener (2008), namely SWLS=21-25. They are thus not “extremely satisfied” (SWLS=31-35) nor “satisfied” (SWLS=26-30). This finding corresponds with the fact that two-thirds of the participants were moderately mentally healthy as indicated by the MHC-SF. Wissing, Wissing et al. (2008) reported similar scores on the SWLS for two student groups, namely 24.8 (SD=5.8) for white students and 24.2 (SD=5.1) for black students indicating that youth in these groups are only slightly satisfied with life. The participants’ mean score of 42.63 on the ERS is similar to that found by Botha, Wissing, Vorster, and Schutte, (2006) for adult women, namely, 42.8, and a bit lower than that the 49.9 (SD=6.3) for African-American undergraduate students reported by Utsey, Hook, Fisher, & Belvet (2008). No norms are available. The participants’ mean score of 36.31 on the AFM_PA is similar to that found by Bosman, Rothmann and Buitendach, (2005), namely 35.87, and that reported by Wissing et al. (2008), namely 37.5 (SD=5.7) for white students, and 37.2 (SD=5.2) for black students. The participants’ mean score of 22.6 on the AFM_NA is a bit lower than the 26.2
found by Bosman et al. (2005), but similar to that reported by Wissing, Wissing et al. (2008),
namely 20.7 (SD=6.7) for white students and 23.5 (SD=7.4) for black students. No norms are
available for levels of scores on the AFM. The participants’ mean score of 42.91 on the MHC-SF
is similar, although lesser than that found in a study done with students (N=1477) done by
Wissing, Potgieter et al. (2008), namely 47.9. Quantitative data thus indicate that most
participants manifested only a moderate level of psychological, social and emotional well-being,
as well as satisfaction with life, degree of ego-resilience and positive affect.

The quality of well-being/absence of well-being.

Qualitative analyses revealed that this group of South African adolescents experienced
both the presence of psychosocial health and also indicators of the absence of well-being. The
notion of “flourishing” was understood and experienced as purposeful living; positive
relationships; being a role-model; self-confidence and self-liking; a constructive life-style;
constructive coping; and the experience of positive functioning and positive emotions within
“normal” everyday activities. These identified themes found in the qualitative data correspond to
a great extent to facets tapped into with the quantitative instruments, e.g. relationships, ego-
resiliency and autonomy, zest for life and the importance of positive affect.

This group of South African adolescents’ experiences and understanding of languishing
i.e. the absence of positive health involves the following: Helplessness and high levels of stress
as well as increased levels of pain and anxiety associated with the continuous exposure to
negative environmental conditions e.g. poverty, crime, and ecological problems; negative and
destructive behaviours and participating in high risk behaviour, such as drugs and sexual activities;
low levels of self-confidence and a lack of assertiveness such as feelings of being worthless and
not attending school; grouping with and modelling negative examples such as interaction with
peers who set a poor example by being involved with illegal practices, such as committing
crime; impaired relationships and the experience of broken homes (many youths are
“broken” because their parents/care-givers are “broken”), using the television as a surrogate
caregiver and the experience of unmet emotional needs and absent parents; ineffective coping
and the denial of intense emotions e.g. dealing with parents’ divorce; and finally, the absence of
purposeful living which entails being pessimistic regarding important issues, such as a) not
having a job when they leave school, b) losing their parents, c) not being successful and d)
HIV/AIDS. These aspects – experienced as representing the absence of psychosocial well-being
– refer to intra-psychological facets and individual behaviours, but also to contextual challenges
and risk factors.

Youth in the present sample thus clearly associate different experiences and behaviours
with flourishing/well-being on the one hand and languishing/absence of well-being on the other
hand. However, as the prevalence of various levels of psychosocial well-being in this sample indicates (58% are not flourishing), they do not seem to find the road to flourishing on their own. Previous findings have shown that psychosocial well-being deteriorates into adulthood (Keyes, 2007), and that it is an erroneous assumption that a focus on the eradication of diseases and disorders should by itself lead to the presence of high levels of psychosocial well-being. Therefore, it is of crucial importance to facilitate well-being in adolescents in order for them to flourish, as indicated by Keyes (2006).

**Intervention programmes indicated.**

It is suggested that interventions intended to build psychological resources and strengths should be considered to enhance South African youngsters' psychosocial well-being. Keyes's model of complete mental health may be an appropriate theoretical backdrop to such an intervention. Programmes aimed at the promotion of positive development and resilience in youth can also take into account the present study's findings on adolescents' view of psychosocial well-being, referring to diverse other facets such as constructive coping, positive affect, and finding meaning and purpose in life. Relevant additional theoretical models that could be incorporated in such intervention programmes may be Fredrickson’s (2001) broaden-and-build model of positive emotions and Snyder’s (2005) hope theory.

**Limitations of this study.**

The current study had several limitations: As a convenience sample of schools and adolescents took part in the study, these findings are not representative of all adolescents in South Africa, and conclusions cannot be generalised to all youth. Although several cultural groups were part of this investigation, the various cultural groups were not proportionally represented in all the schools where the study was conducted. Further studies, particularly on the prevalence of various levels of well-being, are necessary with other and more representative samples, and specifically also in more rural African areas. However, this study is the first in South Africa to indicate the prevalence of various levels of psychosocial well-being in a group of high school learners/youth, and it contributes to a better understanding of youth's own perceptions of what well-being (as contrary to absence of well-being) entails. It also points to the need to facilitate youths' well-being in order to benefit society as a whole.

**Recommendations.**

Future research should also explore the prevalence of psychosocial well-being in other groups of young people, and determine their specific needs and what is necessary to develop higher levels of psychosocial well-being in various environmental and socio-economic contexts. It is suggested that the experience of flourishing in South Africa as a developing country, could be facilitated differently than in first world countries, since issues such as child headed
households, poverty, poor educational opportunities, crime and the other impacts of HIV/AIDS need to be borne in mind. Thus, wellness enhancement programmes should also focus on risk reduction and alleviating symptoms. It should be established what is required to assist adolescents in all the diverse contexts to lead more highly satisfying and functioning lives. Such investigation is needed as more than “quick fixes” are necessary. In a country such as South Africa diverse cultures are represented and need to be taken into account, and justice done to the structural complexity of the interconnectedness of self and society, without losing sight of important notions such as autonomy and sense of community. The role of constructing meaning in everyday living circumstances specifically needs to be examined, since most youngsters will agree on pro-social values, but the mere availability of information does not entail the successful implementation within concrete situations.

Conclusion.

As the majority of this group of participants was not flourishing, and as young people are the future of any society, interventions are indicated. Government policies and financial investments should play a more crucial role in the long-term development of this invaluable resource. In order to optimise adolescents' functioning, strengths, deficiencies building resources and the amelioration of stressors/risk factors should be addressed. The way forward is to develop and evaluate programmes utilising the current findings on psychosocial well-being and the identified themes entailing the facets/markers of flourishing with a view to facilitate adolescents' capacity to reach their “full psychological height” as referred to by Maslow (1954, p.354).
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Table: 1 Descriptive statistics and alpha coefficients of the measuring instruments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Range of scores min.</th>
<th>max.</th>
<th>α</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MHCSF_EWB</td>
<td>10.42</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHCSF_SWB</td>
<td>10.81</td>
<td>5.06</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHCSF_PWB</td>
<td>21.66</td>
<td>5.52</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHCSF_Tot</td>
<td>42.91</td>
<td>11.04</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERS_Tot</td>
<td>42.63</td>
<td>5.68</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWLS</td>
<td>23.33</td>
<td>5.94</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFM_PA</td>
<td>36.31</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFM_NA</td>
<td>22.60</td>
<td>7.38</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: MHC-SF=Mental Health Continuum-Short Form; The Ego Resiliency Scale (ERS); SWLS= Satisfaction with Life Scale; AFM= Affectometer 2 (short version)
Table 2. The prevalence of levels of mental health of learners (15-17 years) in three South African secondary schools in comparison with findings for USA Youth (12-18 years)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schools</th>
<th>Number of Participants</th>
<th>Languishing</th>
<th>Moderately Mentally Healthy</th>
<th>Flourishing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total SA</td>
<td>665</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA-Youth (Keyes-2006; 2007)</td>
<td>1,234</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identified categories/themes</td>
<td>Subtitles</td>
<td>Description of themes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Purposeful living and meaning (dream realisation)</td>
<td>Successful achievements of goals</td>
<td>The achievement of dreams while enjoying the support of others, regardless of negative environmental influences; the realisation of full potential such as academic success and also many other activities; to empower others to develop their talents and competencies; dream-achievement entails more than mere financial wealth; being focused regarding physical, spiritual and mental growth; the ability to make good choices concerning the future.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Positive Relationships</td>
<td>2.1 Parents/Primary care</td>
<td>2.1.1 Positive attachment</td>
<td>The importance of a strong, supportive and happy family; effective communication and mutual respect; obedience; assisting their parents – daily activities; effective discipline; being provided for; loving encouragement.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.2 Friends and other</td>
<td>2.2.1 Positive relations</td>
<td>2.2.1 Supportive friends – in good as well as difficult times the constructive management of problems; guidance concerning good choices; mutual respect; loving and committed attachment; the sharing of positive emotions e.g. joy and happiness and fun-activities; positive relations with friends as well as teachers; effective communication and the role of empathetic listening; the experience of compassion when friends have to face difficulties; respect for other individuals.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.3 God</td>
<td>2.3.1 Positive relationship</td>
<td>2.3.1 The experience of having a strong faith in the Higher Power; the committed quest for God’s plan for one’s life; acquiring insight regarding life as well as guidance concerning important decisions about the future; Living God’s way - the “good life” as a victor and with authority.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Role-models</td>
<td>Excellent role-models</td>
<td>Maintaining admirable relationship with role-model teachers; The importance to pursue and to trust outstanding role-models; to experience role-models as honest and accessible; parents as wise role-models – constant encouragement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Self-confidence and self-regard (“self-liking”)</td>
<td>Positive self-image</td>
<td>Understanding self and compassion towards others; Obeying parents; Defeating the victim-mentality of the past with hope for the future; Neatly clothed and tidy appearance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5. Constructive lifestyle</th>
<th>Responsible and healthy choices</th>
<th>Accepts responsibility for physical, mental and spiritual health; The absence of destructive substances; Balanced lifestyle – work and play.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6. Constructive coping</td>
<td>Outstanding coping mechanisms</td>
<td>The awareness of own strengths and talents; focussed on solution of problems; honest managing of intense emotions; Constructive management of conflict; First-rate time-management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Positive emotions and approach behaviour</td>
<td>Blossoming and the overcoming of difficulties – daily basis</td>
<td>The role of gratitude; being a joyful person with “boldness”; appropriate behaviour; flourishing within the “normal” everyday activities; the role of self-discipline and responsibility (agency); The role of appreciation – persons, pets and nature.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Identified themes: Languishing/absence of well-being

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identified themes</th>
<th>Subtitles</th>
<th>Description of themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Meaninglessness (“Not going anywhere”)</td>
<td>Absence of purpose/ Failed future (Devoid of purposeful living)</td>
<td>A Life without purpose and vision; the mere accumulation of financial wealth, success and the abuse of power; premature termination of education; poor academic performance involving the ruining of dream-achievement, e.g. poor marks in Mathematics needed for studies to be qualified as medical practitioner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Impaired relationships</td>
<td>2.1 Parents/Primary caretakers: Broken relationships</td>
<td>2.1 Teenagers without parents (orphans) or the experience of not having a supportive family; dysfunctional families and families who cannot manage problems in a constructive manner; the inappropriate disciplinary techniques; negative experiences e.g. divorce and continuous conflict; parents acting in an authoritative/dominating manner and undermining adolescents decision-making; parents not keeping their promises; abuse – verbal and/or physical; not being “brought up” appropriately; adolescents’ experience that parents do not trust them; problem-behaviours by parents such as substance-abuse and insufficient loving; Lacking a solid foundation regarding values and social skills. 2.2 Negative influences of the peer group: e.g. teenagers who abuse substances; the experience of not having friends and being lonely; abusive relationships; ineffective communication; The experience of and the dealing with pain when (close) friends commit suicide 2.2.2 Negative influences of peer group: teenagers who</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3 God: Powerless relationship</td>
<td></td>
<td>abuse substances; the experience of not having friends and being lonely; abusive relationships; ineffective communication; the experience of and the dealing with pain when (close) friends commit suicide; abusive relationships; the experience of being ignored or impaired support by friends; the loss of friends and negative influences e.g. feelings of intense unhappiness; destructive management of conflict; the experience of slander and insults; negative peer pressure e.g. to use substances – the fear to be rejected by the group; the mis-use of cell-phones; soul-destroying words and negative attitudes of teachers; the loss of friendship due to substance dependence; lack of compassion and respect towards others. 2.3 When teenagers do not experience A Higher Power’s providence and guidance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Identification with dysfunctional outsiders</td>
<td>Grouping with and modelling negative examples</td>
<td>Interaction with peers who set a poor example by being involved with illegal practices such as committing crime; those leading destructive lifestyles such as substance abuse or dysfunctional behaviours e.g. self-mutilation; the lack of respect towards others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Low self-confidence; low self-regard and avoidance</td>
<td>In-assertiveness and low levels of self-confidence</td>
<td>Brooding about the past and feeling sorry for self (self-pity) and not being open for present opportunities; “attitude” of doesn’t want to be corrected; a people-pleaser; not being trustworthy; fear new experiences; impaired support to encourage self; the ineffective dealing with hate due to abusive relationships; low levels of self-confidence; Lacking pride in personal appearance – not</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
due to limited financial resources; Being afraid to be honest about emotions; Not motivated; Problems with self-image linked to body-shape; Feelings of being worthless and not attending school.

| 5. Dysfunctional behaviours | Negative and destructive behaviours | Abusing/mis-using alcohol; smoking cigarettes and/or marijuana; taking drugs e.g. TIK; not completing school and falling pregnant; using drugs because of peer-pressure; criminal behaviour; fighting (short-tempered); attitude of being “cool”; the availability of drugs and gangs: Not being taught regarding pro-social values. |
| 6. Negative emotions and denial of emotions | Manifestation of aggression and lack of compassion | Focussed on problems; denial of the experience of intense emotions; high levels of stress, e.g. parents’ divorce; ineffective coping with hatred; Youngsters/learners fighting with teachers – over-reacting; Argumentative attitude; the misuse of power (learners with wealthy parents); Being negative/not happy and furious; Short-tempered and irritated. |
| 7. Helplessness | Continuous exposure to fear-inducing experiences | Negative community influences, such as the enduring exposure to poverty and crime – fear of being raped. |
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A WELL-BEING STRATEGY: GUIDELINES FOR THE FACILITATION OF PSYCHOSOCIAL WELL-BEING IN ADOLESCENTS

Abstract

A well-being strategy is proposed for a scientific based intervention to enhance psychosocial wellness and flourishing in adolescents. The strategy facilitates psychological strengths, namely, gratitude, persistence, perspective (wisdom), self-regulation, vitality, and compassion/kindness. These strengths are linked to specific facets of psychological, emotional and social well-being as found in Keyes’s model of complete well-being. The building of personal resources entails the mastering of specified skills, which should be implemented on a daily basis. During this process the unmistakable role of habit-formation is stressed, since the acquiring of a well-lived life requires fortitude and time. Thus, the well-being strategy presents a synthesis between the mere understanding of wellness and committed efforts, which will manifest in a range of thoughts, feelings and action.

1. Introduction

The focus of this study is to present a strategy that is designed to facilitate the enhancement of psychosocial well-being and flourishing in adolescents. This strategy is presented with a view to a systematic development of psychological strengths and flourishing. The well-being strategy is developed within a positive psychology perspective, that is the scientific study of ordinary human strengths and virtues (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi 2000:5-14; Sheldon & King 2001: 216-217). In this approach there is not only attention to what is wrong with people, but also, and specifically, what is right, how ordinary people
manage life’s challenges with resilience in every day life and in difficult times. The synthesis of both the positive and the negative offers a more integrative understanding of the human condition, and provides the impetus to facilitate constructive change and to promote human flourishing and fulfilment.

This chapter is structured as follows: Firstly, the rationale and conceptual background for the proposed strategy is explicated. This includes the motivation to promote psychosocial well-being in youth and a brief explication of the theoretical backdrop of the proposed strategy. The latter will include specifically reference to Keyes’s model (2005a: 539-548, 2006: 395-402, 2007: 95-108, 2009: 9-23) of complete mental health, what flourishing means and other perspectives on psychosocial strengths. Secondly, the proposed strategy to enhance psychosocial well-being will be explicated with reference to the aim, content, process and directions for implementation. For the purpose of this study the constructs ‘strategy’ and ‘intervention’ will be used as synonyms.

2. Rationale and conceptual background

In this section it will be indicated why interventions to enhance well-being in adolescents are necessary, and also what theoretical models could inform such an intervention.

2.1 The need to promote psychosocial well-being in youth

Empirical findings indicate that most adolescents do not experience high levels of psychosocial well-being: Only 4 in 10 adolescents in the USA may be categorised as flourishing (Keyes 2007: 95-108). Keyes’s finding that approximately 60% of American youth do not experience positive mental health was confirmed in South African studies (Van Schalkwyk & Wissing, submitted; Keyes, Wissing, Potgieter, Temane, Kruger & Van Rooy 2008: 181-192). Maddux (2008: 54-70) and Delle Fava and Massimini (2005) emphasised that well-being should be understood in the context of complex interactions between youngsters and the wide range of their life situations. Psychological resources, including the effective managing of difficulties, are important as survival in many developing countries implies the increased possibility that well-being will be “under fire” (cf. Ryff & Singer 2006: 15-36). Effective psychological functioning does not necessarily mean the complete absence of internal or external risk factors that are part of the daily lives of many adolescents. Masten (2001: 227-238) pointed to the manifestations of resilience that can be part of normal development in ordinary everyday living. The proposed well-being strategy will use these ordinary processes with reference to the daily living-experiences of young persons in the pursuit of positive human health.
There are many reasons why it is necessary to enhance psychosocial well-being in adolescents. Firstly, it is argued from a positive psychological perspective, that pathologising does not render the answer to develop higher levels of well-being (Seligman 2005: 3-12); and it is erroneous to assume that being symptom-free would automatically lead to higher levels of well-being (Keyes 2005a: 539-548). In developing countries, such as South Africa, it should be stressed that flourishing requires more specifically biological regulation and successful survival strategies than “quick fixes”, and that these do not develop “instinctively” (Damasio 2006; Patel, Flisher, Nikapota & Malhotra: 2008: 313-334). Since most adolescents (60%) do not experience complete mental health (Van Schalkwyk & Wissing, submitted; Keyes 2006: 395-402, 2007: 95-108), it is suggested that positive health may be an important, yet unexplored, protective factor during adolescence. Moreover, research suggests that flourishing may decline, whereas the percentage of only moderate mental health increases during adolescence. It was found that there is approximately a 10% loss of flourishing between youth ages 12-14 and adolescents 15-18 (Keyes 2009: 9-23). These considerations are of the utmost importance for adolescents, not only to master the problems typical of their developmental stage, but also to develop the highest possible levels of well-being as teenagers and ultimately as adults.

Secondly, it is argued that the illness ideology has led to the pathologising of human existence (Maddux 2008: 54-70), and that we need to use the methods of science to understand and to develop psychological wealth (Sheldon & King 2001:216-217). In addition to the lack of adequate knowledge concerning well-being and flourishing, Seligman (2005: 3-12) stated that the answer does not lie in merely correcting weaknesses, but in a focussed perspective on systematically building psychological strengths and competency. Also, previous findings clearly have shown that interventions that target person-centred factors and resources (e.g., character strengths) receive support for their ability to increase their well-being (Suldo, Huebner, Freidrich & Gilman 2009: 27-35).

The development of psychological strengths is needed to develop personal resources and to deal effectively with the negative and destructive impact of languishing. This is supported by growing evidence which shows that certain strengths of character e.g. kindness, self-regulation and wisdom (perspective) can buffer against the negative effects of stress, trauma, and prevent the awakening of disorders (Seligman 2005: 3-12; Peterson & Seligman 2004; Peterson, Park, Pole, D’Andrea & Seligman 2008: 214-217; Joseph & Linley 2006: 1041-1053). Park and Peterson (2009: 65-76) argued that character strengths, manifesting in a range of thoughts, feelings and action, are the foundation of lifelong healthy development, and that they are
essential for the well-being of the entire society. These findings and perspectives support the motivation to focus on the fostering of strengths and virtues in young people.

Thirdly, Ryff and Singer (1996: 14-23) emphasise that the absence of well-being creates conditions of vulnerability, such as depression. Besides, studies have shown that the absence of well-being create further risk conditions, such as suicidal ideation and “unsuccessful” suicide attempts (Wild, Flisher & Lombard 2004: 611-624). A major public health concern in South Africa is risk behaviour among adolescents, who constitute 21% of the country’s total population (Wegner, Flisher, Caldwell, Vergnani & Smith 2007). Flisher and colleagues (2007: 505-516) emphasised the need for effective programmes aimed at reducing risk behaviour among South African adolescents.

Fourthly, mental disorders account for a large proportion of the disease burden in young people in all societies (Patel, Flisher, Hetrick & McGorry 2007). Since most mental health needs in young people are unmet, more research is urgently needed to improve the range of affordable and feasible interventions (Flisher, Mathews, Mukoma & Lombard 2006: 982-987). Fifthly, each phase of life requires attention to the particular problems evident in that period (Erikson 1968), and that, for example, young people between the ages of 11 and 21 face problems related to the transition from puberty to adolescence, which could lead to an identity crisis. Although substantial progress has been made in developing effective interventions for problems such as self-mutilation, mental health service needs are greatly unmet in many developing countries (Patel et al. 2008: 313-334). Addressing young people’s mental health needs is crucial if they are to fulfil their potential and contribute fully to the development of their communities.

Lastly, while youth development programmes were initially established to support children and families to cope more effectively with existing crises (Catalano, Berglund, Ryan, Lonszak & Hawkins 2004) and in due course focused on prevention, it became clear that a successful transition to adulthood requires more than avoiding drugs, school failure, or precocious sexual activity. Several recent youth development programmes now aim at developing adolescents’ “internal” assets e.g. commitment to learning, positive values, social competencies and positive identity (Lerner, Almerigi, Theokas & Lerner 2005: 10-16; Lerner, Brentano, Dowling & Anderson 2002:11-33; Peterson & Seligman 2004). Other youth development programmes concentrate on protective factors that function as foundations for healthy development and also reduce problem behaviours by assisting 21st century school curricula in their mission to educate students to be knowledgeable, responsible, socially skilled, and contributing citizens (Greenberg, Weissberg, O’Brien, Zins, Fredericks & Resnik 2003: 466–474). Still, compared with research on the remediation of problems (or "negative psychology"), little research has been undertaken on the development of positive qualities in adolescents (Gillham, Reivich, & Shatté 2002). Although
existing youth development programmes now also focus on positive facets, these programmes do not focus primarily on important aspects such as the deliberate development of psychosocial or character strengths to pursue positive outcomes.

Given these considerations, it is evident that adolescents are a particularly important target group for capacity building. The current study concurs with the need of an intervention programme to systematically enhance psychosocial well-being and to counteract the negative impact of ill-being. This study can best be approached within the framework of positive psychology that deals with the scientific study of "ordinary" human strengths and virtues.

2.2 Positive Psychology and wellness

Positive psychology focuses on the nature, dynamics and enhancement of psychological well-being and strengths. It is shown that keeping within the broad premise of positive psychology, strengths allow humans to accomplish more than the absence of distress and disorder, and that they "break through the zero point" of psychology's traditional concern with disease, disorder, and malfunction to address worthy life-outcomes (Peterson 2006: 29-48).

Health is described as a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease (WHO 1948, 2001). Well-being is a complex construct that concerns "optimal experience and functioning" (Deci & Ryan 2002: 227-268) and could be indexed along several (e.g., affective, cognitive) dimensions. For the purpose of this article, high levels of psychosocial well-being is conceptualised in terms of flourishing as described by Keyes (2005, 2006, 2007, 2008), and also understood in terms of the wellness models of Diener (2000: 34-43), Fredrickson and Losada (2005: 678-686), Lyubomirsky, Sheldon and Schade (2005: 111-131) and also the Virtue in Action Strengths model of Peterson and Seligman (2004).

2.3 Flourishing

Previous research in the target group for the currently suggested intervention (see Van Schalkwyk & Wissing - submitted) identified the following facets as of vital importance for a programme aimed at the enhancement of psychosocial well-being that is characterised by purposeful living and meaning; positive relationships; self-confidence and self-liking; a constructive life-style; constructive coping; positive emotions and approach behaviour. These identified facets are linked to the dimensions or facets of Keyes's model of complete mental health (Keyes 2006: 395-402). This underscores the choice of Keyes's model as the
overarching theoretical framework for the current suggested intervention/strategy.

The concept of flourishing thus directed the design of the current well-being strategy aimed at pro-social wellness. Keyes (2005a: 539-548, 2007: 95-108) defines flourishing as a state in which an individual feels positive emotion toward life and is functioning well psychologically and socially. Keyes (1998: 121-140, 2002: 207-222, 2004: 266-274, 2005a: 539-548, 2007: 95-108) conceptualised mental health on a continuum, and he proposed that pathology and wellness are two separate dimensions that are correlated. In the wellness dimension Keyes distinguishes three categories, namely languishing, moderately mentally healthy, and flourishing. Flourishing, as conceptualised by Keyes (2002: 207-222, 2005a: 539-548, 2007: 95-108) indicates a state of complete mental health and is conceived of subjective well-being consisting of eudaimonia - positive functioning in life, and of hedonia - positive feelings toward life. The presence of flourishing manifests itself as a syndrome comprising high levels of emotional well-being, psychological well-being, and social well-being. These facets are discussed in a later section of this paper. While flourishing is explained as a categorical diagnosis of the presence of mental health, languishing is characterised as the absence of mental health (Keyes 2005a: 539-548). Languishing is defined as a state in which an individual is devoid of positive emotion toward life, is not functioning well psychologically or socially, and has not been depressed during the past year. In short, languishers are neither mentally ill nor mentally healthy (Keyes 2005a: 539-548). Individuals who are moderately mentally healthy are not mentally ill, they are not languishing, but they have not reached the diagnostic level of flourishing.

Several researchers (Lent 2004: 482-509, Smith 2006: 13-79, Delle Fava & Massimini 2005, Haidt 2006: 275-289) also stressed the importance of pro-social wellness, and the important function of culture and values. Well-being is intended to capture the notion of health as a dynamic state or process rather than as a static endpoint, acknowledging the importance of both intra-personal and interpersonal functioning (Lent 2004: 482-509). In this chapter high levels of psychosocial well-being are used as an umbrella term for positive human health, while embracing the role of psychological strengths regarding “flourishing”, i.e. Keyes's notion of the presence of mental health.

Adding to Keyes's viewpoint that flourishing entails more than the absence of ill-being, Damasio (2006) postulated that flourishing will not essentially happen automatically or instinctively, but it requires planned action or strategies. Given that human existence entails highly developed and genetic-based biological mechanisms and also supra-instinctive survival strategies that developed because of people's interaction with the environment, flourishing could be understood as being intertwined with these successful survival strategies. Consequently,
enhanced schemes of well-being will require, aside from biological regulation, also enhanced psychological, emotional and social dimensions of being. Strategies aimed at “being well” will mean systematic and intentional conduct regarding these dimensions, since thriving will not happen in a “mechanical manner” without a person’s active participation (cf also Lyubomirsky 2007). Since repetitive activities imply basic physical-psychological and spiritual modifications, (Goleman 2004), a well-being strategy is developed to activate this process of flourishing.

Even though Keyes does provide in his model of flourishing an outline of dimensions and facts of well-being, he does not present a detailed schema or process for promoting positive functioning. However, strengths as described by amongst other Peterson and Seligman (2004) offer constructs and psychological mechanisms in the purposively development of psychosocial health in adolescents.

2.4 Strengths

The construct, “strength,” is conceptualised in various ways in the literature. Benson (1997: 80) defines the intra-psychological strengths from the asset-based approach of the Search Institute, as “internalised commitments, values, competencies and identity needed to guide choices and create a sense of centeredness and purpose.” Within the framework of positive psychology, “strengths” are described a) as specific character strengths which are the psychological components of virtues (Peterson & Seligman 2004), b) as any psychological aspect of healthy functioning (Wissing & Van Eeden 2002: 32-44), and c) as a process definition, namely the ability to apply skills and resources in a creative and flexible way for the solution of problems or the realisation of goals, according to the demands of the context (Smith 2006:13-79). For the purpose of this study the construct of strengths will be used in its broad sense, covering all of the above definitions.

Peterson and Seligman (2004) describe a character strength as “a disposition to act, desire, and feel that involves the exercise of judgment and leads to a recognizable human excellence or instance of human flourishing” and they also indicate that it must be understood as dissimilar to related individual differences such as talents and abilities. Researchers with the Values in Action (VIA) project at the University of Pennsylvania have developed a diagnostic strengths manual (Peterson & Seligman 2004), which lists the following classification categories: (1) Strengths of wisdom and knowledge (cognitive strengths); (2) strengths of courage (emotional strengths); (3) strengths of love (interpersonal strengths); (4) strengths of justice (civic strengths); (5) strengths of temperance (strengths that protect against excess); and (6) strengths of transcendence (strengths that forge connections to the larger universe and provide meaning) (Peterson & Seligman 2004). The project – VIA (Values in Action) classification of strengths – means to complement the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual (DSM) of the American Psychiatric Association (1994) by focusing on what is right about people and specifically about the strengths of character that make the good life possible (Peterson & Seligman 2004).

Taking into account the suggestion by Peterson and Seligman (2004) that interventions aimed at promoting well-being, such as youth development programmes, should choose certain character strengths as initial targets, and considering adolescents' own experiences and perceptions of psychological well-being (Van Schalkwyk & Wissing, submitted) the following strengths were chosen from the six VIA categories to encourage enduring wellness in this intervention/strategy: *Gratitude* (being aware of and thankful for the good things that happen); *self-regulation* (regulating what one feels and does; controlling one's appetites and emotions); *kindness* (nurturance, compassion, and altruistic love); *perspective/wisdom* (being able to provide wise counsel to others; having ways of looking at the world that make sense to oneself and to other people.); *persistence* (finishing what one starts; persisting in a course of action in spite of obstacles); and *vitality/enthusiasm* (approaching life with excitement and energy; not doing things halfway or halfheartedly).

It is assumed that the degree to which psychological strengths are developed, internalised, and implemented, would determine adolescents' levels of psychosocial well-being. Building on the above premise the following well-being programme is offered.

### 3. A proposed strategy to enhance psychosocial well-being

The planned strategy will be explicated with reference to the aim, the qualities of an effective strategy (focus of plan and skills for the plan-in-action), structure and general procedure for the implementation of the strategy.

#### 3.1 Aim of the well-being strategy

The well-being strategy is aimed at the enhancement of positive psychosocial health of South African adolescents as guided by the idea of flourishing. The programme focuses on the systematic development of psychological strengths.

#### 3.2 Strategy

A strategy entails a *plan* of action – using all "forces" to execute stratagems *skilfully* – in order to accomplish a *specific goal* (e.g. winning a gold medal at the Olympic Games). The following two features can be distinguished, firstly, the formulation of a plan, and secondly, the skilful implementation of the plan to achieve the goal (Pearce & Robinson 1994). The well-being
strategy will be discussed according to these qualities. Firstly, the master-plan to achieve objectives, and secondly, the process or the plan-in-action will be explicated.

3.2.1 Well-being-strategy: The formulation of a plan

The well-being strategy is developed to achieve a specific goal, namely to develop higher levels of psychosocial well-being in adolescents. The formulation of the strategy emerged from and is built on existing knowledge such as the valuable insights for the protection and promotion of positive human health (Keyes 2005: 88-104, 2007: 95-108, 2008: 181-192), Diener (2000: 34-43), Fredrickson and Losada (2005: 678-686), Lyubomirsky, Sheldon and Schade (2005: 111-131), Virtue in Action Strengths model of Peterson and Seligman (2004), the resilience literature concerning flourishing functioning despite adversity (Yates & Masten 2004: 521-539) and using the positive psychology resources regarding the pragmatic level of research (Linley, Joseph, Harrington & Wood 2006: 3-16). The content of the programme is linked to the developmental phase of adolescents, using also models such as those of Smith (2006: 13-79), Deci and Ryan (2002: 227-268), the selection, optimisation and compensation (SOC) model (Baltes & Freund 2003: 23-47); and Covey’s 7 Habits of Highly Effective Teens (1998).

Facets of Keyes’s model of well-being as focus points

The formulated plan includes facets of Keyes’s model as focus points. The model of Keyes builds on that of Ryff and colleagues’ (1996: 14-23; Ryff & Singer 1996: 15). The psychological/personal well-being component includes the following facets: Self-Acceptance, which is defined as “holding positive attitudes toward oneself”, including acceptance of one’s past life; Positive relations with others, that includes warm, trusting interpersonal relations; Autonomy incorporates regulation of behaviour from within, in other words self-determination; resistance to social and cultural pressures, and also having an internal locus of evaluation involving evaluating oneself by personal standards; Environmental mastery indicates competencies in managing the environment; Purpose in life expresses the idea of purpose and meaning in life; Personal growth requires the achievement of the characteristics already mentioned, and the continued development of oneself as a person, by realising one’s potential.

Keyes adds a social dimension to those developed by Ryff, and which is of special importance in the South African context (Keyes et al. 2008: 181-192). Keyes (1998: 121-140) conceptualises social well-being as “the appraisal of one’s circumstance and functioning in society.” He describes social wellness in terms of the following facets: Social integration, social acceptance, social contribution, social actualization, and social coherence. It is clear that Keyes emphasises the social dimensions of well-being as against previous multidimensional models.
(Ryff 1989: 1069-1081) which consider the self as primarily private, and thus show a bias towards typical Western notions of individualism. Therefore, a well-lived life for Keyes, embraces both psychological/personal and social dimensions.

Keyes's model of positive functioning maintains the distinction between psychological well-being and social well-being as eudaimonic in nature while emotional well-being and satisfaction with life is hedonic in nature. According to Keyes both these dimensions constitute positive human health. As far as emotional well-being is concerned he includes three facets: Positive affect/happiness, interest in life, and satisfaction with life. This perspective links to Fredrickson's model of positive emotion (2000: 577-606), Diener's (2000; 34-43) emphasis on satisfaction with life and Fredrickson and Losada’s (2005: 678-686) argument that in order to promote flourishing, experiences of positivity may need to outnumber experiences of negativity. The emotional dimension of well-being as conceptualised by Keyes and others can fruitfully be advanced by taking cognisance of Lyubomirsky, Sheldon and Schade's (2005: 111-131) findings and model in which they propose that an individual's level of happiness is caused by three main factors: (i) a genetic set point, (ii) life circumstances, and (iii) intentional activities. Interventions should thus be linked to intentional activities and effort in sustaining them.

Considering that positive functioning, in the face of stressors and difficult life-challenges is hard to achieve, it is important that the intentional promotion of wellness should be concerned with resilience as opposed to symptoms and dysfunctions of human behaviour that may result from stressors (Luthans 2002: 57-75).

"Flourishing under fire": Resilient coping with negative experiences

The deliberate promotion of well-being, in spite of stressful and traumatic events even in developing countries like South Africa, is of crucial importance, given that it is now well established that stressful and traumatic events may serve as a trigger towards personal growth and positive change (Joseph & Linley 2006: 1041-1053). These positive changes that have been observed following trauma and adversity have been variously labelled as adversarial growth, benefit-finding, and stress-related growth flourishing (Ryff & Singer 1998: 1-28). This understanding is of vital importance to overcome difficulties for adolescents, for example, to renegotiate what really matters in life (Tedeschi & Calhoun 2004: 1-18).

Resilience goes beyond simple adaptation and involves the capability of individuals to cope successfully in the face of significant change, adversity, or risk – this capability changes over time and is enhanced by protective factors in the individual and the environment (Masten 2001: 227-238). In order to fortify this capability, information regarding the adolescent such as internal factors (genetic make-up, cognitive ability, adolescent’s unique traits, good problem-
solving skills); external factors (lifestyle decisions) and also the environment, such as family, school/educational system, peers, community, and society at large, are significant.

It is noteworthy that initially resiliency was thought to be an extraordinary, special gift that only few youths/people possessed. However, Masten (2001: 235) stated that resiliency comes from “…the everyday magic of the ordinary, normative human resources” and “has profound implications for promoting competence and human capital in individuals and society” Considering the reasoning that the absence of ill-being does not automatically indicate the presence of comprehensive well-being (Keyes 2007: 95-108), and that the key to sustainable wellness lies not merely in genetic make-up, nor in only changing circumstances, but in the human being’s daily intentional activities (Lyubomirsky, Sheldon & Schade 2005: 111-131; Lyubomirsky 2007) and constructive coping behaviour, it is argued that the systematic development and skilful practice of psychological strengths could encourage higher levels of well-being.

Strengths as psychological resources

Peterson (2006; 29-48) stressed that strengths allow the individual to achieve more than the absence of distress and disorder, and in this sense they let human beings grow into their full potential. Peterson and Seligman (2004) recommended that the following need to be considered concerning the intentional promotion of positive human health, i.e. whether strengths can be nurtured and implemented in a realistic way within the daily living of adolescents. The following psychological strengths are selected for enhancement in the proposed well-being strategy: gratitude, self-regulation, kindness, wisdom, persistence, and vitality/enthusiasm. Descriptions of, and motivations for the selection of these strengths are as follows:

i) Gratitude - (VIA: Virtue Cluster of Transcendence)

Individuals with this strength would strongly support statements, such as: It is important to appreciate each day that you are alive; it seems like I can even find reasons to feel thankful for bad things that happen; and for me life is much more of a gift as a burden (Peterson & Seligman, 2004: 554). Gratitude is described as the sense of thankfulness in response to a gift (Peterson & Seligman, 2004: 553-568). Emmons (1999: 173) pointed out that gratitude in particular - as a characteristic of spiritual intelligence - enables effective functioning. It is shown that the experience and expression of gratitude strengthens self-worth and self-esteem (Lyubomirsky 2007). In this sense gratitude as viewed here is linked to the idea of self-acceptance as defined by Keyes (component of the psychological dimension). Gratefulness and a positive self-esteem are linked and may feed into each other. The acute awareness of the gift of life, (Peterson 2006: 29-
48) the conscious appraisal of self, i.e. the beauty of one’s unique being, forms the foundation for this capacity to feel the emotion of thankfulness on a regular and consistent basis, across situations and over time. In this sense it is indeed considered as “the parent of all virtues” and the absence of gratitude is considered as crippling towards the self (Emmons & Shelton 2005: 459-471). Therefore, this important strength is selected, since it enables youngsters to focus in a realistic manner on their strengths and weaknesses – neither overestimating nor underestimating them – to keep their talents and accomplishments in perspective and to have a sense of self-acceptance. This strength is facilitated by means of a gratitude journal.

ii) Self-regulation (VIA: Virtue Cluster of Temperance)

Self-regulation is linked to the idea of autonomy (component of the psychological dimension) as defined by Keyes. Adolescents who experience optimal levels of autonomy will embody strong self-regulatory abilities and self-control processes, such as regulating their behaviour from within, being guided by own – socially accepted – internal standards and values, and resisting social and cultural pressures (Peterson & Seligman, 2004). This is supported by growing evidence which shows that the exercise of selected strengths, e.g. self-regulation, which reflect self-discipline and minimises the need for external regulation of behaviour (Keyes, 2009). Self-regulation refers to the exerting of control over a person’s responses as to pursue goals and to live up to standards (Peterson & Seligman, 2004: 500).

This strength adds to the disciplined approach regarding behaviours such as the control of appetite and emotions (Maddux 2005: 277-287). Self-regulation is often associated with self-efficacy as a person’s reflective ability to use past experiences when formulating beliefs concerning future behaviour (cf. Bandura 1982: 122-147). This strength is of crucial importance for youth, since this phase may imply a crisis situation (Erikson 1968), which could increase the possibility of ill health, such as eating disorders. The effective exercise of self-regulation could also build adolescents’ competence to deal successfully with their distinctive life challenges. This strength can be implemented by focussing on active agency, effective self-management, good decision-making and pro-active behaviour.

iii) Kindness (VIA: Virtue Cluster of Humanity)

This psychological strength is linked to Keyes’s idea of positive relations. Teenagers who experience positive functioning will continually appreciate and build warm and trusting personal relationships while demonstrating qualities such as caring and helping others. Youngsters with this strength would support statements such as the following: Others are just as important as me, and doing good for others with love and kindness is the best way to live. Kindness and compassion as altruistic love involve the assertion of a common humanity in which others are worthy of attention and affirmation (Peterson & Seligman 2004: 326).
This strength is chosen, since quality relations are of vital importance for teenagers and are generally considered as one of the significant indications of positive human health. The impact of interactions between the individual and family, friends and school environments could be of fundamental significance regarding youngsters' well-being (Bronfenbrenner 1979: 513-531). This strength could be facilitated by the deliberate expressing of appreciation and respect toward significant others, the continuing support of friends and empathic concern for others.

iv) Persistence (VIA: Virtue Cluster of Courage)

This strength may be defined as the voluntary continuation of a goal-directed action in spite of obstacles, difficulties, or discouragement (Peterson & Seligman 2004). Persistence in this sense is linked to Keyes’s idea of purpose-in-life. Youngsters who have persistence will be able to reach their goals. According to Nel (2007) persistence is significantly correlated to motivation, since motivation as the conceptual basis for persistence, forms an integral part of goal-achievement. Persistence is also strongly associated with self-efficacy, self-esteem and self-control (Peterson & Seligman 2004) and resilience. This strength is selected since it facilitates the ability to realise dreams in spite of difficult life-challenges. The benefits of this strength comprise the greater possibility of attaining life-goals, enhancing skills and resources and the better enjoyment of the subsequent success (Peterson & Seligman 2004). The writing down of a personal mission statement, life priorities and a specific action-plan and consistent monitoring of progress could facilitate this strength.

v) Enthusiasm (VIA: Virtue Cluster of Courage)

Enthusiasm is linked to interest in life and personal growth as components of Keyes model and refers to vital adolescents whose aliveness and spirit are expressed in personal productivity, activity and the energising effect on others. This strength describes a dynamic aspect of well-being marked by the subjective experience of energy and aliveness (Peterson & Seligman 2004: 274). The following aspects are typical of enthusiasm: The attitude to approach life with interest, excitement and energy; zestful undertaking of tasks versus poor performance and the art to live in an energetic manner. Continuous personal growth leads to the experience of fulfilment and sense-making, and discovering and the celebration of one’s uniqueness. These optimal experiences are usually associated with concepts, such as creative choices and inspired activity (Delle Fava & Bassi 2000: 347-367; De Klerk & Bredenkamp 2005; Haidt 2006). The benefit of developing this psychological strength includes motivation, physical health and the ability of focused activity as youngsters “make happen” their unique life-potential. This strength may be facilitated by identifying and engaging in “flow” activities (cf Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi 2005: 89-105) and the deliberate use of positive emotions such as humour and joy.
vi) **Perspective (wisdom)** (VIA: Virtue Cluster of Wisdom and Knowledge)

This strength is linked to Keyes’s ideas of environmental mastery, personal growth, purpose in life and facets of social well-being, since perspective is fulfilling and beneficial for the individual and society, embraces the experience of elevating insights as part of daily living and in troubled times when adolescents may need “wisdom” about larger issues of life. While perspective (wisdom) is classified within the category of cognitive strengths that entail the acquisition and use of knowledge, the psychological strength of wisdom is also described as having ways of looking at the world that make sense to oneself and to other people; the outstanding life-approach, the ability to advise others and those peak experiences, serving as an inspiration to all (Peterson 2006). Perspective is viewed as the product of knowledge and experience, but is more than the accumulation of information, and is expressed as “…it is the coordination of this information and its deliberate use to improve well-being” (Peterson & Seligman 2004: 106). Baltes and colleagues (2005: 327-347) linked wisdom to factors, such as the willingness to learn from mistakes, an exceptional personality – a person with good listening skills, and excellent social functioning. This strength is of the utmost importance for adolescents and may be facilitated as part of the successful managing of everyday stressors e.g. writing exams, effective time-management, and also the efficient coping of difficult life challenges, e.g. the traumatic experience of parents going through a divorce.

These selected strengths are of primary importance in the promotion of sustainable well-being. However, the effective implementation of given information needs to be converted into youngsters’ daily activities, since mere knowledge does not imply expertise/know-how (Blanchard, Meyer & Ruhe 2007: 1-90).

### 3.2.2 Functional strategies: Plan-in-action

Sheldon and King (2001: 216-217) contend that an effectively functioning human being is someone “who successfully applies evolved adaptations and learned skills”. The definition of skills simply implies the ability to do something well. According to Lyubomirsky (2007) few persons understand how to improve their happiness or know exactly how to go about doing it. She states that it is in each individual’s power to realise this most essential responsibility by following a strategy with commitment.

**Functional strategies: The process – strengths and skills**

The first concern in the implementation of the grand strategy is to translate the strategy into action (Pearce & Robinson, 1994). Functional strategies are important tools to accomplish this: They identify the specific, immediate actions that must be taken in key functional areas to
implement the grand strategy. The objectives, high level of functioning on facets from Keyes's dimensions of well-being are derived from the long-term goal, i.e. the promotion of psychosocial well-being. These objectives need to be transformed into current targets, namely the development of identified strengths (e.g. kindness/compassion). This process deals with the acquiring of specified skills (e.g. effective communication and listening techniques), connected to the selected strengths, which must be applied and practised on a daily basis.

Since it is argued that psychological strengths should be developed in a systematic manner, Lyubomirsky's well-researched activities (skills) were used as instruments to develop selected strengths. The following selected activities were linked with the above-mentioned strengths, e.g. the strength of gratitude can be linked with activities such as expressing appreciation and cultivating positivism; kindness with nurturing social relationships; wisdom to coping-strategies; and persistence with goal-commitment. The functional strategies comprise these fundamentals: The mentioned strengths are developed by using selected skills, taking into account the role of extra-psychological factors, and linked to the Keyes's dimensions of well-being.

The practices to promote strategic accomplishment should be assisted by the following: The use of positive emotions, social support, timing and variety, plus commitment and repetition. These learning aids should be applied in order to "permeate" the individual's decision-making and behaviour. In addition, it should be emphasised that values, conceived as moral competencies, should be used to guide this process in order to attain pro-social behaviour (Lent 2004: 482-509, Haidt 2006: 275-289). The following values could be put into practice along with the abovementioned strengths: Respect, helpfulness, excellence, empowerment, honesty, and self-discipline (see De Klerk-Luttig 2007).

3.3 Structure of content

The general content of the well-being strategy comprises of the following and consists of ten sessions (the duration of each session is 50 minutes):

Session 1: Grand strategy and functional strategies; session 2: Dimensions of well-being: psychological/personal, social and emotional; session 3: Psychological strengths and the role of values; session 4: Gratitude and self-acceptance; session 5: Self-regulation and autonomy; session 6: Kindness and positive relations with others; session 7: Wisdom and environmental mastery; session 8: Persistence and purpose-in-life; session 9: Enthusiasm and personal growth; session 10: Recapitulation of well-being-components and psychological strengths.
3.4 Well-being strategy: Implementation

The well-being strategy is designed with a view to provide a plan to develop higher levels of psychosocial well-being and to facilitate teenagers to apply the skills (linked to specific strengths, e.g. gratitude) with wisdom and discernment within the relevant context. This comprises the necessary information regarding a grand strategy, and converting this plan into action, i.e. functional strategies.

3.4.1 Well-being strategy: Structure of the sessions

The structure of each session is determined by the intentional development of strengths linked to Keyes's components of complete well-being. At the beginning of each session, some time is spent to present the grand strategy and more specifically the outline of the specific dimension and particular facet that is chosen for that session. Introductory information is given regarding flourishing as the indication of higher levels of positive functioning and the focus on pro-social wellness. This information is also presented as narratives and story-telling is used to achieve a better understanding of particular constructs.

Well-being strategy: An example

The development of each one of the identified psychological strengths is presented as a functional strategy. Perspective (wisdom), as one of these selected strengths, linked to the component of environmental mastery, will be used as an example to illustrate the procedure.

Each well-being session is introduced by underlining the important role of intrinsic motivation (Deci & Ryan 2002: 227-268), active agency and commitment, positive emotions, social support, repetition (habits) and values. Firstly, the grand strategy (compass function) is presented: Environmental mastery is apparent when adolescents are able to shape and adapt to their environment in order for them to function optimally. Optimal levels of this component are explained as the individual's sense of mastery and competence in managing the environment, controlling external activities, making effective use of surrounding opportunities, and the ability to create or choose contexts suitable to personal needs and values. Then again indications of impaired levels of environmental mastery are apparent when youngsters experience difficulties in managing everyday affairs, feel unable to change or improve surrounding context, are unaware of surrounding opportunities, and lack a sense of control over the external world. Information regarding optimal functioning is presented in a creative way by telling life-experiences, such as Natalie du Toit, the South African swimmer. Despite losing her one leg in an accident, she excelled at the 2007 Olympic games (Die Burger 08/09/08) and others, such as
Lance Armstrong, the champion cyclist, who was diagnosed with testicular cancer – and given a 40 percent chance to survive - and who went on to win the Tour de France seven times.

Participants are encouraged to identify and write about (two sentences) their own levels of mastery i.e. optimal levels of functioning and weaknesses. Optimal levels of environmental mastery may be described as the effective managing of life-challenges as the determining factor, and not necessarily the event(s) or circumstances per se. They are also invited to discuss opportunities in their own external environment (e.g. protective factors such as supportive family) and possible threats regarding external environment (e.g. risk factors such as enduring exposure to poverty and crime).

The second aspect of the well-being strategy, namely the functional strategy, is offered to translate the master plan into action. This “how of perspective (wisdom)”, namely the skilful implementation of wisdom, could include the following: i) a willingness to learn from mistakes, ii) effective time management and the selection of priorities, iii) effective stress management, iv) excellent listening skills, and v) appropriate coping mechanisms regarding difficult life challenges. The acquisition of these skills is discussed in greater detail, especially the exercise of skills on a daily basis. Seeing that all teenagers have to deal with difficult circumstances and crises, efficient coping mechanisms are used to explain the application and practise of this skill in daily experience. Firstly, the inappropriate manner of coping can be discussed: Adolescents using denial (ineffective coping) as coping mechanism, will try to ignore problems or refuse to manage the dilemma/crisis, and will use words as “I’m only experiencing lots of stress... I do not always drink that much ...”; or teenagers blaming others for their problems will use words such as “My parents are unreasonable and irritating”; or youngsters trying to neutralise their problems will use words such as “I only tell lies when I experience terrible difficulties.” Secondly, effective coping can be discussed: Teenagers using pro-active behaviour, such as looking for possible alternatives and options and using words e.g. “I can use this disaster as an opportunity and in this way honour my errors by learning from my mistakes”; or the accommodation of events by changing that which is in one’s power/control, and by accepting that which one cannot change, as a reality. In addition, the implementation of skills is discussed in smaller groups (five participants per group). It is recommended that these skills be applied as 1) an individual activity; 2) group activity (classroom-project) and 3) section activity (community project). These activities should be guided by values such as respect and empowerment. These skills and activities should be transformed into the adolescent’s daily routine and more specifically the emotional and social areas of functioning.

Each of the above-mentioned psychological strengths, guided by the psychological components of well-being (Keyes’s model), is presented in this way. Additionally, the worth of
pro-social behaviour, positive emotions, such as contentment, motivation, and committed effort, social support and the role of repetition should constantly be emphasised. These processes are of fundamental importance concerning the effective implementation of the well-being strategy.

4. Conclusion

Positive psychology relates to theories and empirical findings on what makes life worth living. Within this paradigm flourishing is one of the more recent and very important constructs. It became imperative that the much needed scientific inquiry regarding questions, such as “the how to facilitate” higher levels of psychosocial wellness or flourishing should be undertaken. It is now also necessary to translate theory and research into practice.

In order to optimise human functioning, internal and external strengths and resources should be recognised and applied and should not only be focused on remediation of deficiencies and coping with stressors. The current suggested intervention or well-being strategy presupposes that the development of psychological strengths is needed to use personal resources, and to deal effectively with the negative experiences and the destructive impact of hardship. This is supported by growing evidence which shows that certain strengths of character e.g. kindness, self-regulation and wisdom (perspective), can buffer against the negative effects of stress, trauma, and prevent their awakening of disorders. In addition, strengths help youth to flourish (Park & Peterson 2009: 65). Character strengths, manifesting in a range of thoughts, feelings and action, are the foundation of lifelong healthy development and are essential for the well-being of the entire society (Park & Peterson 2009: 65-76). This conviction is aligned with strength-congruent activities as an important route to the psychological good life. Therefore, the focus is on strengths as psychological resources to equip teenagers, i.e. the broadening of the centre of attention in clarifying what works in youngsters’ lives and building on those competencies. It was shown that specific strategies are needed to prepare more youth to be psychologically resourceful, equipped and empowered to live zestfully and in due course to be lively adults who make positive contributions to society. Since adolescence is a crucial chapter for building capabilities, and seeing that success during this period has implications throughout adulthood, the challenge to promote human flourishing especially in healthy, non-clinical teenagers, provides a sufficient incentive for the proposed well-being strategy.

The proposed well-being strategy – directed by the notion of flourishing – is designed to protect and to promote wellness in adolescents by practicing strengths in a skilful way, which could enable them to create their own definition of greatness. The framework of the strategy entails a detailed, though uncomplicated structure, to equip youths in their daily living and long-term, for the rest of their lives, by providing certain key activities to be mastered. The focal point
of the well-being strategy is the encouragement of selected strengths, such as gratitude, persistence, perspective, self-regulation, vitality, and kindness. However, the determining factor would be the ability of “ordinary youths” to translate these strengths into daily living by applying ordinary processes. These fulfilling experiences can serve as momentum towards an upward spiral of positive functioning and happiness. The well-being strategy is a planned approach to equip youngsters to be active agents of a better world, instead of being products of un-well societies. Franklin Roosevelt magnificently put this into words, namely that “we cannot at all times prepare the future for our youth, but we can equip our youth for the future”.

The proposed well-being strategy was offered to meet the need to encourage higher levels of psychosocial well-being and flourishing in adolescents by means of the building of psychological resources and competence. The next step will be to implement the proposed strategy and to evaluate its effectiveness.
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ABSTRACT

Objective: This study aimed to evaluate the effect of an intervention to improve levels of psychosocial well-being and flourishing in a group of secondary school learners. Method: A mixed-method design was used. An experimental (n=64) and control (n=49) group of learners between the ages of 15 – 17 years of age from a secondary school in an urban area in the Western Cape of South Africa participated. The intervention focused on the development of psychosocial wellness and flourishing via the implementation of skills linked to selected strengths, such as self-regulation, persistence, gratitude, perspective, enthusiasm, and kindness. To determine the impact of the programme, measures were used such as The Mental Health Continuum-Short Form (MHC-SF) and The General Health Questionnaire (GHQ). Results: Quantitative and qualitative evidence indicated that the well-being strategy contributed in some respects to increased levels of psychosocial well-being and a decrease in symptoms of ill-health in the experimental group as measured after the intervention and in particular during the follow-up assessment three months later. Conclusion: The strengths- and skills-development focus of the intervention fostered psychosocial well-being and symptom relief in a growth enhancing manner over time. Future research ought to examine what makes individuals more receptive to benefit from well-being interventions.

Keywords: Flourishing, psychosocial well-being, adolescence, psychological strengths, positive psychology, programme evaluation
This study focuses on an evaluation of the effect of a programme intended to enhance psychosocial well-being and flourishing in adolescents as conceptualised from a positive psychology perspective. A well-being strategy, theoretically based on Keyes's model (2007) and a strengths perspective (Peterson 2006), was developed, implemented with a skills practice focus, and its effect evaluated. According to Haidt strength building brings benefits to the person and to others surrounding him or her (Haidt 2006). In this sense, capacity building and positive development are always synergetic, seeing that the fortified individual is also better equipped to the building of a meaningful world (Leontiev 2006). However, this process needs to be cultivated continually (Lyubomirsky 2007). Although several programmes have been developed to enhance mental health of adolescents in the South African context (e.g. Wegner, Flisher, Caldwell, Vergnani and Smith 2007), most of them focussed mainly on the remediation of pathology and risk factors. This study will focus on development of strengths in ordinary adolescents against the background of a conceptualisation of mental health as a continuum. No existing programme could be found that was specifically developed for the enhancement of flourishing of adolescents in the South African context. Therefore, a new programme was developed, and the evaluation of its effect on psychosocial well-being of adolescents is reported in this study. The expectation is that such a programme will enhance levels of well-being, and may at the same time lessen symptoms of stress or pathology.

It has been suggested that research on topics such as flourishing from a positive paradigm may not only add to the development or increasing of psychosocial wellness, but might also be of major clinical significance. Seligman argued that successes in the prevention of mental illness emanate from recognising and nurturing strengths in young persons. The exercise of these strengths then fortifies individuals against the harms and problems that put them at risk in terms of mental illness (Seligman 2007). In her Broaden and Build model of Positive Emotions Fredrickson (2005) argued that an enhancement of positive emotions would broaden cognitive
processes and facilitate interpersonal relationships, while simultaneously lessening lingering negative emotions. These assumptions were validated empirically in several studies (Fredrickson and Branigan 2005; Fredrickson et al. 2000; Lyubomirsky, King and Diener 2005). Research in the domain of positive psychology also showed that building optimism and other psychological strengths may simultaneously also lessen symptoms of depression (Gillham et al. 2006; Lyobumirsky 2007; Diener and Diener 2008; Park and Peterson 2009). Researchers also recently start to unravel the building power of positive emotions on coping with adversity by the mastering over challenges, which in turn generates more positive emotions (Linley, Joseph and Goodfellow 2008; Diener and Diener 2008). It was shown that interventions concentrating on positive human health, such as the Penn Resiliency programme aimed at the prevention of depressive symptoms, might be an important addition to the educational goals of school systems (Gillham et al., 2007: 9-19). Therefore, in the light of growing evidence it is argued that programmes using psychological strengths could be beneficial towards the building of flourishing lives and towards the treatment (see, e.g., Fava 1999) and prevention of psychological disorders. In this sense, mental health promotion is the ultimate target of treatment (Keyes 2009).

For the purpose of this study Keyes’s model of mental health (Keyes 2005a) is taken as a point of departure. Keyes proposes that mental health could be viewed on a continuum from severe pathology to optimal health called flourishing. On the upper half of the health continuum, he distinguishes three levels of well-being: Languishing (i.e. low levels of emotional, social and psychological well-being), moderate mental health, and flourishing (i.e. high levels of emotional, social and psychological well-being). Individuals who are moderately psychologically healthy are between flourishing and languishing. These levels of mental health can be determined with his Mental Health Continuum Scale (MHC-SF) (Keyes 2005a, 2006; Keyes et al. 2008) which measures states of mental health as something positive, rather than the mere absence of psychopathology. Although Keyes’s model conceptualises pathology on the lower end of the
mental health continuum, this scale of his only measures degrees of well-being on the upper end of the continuum and, therefore, other measures should be implemented to evaluate the presence of symptoms of pathology or mental ill-health in order to establish whether strength enhancement may also lead to symptom reduction. Therefore, the current study also included measures of symptoms and depression.

Flourishing, as conceptualised by Keyes (2002, 2003, 2005a, 2007), indicates a state of complete mental health and is conceived of as a syndrome of subjective well-being consisting of eudaimonia - positive functioning in life, and of hedonia - positive feelings toward life. Flourishing or completely mentally healthy people show low levels of perceived helplessness (e.g., high perceived control in life), high levels of functional goals (e.g., knowing what they want from life), high levels of self-reported resilience (e.g., learning from adversities), and high levels of intimacy (e.g., feeling very close with family and friends) (Keyes 2007). Keyes showed that flourishing youth report higher levels of psychosocial functioning, namely higher levels of global self-concept, self-determination, positive relations and school integration than moderately mentally healthy and languishing youth. According to Keyes a small proportion of those who were otherwise free of a common mental disorder are truly mentally healthy, i.e., they had the absence of mental illness and the presence of mental health. Keyes also emphasised that when persons are symptom-free, it does not automatically indicate that they are thriving human beings. He pointed out that most American adolescents (60%) do not experience complete mental health (Keyes 2007).

Keyes’s findings were confirmed in a South African study (cf. Van Schalkwyk and Wissing – submitted; Wissing et al. 2008) that indicated that approximately 60% adolescents could not be categorised as flourishing. Moderate mental health was the most prevalent mental health status among South African adolescents (i.e. 53%), and a small percentage (5%) was considered as languishing. Taking into account Keyes’s (2009) ideal distribution of mental health in the population (this ideal was originally reported in Keyes 2007 for adult data) it is clear that South
African youth are far from the public mental health goal of 6 out of 10 flourishing, since it was found that merely four out of ten South African youngsters experience flourishing. Since flourishing is not an automatic (Keyes 2006, 2007) or “instinctive” process (Damasio 2006), it is clear that higher levels of psychosocial well-being in youth must be promoted in a systematic manner. It is also necessary that a well-being strategy aimed at strength building should focus on the “know-how” of well-being, since positive human health requires more than the eradication of poor health or the prevention of problem behaviours.

There are many reasons why psychosocial well-being of adolescents should be promoted. Keyes (2005a, 2007) argues that the promotion and the protection of positive mental health must be integrated with all national efforts to treat and prevent mental illness. Languishing and ill health imply immense expenditure for governments, namely the efforts concerning the eradication of disease and of illness reduction. The absence of well-being generates conditions of vulnerability for illnesses, such as depression and risk behaviours (e.g. suicide; substance abuse and HIV/AIDS) (Ryff 1989; Freeman 2004; Patel et al. 2008; Keyes 2009). Higher levels of psychological well-being imply better physical, psychological, social and emotional well-being (Park and Peterson 2009; Wissing and Temane 2008). Therefore, it is more cost-effective to be healthy and the systematic enhancement of well-being in the short and long-term can be the best investment in young people, as an invaluable resource, since they represent the future of any society.

In view of the practical need, and against the backdrop of relevant theoretical approaches, a well-being strategy was designed to encourage youngsters to apply psychological strengths as personal resources in order to experience higher levels of psychosocial well-being and to equip them to deal with stressors/problems that are part of everyday experience. This well-being strategy or programme was implemented, and this study reports on the quantitative and qualitative evaluation of its effect directly after the programme and then three months later. The
aim was thus to evaluate the effect of a programme intended to encourage higher levels of psychosocial well-being and flourishing in a group of secondary school learners in South Africa.

METHOD

Design

A mixed method design was implemented, gathering both qualitative and quantitative data, which were integrated to form a comprehensive understanding of the effect of the programme (Ivankova, Creswell and Stick 2006).

Participants

An experimental (n=64) and control (n=49) group of participants between the ages of 15 and 17 years of age from a secondary school took part in this project. These participants were grade 10 learners in an urban area in the Western Cape of South Africa. A specific school was selected as it present a good representation of the rich variety of South Africa’s culture, namely Afrikaans, English and Xhosa-speaking youngsters, including whites (Caucasian), persons of colour and blacks. The languages of tuition in this school are Afrikaans and English. The selection of the experimental and control groups was done by using the seven different class sections of the grade ten class group: Four sections were chosen as the experimental group and three sections were selected as the control group. No number of participants declined to participate or withdrew from the study.

Programme: A well-being strategy to enhance flourishing

The well-being strategy was developed against the theoretical background of Keyes’s model (2005, 2006, 2007) and the strength perspective (Park and Peterson 2009; Peterson 2006), taking into account the specific needs of adolescents from this cohort. The well-being strategy includes two elements firstly, a master plan to achieve objectives (plan-of-action), and secondly, the process or the implementation of the plan (the plan-in-action). The focal point of the well-
being strategy is the deliberate development of selected psychological strengths as the necessary “muscles” to encourage complete well-being and, in time, sustainable well-being.

The well-being strategy consists of ten sessions (the duration of each session is 50 minutes) and is based on Keyes's model of complete well-being, with special emphasis on the psychological dimension: Session 1: Grand strategy and functional strategies; session 2: Dimensions of well-being: psychological/personal, social and emotional; session 3: Psychological strengths and the role of values; session 4: Self-acceptance (psychological dimension) and gratitude (strength); session 5: Autonomy (psychological well-being) and self-regulation (strength); session 6: Positive relations with others (psychological well-being) and kindness (strength); session 7: Environmental mastery (psychological well-being) and wisdom (strength); session 8: purpose-in-life (psychological dimension) and persistence (strength); session 9: Personal growth (psychological well-being) and enthusiasm (strength); and session 10: Recapitulation of well-being components and psychological strengths.

The content or formulation of the strategy as plan-of-action is built on existing knowledge (Keyes 2005a, 2006, 2007; Keyes et al. 2008; Fredrickson and Losada 2005; Peterson 2006; Lyubomirsky 2007; Yates and Masten, 2004; Linley, Joseph, Harrington and Wood 2006; Smith 2006; Deci and Ryan 2002; Baltes and Freund 2003). Selected strengths, namely gratitude, self-regulation, kindness, perspective, persistence, and enthusiasm (VIA, Peterson and Seligman 2004) were targeted as of primary importance in connection with the promotion of sustainable well-being. These strengths are linked to specific facets of well-being e.g. the psychological strength of persistence (VIA: emotional strengths of courage) is linked to purpose-in-life.

As part of the functional strategy or plan-in-action, the selected content was translated into the youngsters’ daily activities, since mere knowledge does not imply expertise (Blanchard, Meyer and Ruhe 2007). The grand strategy is thus implemented as functional strategies by means of “the plan-in-action” (Pearce and Robinson 1994). This process dealt with the acquiring of specified skills (e.g. effective communication) linked to specific strengths, which were applied
and practiced on a daily basis. In sum, the well-being strategy was put forward as planned action, to encourage flourishing in adolescents.

The experimental group was exposed to a well-being intervention, while the control group was given the opportunity to attend a generic youth programme organised by the school. This latter programme did not cover any of the topics of the proposed well-being strategy.

Data collection

Quantitative Measures

The Mental Health Continuum-Short Form (MHC-SF) (Keyes, 2005a, 2006). The 14-item MHC-SF was implemented as it measures various levels of mental health on the upper end of well-being. It has three sub-scales: 1) Emotional Well-Being (EWB) defined in terms of positive affect and satisfaction with life; 2) Social Well-Being (SWB) described in terms of social acceptance, social actualisation, social contribution, social coherence and social integration; and 3) Psychological Well-Being (PWB) described in terms of autonomy, environmental mastery, personal growth, positive relations with others, purpose in life and self-acceptance. Scores on the scale as a whole may also be used to categorise an individual as languishing, moderate mentally healthy or flourishing. Keyes (2006) provides evidence of good reliability and validity, and this was also shown for a South African sample (Keyes et al. 2008). A Cronbach alpha of 0.88 was obtained for the MHC-SF in the current study.

The Coping Self-efficacy Scale (CSE) (Chesney et al. 2006). This 26-item scale was implemented as it measures individuals' evaluations of their confidence (perceived self-efficacy) with respect to carrying out coping strategies in dealing with challenges or threats, and not only coping strategies per se. The CSE thus provides a measure of a person's perceived ability to cope effectively with life challenges, and has also previously been implemented to assess changes in coping efficacy over time in intervention research (cf. Chesney et al. 2006). The CSE has three sub-scales: Problem-focused coping (PFC), stops
unpleasant emotions and thoughts (SUE), and support from friends and family (SFF). The authors provided evidence of good reliability and validity. The Cronbach alpha reliability index in the current study was 0.91.

*The New General Self-Efficacy Scale (NGSE)* (Chen, Gully and Eden 2001). This eight-item self-report measures the tendency to view oneself as more or less capable of meeting task demands in various contexts. Validation studies have indicated that the NGSE measures a construct that is related to, but distinct from both self-esteem and situational self-efficacy (cf. Chen et al. 2001). Internal consistency reliabilities have been found to be 0.86 and 0.90. In the present study, the Cronbach internal reliability was 0.83.

*The Self-Regulation Scale (SRS)* (Schwarzer, Diehl and Schmitz 1999). This scale was selected since it was important to determine adolescents' ability to focus attention in a maintenance situation on the task at hand and to maintain a favourable emotional balance. Attention and emotion regulation are reflected in this 7-item scale. The SRS measures participants' post-intentional self-regulation when they are in the process of pursuing a goal and facing difficulties in continuing their action. Cronbach alpha reliabilities have been found to be 0.76 and 0.62. In the current study the Cronbach alpha was 0.77.

*The Fortitude Questionnaire (FORQ)* (Pretorius 1998). The 20-item FORQ measures the extent to which a person feels that he/she is able to manage stress and stay well (fortitude). This strength derives from an appraisal of the self, the family and support from others. The FORQ has 3 sub-scales that measure appraisal of own problem-solving efficacy and mastery (S), perceived support from family (FA), and perceived support from friends (FR). The Fortitude Questionnaire is a reliable and valid measure as indicated by Pretorius (1998) in the South African context. The Cronbach alpha in this study was 0.89.

*The General Health Questionnaire (GHQ)* (Goldberg and Hillier 1979). The 28-item GHQ implemented in this study is aimed at detecting common symptoms indicative of the various syndromes of mental disorder, and differentiates between individuals with psychopathology as a
general class and those who are considered to be normal. Subscales are: Somatic Symptoms (SS), Anxiety and Insomnia (AX), Social Dysfunction (SD) and Severe Depression (DS). In this study, the 'GHQ method' (Goldberg & Hillier, 1979) of scoring was implemented, i.e., responses were scored 0-0-1-1, with a minimum of 0 and a maximum of 28. This method was adopted rather than the Likert type of graded scoring that uses 1-2-3-4 (or 0-1-2-3) and it also reduces the effect of a response set to choose extremes. Cronbach alpha reliabilities reported vary from 0.82 to 0.86 (Goldberg et al. 1997). Goldberg et al. (1997) attest extensively to its validity. The Cronbach alpha reliability index in the current study was 0.93. This scale is included to detect possible shifts in symptoms on the lower end of the mental health continuum as a result of the strengths building intervention.

*The Patient Health Questionnaire: Depression Symptoms (PHQ-9) (Kroenke, Spitzer and William 2001).* The 9-item PHQ measures the extent of symptoms of major depression as conceptualised in the DSM-IV criteria. The Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ) was selected, since it is designed to recognise the symptoms of major depression, which are on the lower end of the mental health continuum. Cronbach alpha in the current study was 0.82.

*Socio-demographic information.* Information regarding age, gender and culture was obtained to facilitate description of participants.

*Qualitative data collection*

The experimental group were requested during the post (October 2008)- and follow-up (February 2009) phases to write down their subjective experience of the well-being strategy. Data were gathered with open-ended questions: Questions were asked to assess the experienced worth of the well-being strategy for the youngsters, and how it manifested in their lives. The adolescents were presented with questions such as the following: What is your
personal experience of the well-being strategy?; offer some examples how you implement this programme on a daily basis; and in what ways does the well-being strategy empower you?

**Procedure and ethical concerns**

Permission to conduct this research was obtained in 2008 from the Western Cape Department of Education. Meetings with the headmaster of the mentioned high school were held in order to obtain permission to conduct the current study. The support of the headmaster was also of vital importance regarding the assistance of the teachers involved. The experimental programme was conducted over the course of twenty weeks. Before, directly after, and three months later psychometric evaluations were conducted on both the experimental and control groups. Interviews to collect qualitative data were conducted after completion of the programme implementation.

As far as ethical clearance is concerned, the informed consent of participants' parents was obtained by means of a letter and consent forms explaining the aim of the study. Participants gave their assent and were informed of their right to withdraw from the study at any stage and that all data would be treated confidentially. Approval for this research was obtained from the Ethics Committee of the North-West University (approval number: NWU-00002-07-A2).

**Data Analysis**

Descriptive statistics and reliability indices (Cronbach alpha) were established for all measuring instruments, and frequencies determined for the various categories of mental health as determined with the MHC-SF. The significance of differences between and within the experimental and control groups on all variables as measured before, after, and at 3 months follow-up were determined by means of two-sample t-tests. The practical significance of differences was calculated by establishing d-values or effect sizes (Field 2005 p. 32), where $d=0.10$ indicates a small effect size; $d=0.30$ indicates a medium effect; and $d=0.50$ indicates a larger
effect size. For the purpose of this study an effect size of .30 (moderate effect) was used to indicate practical significance. It was also decided to explore the significance of differences within each of the experimental and control groups, in order to obtain more detailed information on the experimental group, and to determine the significance of differences between the experimental and control group; now using the mean difference scores between pre-and post; pre-and follow-up; and post and follow-up evaluation on each variable in order to determine the impact of the intervention programme. To evaluate the effect of the intervention the percentages of flourishing and languishing participants per experimental and control group were calculated for the pre-, post and follow-up evaluations, and the possible differences of practical significance in proportions of percentages of flourishing participants at the various stages and between the experimental group and control group, were calculated.

Qualitative analysis was done according to the technique of thematic analysis (Creswell 2005), since it allows the systematic deduction of the identification of specific features of texts. The raw data - namely the written reports - were read and reread, and then meaningful categories were extracted corresponding to thematic patterns (Creswell 2005). The themes refer to units of meaning that were deduced from patterns that emerged from the categories e.g. repeated behaviour or feelings (Creswell 2005).

In order to ensure the trustworthiness of the results, the identified themes were verified in discussions between the authors, with a smaller representative group of the participants, and with two independent professional persons, namely Ms M. Le Roux (Stellenbosch University: Department of Psychology) and Dr. P. Nel (Western Cape University: Department of Industrial Psychology). Through the application of the phenomenological method of bracketing the researcher’s prejudices, assumptions and beliefs were listed and avoided as far as possible in order to allow the research data to be self evident. This analytical process was characterised by constant critical reflection and the discussions referred to above.
RESULTS

Firstly, the results from the quantitative measures are presented, and then, secondly, the findings from the qualitative data.

Quantitative results

Descriptive statistics and reliability indices for all measures.

Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics and Cronbach alpha coefficients for the various measuring instruments. The reliability indices of all measures were highly satisfactorily (cf the guideline of 0.70 by Kerlinger and Lee 2000).

[Insert Table 1 about here]

Comparison of pre-, post-, and follow-up scores of the experimental and control groups

Comparisons of pre-, post-, and follow-up scores of the experimental and control groups are presented in Table 2. The results are presented in three clusters, namely the comparison between the experimental and control groups regarding the pre-test, the post-test and the follow-up test.

[Insert Table 2 about here]

Because a random assignment of participants to the experimental and control groups was not possible, a comparison of their initial pre-test score was necessary. During the pre-test (on all measures), no statistical significant differences could be established between the experimental and control groups (see Table 2). According to the pre-test scores the experimental and control groups were thus more or less equal before the intervention.

A comparison of post-testing scores of the experimental and control groups indicates that the control group presented statistically and practically significantly more symptoms than the experimental group, as measured by the PHQ-9 and GHQ. The experimental and control groups differed significantly regarding some measures during follow-up, i.e. the experimental group had fewer symptoms of stress than the control group, as measured with the GHQ, and higher levels
of emotional well-being, as measured by the MHC:EWB. These differences were statistically significant, and had a moderate practical significance.

Within group differences in the experimental and control groups

Differences within the experimental group

The differences in pre-and post-; pre- and follow-up; and post- and follow-up scores within the experimental group are presented in Table 3.

[Insert Table 3 about here]

The results indicate that for the experimental group there are some statistically significant differences between the pre- and post-testing, but these were not practically significant. Comparison of the pre-test scores with the follow-up test scores showed statistical and practical significant differences and moderate practical significance in several instances. There are indications of higher well-being scores in the follow-up in comparison with pre-testing for emotional and social well-being, as measured with the MHCSF, more coping self-efficacy beliefs, as measures with the CSE, more general self-efficacy (NGSE), and fewer symptoms of stress as measured by subscales of the GHQ. In the comparison of post- and follow-up testing the experimental group showed statistically significant increases in well-being as measured with the MHCSF, SRS, FORQ, CSE, NGSE, and lower symptoms, as measured by the GHQ. These differences were practically significant with a moderate effect for the MHCSF and SRS, small effect for the FORQ, moderate effect for the CSE, NGSE and for the GHQ.

Results for the experimental group indicate that on the whole statistical significant differences were found, and the largest effect were revealed between the post-and follow-up assessments regarding measures of well-being and measures of absence of well-being.

Differences within the control group
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The differences in pre-and post-; pre- and follow-up; and post- and follow-up scores within the control group are presented in Table 4.

As indicated in Table 4, there are no statistically significant differences between pre- and post-testing on any variable, and also nothing between pre- and follow-up testing for the control group. The control group also showed no differences on variables between post- and follow-up testing, except for fewer symptoms of social dysfunction, as measured with the GHQ:SD, but this difference achieved only a small effect size of practical significance.

Prevalence of flourishing and languishing in the experimental and control groups during pre-, post-, and follow-up evaluation

The percentage of participants who were flourishing or languishing in the experimental and control groups was determined during pre-, post- and follow-up assessments, and findings indicate changes during the successive evaluations (see Table 5). The control and experimental groups did not differ significantly during the pre-test concerning the prevalence of flourishing, but they differed significantly (small to medium effect size) at follow-up testing ($d = 0.33$). For the experimental group the percentage of flourishing participants did not change from pre- to post-testing (which was during the exam), but a seeming decrease in flourishing scores was shown for the control group. During the follow-up evaluation a practical significant (small to medium effect size) increase in the number of flourishing participants was found in the case of the experimental group ($d = 0.39$), but no change from the pre-test evaluation was shown for the control group. The percentage of languishing participants was slightly higher in the experimental group than in the control group during pre-testing, but a marked decrease during post-testing in the case of the experimental group, possibly reflecting the impact of the programme, as the same
tendency was not shown for the control group, although they also manifested a slightly lower percentage during follow-up after the recess.

[insert Table 5 about here]

Qualitative results

*Subjective evaluation of intervention after completion (post-testing phase) (November 2008)*

The well-being strategy was presented as an intervention programme during 2008. At the end of that year participants (experimental group) were asked to complete open-ended questionnaires in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the programme. These written reports (raw data) were analysed and meaningful themes were identified. A table as a helpful synopsis was used to summarise the identified themes regarding the participants’ evaluation of the well-being strategy (see Table 6). Two broad themes were identified: Firstly, enhancement regarding well-being facets and secondly, the powerful effect of the positive perspective. The first component had the following sub-themes, namely self-worth and self-confidence; active agency; coping; relationships; meaningfulness; and committed living. The second component included the following sub-themes: firstly, a different point of view; the activation of personal resources; the role of resilience; secondly, effective skills; positive emotions and the role of emotional intelligence; and thirdly, negative/unenthusiastic feedback.

[Insert Table 6 about here]

*Subjective evaluation of intervention during follow-up phase (February 2009)*

A follow-up evaluation was conducted during 2009 to identify a possible shift in perceptions. The qualitative data obtained through the follow-up assessment (2009-session), followed a similar structure as in 2008 (see Table 7). The follow-up evaluation showed the following two broad themes: firstly, improvement regarding the facets of well-being, and secondly, the powerful effect of the strength-focused approach. Regarding the marked development experienced *vis a vis* the well-being facets, the following sub-themes were
revealed: Improved self-worth and self-competence; active agency; better coping; improved relationships; a more focused existence; being happier and the experience of positive engagement. The following "growth components" emerged as second broad theme, namely: A different and positive perspective; the upward spiral of positive functioning; empowered by skills; flourishing – the process; and the role of emotions and constructive coping; and negative feedback.

[Insert table 7 about here]

The quality of participants' experience of the strengths-focussed intervention may be highlighted as follows in line with the themes that were deduced:

**A different and positive perspective**

The deliberate promotion of psychosocial well-being was experienced as a new approach, as presented by the well-being strategy with a different way of thinking, feeling and doing. The well-being strategy offered a valuable compass-function towards "a life worth living" and was articulated as "Dit het my hele siening verander... I went through a difficult time ... my parents were getting divorced ...Ek het positief gedink ... enabling me to achieve my goals."[It changed my outlook completely – I started to think positively ... enabling me to achieve my goals]. This holistic understanding and comprehensive approach of well-being also led to the appreciation of the spiritual component of being, and was verbalised as: "Dit het my begin help om dieper oor dinge te dink ... ek het begin om meer aandag op die kleiner dinge in my lewe te vestig, sodat die 'bigger picture' later dan ook verbeter" [It started to help me to think more deeply about things ... I started to give more attention to the little things in my life so that gradually the bigger picture improved ].

*The upward spiral of positive functioning*

Apart from the application of personal strengths, the participants experienced enhanced functioning in all areas of functioning, e.g. better physical health and improved academic
performance, and this was experienced as: “Dit was ‘n omkeerpunt vir my... daar is ‘n alternatief vir selfmoord, en my wiskundepunte het verbeter van ‘n C tot ‘n A –simbool”. [This was a turning-point for me ... there is an alternative to suicide, and my marks for maths improved from a C to an A symbol]. This positive process of positive functioning was articulated as: “Dit het stadigaan gebeur, maar daar is definitief ‘n verskil... by enjoying each day by paying attention to the good stuff” [It happened slowly, but there is definitely a difference ... by enjoying each day by paying attention to the good stuff].

Flourishing: The process

It was acknowledged that flourishing could not be viewed as an automatic process, or simply a once-off identification of psychological strengths or the mere exposure to information regarding positive human health. The role of committed effort was highlighted by the participants, since the mastering of certain skills and techniques was required for the “plan-of-action” to become like a second nature. Flourishing was understood as an enduring process and put into words as “… it is like watering a plant and the flowers will appear”.

Empowered by skills

Participants seem to have experienced empowerment in mastering simple but effective skills and techniques e.g. practising kindness/compassion by helping others. The application of these doable skills was enjoyed as daily activities, such as: “Ek maak seker dat ek positief dink as ek opstaan in die oggende” [I ensure that I think in a positive way when I get up in the mornings].

The role of emotions and constructive coping

These techniques were regarded as helpful and contributing to overall positive functioning. The implementation of positive emotions aided youngsters to feel happier and the application of these happy thoughts were articulated as “… jy omvoujou hele lewe met hierdie goeie gevoelens ... en jy dink aan al die voorregte wat jy geniet ... en jou doelwitte” [You cover your whole life
with these good feelings ... and you think about all the privileges ... and your goals. It appeared that the use of positive emotions influenced effective coping, and improved functioning.

It was also found that the well-being strategy made it possible for the participants to be more honest regarding the experience of their emotions, especially negative emotions, and this was expressed as "You are allowed to cry..." It was stated that the inclusion of the negative with the positive enabled the teenagers to cope better with the negative (e.g. anxiety or sadness), i.e. it is not about replacing the negative emotional experience, but the inclusion of positive emotions that leads to increased strength to deal with the sadness.

**Negative feedback**

It appeared that a few participants did not find the well-being strategy appropriate regarding the enhancement of well-being. These participants showed very little engagement with the information and it seems that they relied mainly on external support. The role of self-induced barriers and anticipated negative outcomes seemed to indicate the absence of well-being, i.e. languishing and a seemingly powerlessness to implement the well-being strategy. This helplessness was put into words as "... dalk moet daar met die graad 8 groep gewerk word."; "Julie is 11 jaar te laat vir my." [Maybe you should engage with the grade 8 group. You are 11 years too late for me].

**DISCUSSION**

The aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of a well-being intervention to enhance psychosocial functioning and flourishing. The intention of the well-being strategy was to increase the probability of psychosocial wellness and to decrease the experience of languishing in a group of South African adolescents, through skill development and sustainable behavioural change. Quantitative and qualitative findings indicated that the intervention had a positive effect.

Quantitatively it was established that the well-being intervention had a positive effect on specific facets of psychosocial well-being of individuals in the experimental group, and that the
percentage of flourishing participants increased in the case of the experimental group with a simultaneous drop in the prevalence of languishing participants in this group. The specific measures of psychosocial health indicated that the experimental and control groups were comparable in functioning during pre-testing. Although relatively few differences were established in the course of the successive assessments between the experimental group and the control group, within group differences over time indicated the positive effect of the intervention in the case of the experimental group. The increase in psychosocial wellness in the case of the experimental group in contrast to the control group indicated that it was in all probability not mere maturation that led to higher levels of well-being. The increase in well-being is noteworthy, especially as Keyes (2009) indicated that flourishing may decline over time. The findings of the present study are in line with previous research that indicated that interventions targeting person-centred factors - such as personal resources, e.g. psychological strengths - might increase well-being (Seligman, Steen, Park, and Peterson 2005; Suldo, Huebner, Friedrich and Gilman 2009; Neenan, 2009).

The increase in levels of social, emotional and psychological well-being as components of mental health, as conceptualised in Keyes’s model, was specifically shown by the within-group results of the experimental group over the course of successive evaluations. Findings revealed that the largest increase in well-being was with regard to the level of social well-being in adolescents as measured by Keyes’s scale, followed closely by emotional well-being, and lastly improved levels of psychological well-being. This finding is important especially when taking into account Keyes’s statement (2009, p 20) regarding the importance of social well-being: It is not sufficient that youth regularly feel happy (emotional well-being) and are confronted by challenges enabling them to become better persons (psychological well-being). However, they seldom feel that they have something important to contribute to society. They also have difficulty in accepting that people may not like them, and who may not contribute to improve society. From a developmental perspective the development of greater social competence during
this life phase, is very important. The development of greater social competence is also very important in the current South African context with its great diversity of peoples. Increased social well-being within this specific South African context may also be understood in view of a cultural orientation, where the group is often central, and the self is interdependently defined as the collectivist self, as expressed in the construct of "Ubuntu" from the Zulu saying: *Umuntu ngumuntu ngabatu* ("A person is a person through other persons"). Positive relations and societal well-being are, however, also *per se* part of personal fulfilment and emotional and physical wellness (Diener and Diener 2008). The change in social well-being as an effect of the programme is probably mainly an intra-personal change as measured with the Mental Health Continuum Scale, as no significant differences were found on the Fortitude Questionnaire with regard to friends and family, or in seeking support from friends and family as coping strategies. The changes did thus not come about because of more support perceived from family and friends, but were part of a new experience of the relevant individuals' own strengths in the social context.

Apart from the well-being programme's contribution towards the enhancement of psychosocial wellness in adolescents, it was found in a comparison of the experimental and control group that the experimental group experienced fewer somatic symptoms, less anxiety and less depression than the control group during follow-up evaluation. These findings are in line with growing evidence which shows the buttressing effect of certain psychological strengths against negative outcomes and the beneficial role towards wellness. This is in accordance with previous research that indicated that the building of strengths not only reduces the possibility of negative outcomes such as suicide ideation, depression and substance abuse, but also offers important pointers for thriving, e.g. school success and managing responsibilities (Park and Peterson 2009).

Qualitative findings revealed that participants experienced the well-being strategy as a new and different viewpoint, namely the activation of psychological resources and the building of a
“strong life”. The participants in the experimental group reported the discovery of an innovative language and a new cognitive script or approach to life in contrast to the familiar focus on risks, eradication of “wrong-doing” and the unlearning or “fixing” of bad habits. It seems that as opposed to the strength-focused approach, South African youths were confronted to a large extent in the past by paradigms aimed largely at supporting youngsters to cope with existing crises by focusing on “what is wrong” (cf. Seligman: “extinguishing fires”), e.g. broken homes, and the prevention of dysfunctional behaviours e.g. sexual risk behaviours and HIV/AIDS. Research confirms this typical focus on “what goes wrong” in humans including psychological, physical and educational disabilities (Huebner, Gilman and Furlong 2009). Therefore, it is important to extend efforts to build strengths and flourishing in youth as part of school curricula and general health promotion programmes.

Apart from this new and “positive” viewpoint of mental health that seemed to make a difference, the aspects of active agency, purposeful living, constructive coping (problem solving and suppression of negative thoughts and feelings) and the importance of self-worth were highlighted. The qualitative findings indicated that participants were able to translate positive functioning into ordinary daily activities (cf. “ordinary magic”, Masten 2001) as the implementation and cultivation of psychological strengths e.g. the practice of kindness towards family and friends by supporting and helping others with daily chores or writing thank you notes, sending words of encouragement via cell-phones (SMS), and the regular expression of appreciation. Participants experienced enhanced performance in several areas of functioning probably they applied personal strengths, e.g. improved self-regulation, pro-active behaviour, improved persistence and the attainment of goals.

Exposure to the well-being strategy provided new skills to participants in their experience. Healthy adolescents do not necessarily live problem free lives, but the programme equipped them with a more honest understanding and effective expression of their emotions. Buckley and Saarni (2009) indicated that the effective management of emotions - and in particular distressing
emotions - requires the coordination of numerous skills of emotional competence. Participants valued the learning of the language of emotion and knowing how to regulate emotional arousal e.g. when dealing with conflict. Coping skills and the honest management of (negative) emotions were acknowledged. This is in line with Fredrickson’s contention that enlarging one’s emotional repertoire should include positive and negative emotions (Fredrickson 2001). The programme made adolescents aware of the importance of acquiring an adequately developed lexicon of emotions in order to cope effectively with the emotional demands of several contexts, amongst others the school as learning environment.

From the qualitative findings it emerged that emotional competence is particularly important for constructive coping and psychological well-being. While most participants benefited from the awareness of habituated behaviour when experiencing negative life events, and negative emotions such as anger, many expressed their initial lack of ability to handle self-blame, catastrophising, depression and worry. The development of constructive coping strategies are very important for South African youth, as many of them have to cope with problems, such as domestic violence, impaired relationships, substance abuse, and constant threats from high levels of crime, sexual abuse and severe poverty.

The intervention showed quantitatively a stronger impact during follow-up evaluation than directly after completion of the programme. This may be explained by the post-evaluation of the programme as taking place directly after the intervention coincided with the beginning of the end of the year exams, which is a rather stressful time for learners, and that the follow-up evaluation was after the Christmas holidays, which represented a more relaxing time. However, differences in the functioning of participants in the experimental and control groups are shown. An alternative or additional interpretation for the stronger functioning of participants in the experimental group at the follow-up than at post-testing may be that skills are learned and new habits forming take place over time. The development of strengths and skills to enhance well-being is a process that unfolds with practice over time. Qualitatively it was also evident that
“flourishing” cannot be viewed as an instantaneous event, or simply happening after a once-off identification of psychological strengths. Growth towards flourishing is a process. This process involves behaviour training and competency (skills). Although the development of strengths and cognitive content are imperative to facilitate behaviour modification, as was done with the well-being strategy, the skillful application of techniques and of habit-formation over time are important. Changing behaviour means more than merely changing minds (Neal, Wood and Quinn 2006). Participants from the experimental group continued practicing which led to the experience of positive outcomes. This upward spiral of positive functioning over time was also reported in qualitative data. This finding is in line with the suggestion by Seligman et al. (2005) that the benefits of strategies aimed at the enhancement of well-being may not begin immediately, but may rather have a delayed (but long-term) effect. This is in agreement with Catalano and his colleagues (2002) stating that longer-term follow-ups enable researchers to better document the effects of interventions.

Qualitative results support and elaborate on the quantitative findings by illuminating the multi-faceted structure of “flourishing” within the dimensions of psychological, emotional and social well-being. It is evident that results from both the quantitative and qualitative studies indicate that the well-being strategy contributed in several respects to the building of psychosocial wellness, probably via the activating of selected psychological strengths in the experimental group. Strength-congruent activities also provided a forceful “method” to deal with lower levels of well-being and symptoms of ill-being. As the current programme that focused on strengths could lower the levels of symptoms of mental illness (anxiety and depression), this may have implications for clinical practice, and provide support for “positive therapies,” such as those of Fava and Ruini (2003) and also Linley and Joseph (2004).

The positive impact of the well-being intervention, as shown by changes in specific facets of psychological functioning (quantitative findings) and in approach to life (qualitative findings), was underscored by the significant increase in the prevalence of levels of flourishing in the case
of the experimental group (from 49% to 68%), and decrease in the case of the prevalence of languishing from pre-testing to follow-up testing (from 21% to 11% post-testing in exam-period, and 5% in follow-up). The percentage of flourishing participants in the control group remained the same (51% pre-and follow-up, with a drop to 43% during post-testing in the exam). The percentage of languishing participants actually increased from 9% during pre-testing to 23% in post-testing in the end-exam period, and 16% during post-testing. The seeming increase in languishing for the control group, and the notable decrease of flourishing during the pre-and post-tests could possibly be explained as the weakening of psychological resources if these were not intentionally developed. Keyes (2009) indicated that flourishing may decline over time. He found a loss of approximately 10% of flourishing between ages 12-14 (middle school) and ages 15-18 (high school). Thus, when psychosocial wellness is not developed deliberately, it is possible that languishing may deteriorate to pathology. This has major implications for active mental health and the promotion of well-being, as mental disorders in youngsters have a tendency to persist into adulthood (Patel, Flisher, Nikapota and Malhotra 2008).

In conclusion, the implemented programme or well-being strategy had a positive effect on the psychosocial functioning of the group of participants. The intervention can be conceived of as a process of tilling, planting and nurturing of adolescents that may result in an enhancement of functioning towards flourishing. Participants understood this process of growing (Bracken, 2009), as facilitated by the well-being strategy, as an enduring process and it was verbalised as "...it is like watering a plant and the flowers will appear". The findings also suggest that the enhancement of adolescents’ psychosocial well-being is not a luxury, but a necessity, since the absence of mental illness does not automatically imply positive human health, and levels of psychosocial functioning may actually decrease over time. This is in line with Keyes’s viewpoint that a different approach is needed to enhance levels of well-being in order to counteract pathological symptoms and to increase fortogenic resources.
Limitations

The main limitation of this study was the lack of a complete random assignment of participants, and the relatively small sample. A small sample size could lead to reduced statistical power. It should be recognised that in applied research settings, as applicable to quasi-research designs, the sample size may present a challenge. Although the generalisation of results may be an aim in survey research, emphasis is placed on internal validity during quasi-experimental research and the identification of the possible cause-and-effect relationship between the well-being strategy and positive outcomes. According to Gillham et al. (2002) attrition rates are likely to increase when researchers include longer-term follow-ups in their programme evaluations. Attrition was due to participants being absent from school because of end of the academic year exams, with the result that several participants failed to complete their assessments. Since findings of this study cannot be generalised to all adolescents, further research is necessary.

Recommendations for future research

Future research could examine the factors that make individuals more receptive to benefit from interventions, especially regarding the promotion of positive human health – in contrast to existing paradigms of “damage-control” where it is satisfactory to seek therapy, coupled with the supposed acceptance of being symptom-free. It is also necessary to establish the effectiveness of well-being programmes by determining the dynamics of factors, such as teenagers’ temperament, culture, cognitive development, gender and the processes involved, i.e. mediating factors, such as the exposure to positive role models (parents, educators) within various contexts. Furthermore, the development of measurement tools is needed to assess adolescents’ well-being, particularly within the school environment, by focusing on the identification of specific psychological strengths in order to encourage budding teenagers to flourish. In addition, further
research is needed with other groups of participants, and with participants in other age brackets and developmental phases.
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Table 1

Descriptive Statistics (pre-, post-, and follow-up (fp)) for Experimental and Control groups, as well as Cronbach reliability indices for measures based on total number of participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Experimental Group</th>
<th>Control Group</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>α</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean SD</td>
<td>M SD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHCSF pre</td>
<td>46.56 11.38</td>
<td>43.73 11.54</td>
<td></td>
<td>.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHCSF post</td>
<td>46.98 12.27</td>
<td>44.01 15.41</td>
<td></td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHCSF fp</td>
<td>51.49 11.59</td>
<td>43.06 17.51</td>
<td>0-70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRS pre</td>
<td>20.91 3.72</td>
<td>19.72 3.95</td>
<td>8-26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRS post</td>
<td>20.62 3.89</td>
<td>19.56 4.39</td>
<td>9-28</td>
<td>.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRS fp</td>
<td>21.92 3.40</td>
<td>20.32 3.87</td>
<td>13-28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORQ pre</td>
<td>58.81 9.41</td>
<td>58.80 10.10</td>
<td>31-78</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORQ post</td>
<td>59.50 10.89</td>
<td>58.21 12.59</td>
<td>27-80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORQ fp</td>
<td>61.88 11.82</td>
<td>58.89 10.96</td>
<td>33-80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSE pre</td>
<td>171.59 36.46</td>
<td>164.09 37.61</td>
<td>65-235</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSE post</td>
<td>170.64 40.70</td>
<td>162.71 49.63</td>
<td>42-260</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSE fp</td>
<td>185.39 39.92</td>
<td>172.32 34.20</td>
<td>74-260</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGSE pre</td>
<td>30.21 4.44</td>
<td>30.30 4.65</td>
<td>12-38</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGSE post</td>
<td>30.32 5.20</td>
<td>28.00 6.71</td>
<td>12.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGSE fp</td>
<td>31.81 5.15</td>
<td>29.03 5.7</td>
<td>16-40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHQ pre</td>
<td>8.5 5.2</td>
<td>8.9 5.67</td>
<td>0-26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHQ post</td>
<td>8.55 5.8</td>
<td>10.32 5.85</td>
<td>0-27</td>
<td>.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHQ fp</td>
<td>7.06 5.7</td>
<td>9.42 7.18</td>
<td>0-23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHQ pre</td>
<td>50.59 12.58</td>
<td>53.53 16.48</td>
<td>29-102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHQ post</td>
<td>50.20 12.48</td>
<td>55.51 16.48</td>
<td>28-93</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHQ fp</td>
<td>45.85 11.51</td>
<td>52.84 12.86</td>
<td>28-90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. MHCSF=Mental Health Continuum-Short Form; SRS=Self Regulation Scale; FORQ=The Fortitude Questionnaire; CSE= Coping Self-efficacy Scale; NGSE=New General Self-efficacy; PHQ= Patient Health Questionnaire: Depression Symptoms; GHQ= General Health Questionnaire.
Table 2: Comparison between Experimental and Control groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Pre-test (N=64)</th>
<th>Post-test (N=58)</th>
<th>Follow-up test (N=58)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHCSF EWB</td>
<td>11.06</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>11.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHCSF SWB</td>
<td>12.83</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>12.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHCSF PWB</td>
<td>22.63</td>
<td>5.70</td>
<td>21.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHCSF Tot</td>
<td>46.50</td>
<td>11.85</td>
<td>44.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORQ S</td>
<td>20.19</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>20.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORQ FR</td>
<td>19.25</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>19.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORQ FA</td>
<td>19.07</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>19.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORQ Tot</td>
<td>58.54</td>
<td>9.35</td>
<td>58.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSE PFC</td>
<td>78.15</td>
<td>19.15</td>
<td>77.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSE SUE</td>
<td>58.30</td>
<td>14.72</td>
<td>56.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSE SFF</td>
<td>33.41</td>
<td>8.64</td>
<td>31.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSE Tot</td>
<td>169.59</td>
<td>37.75</td>
<td>165.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGSE Tot</td>
<td>30.28</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>30.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHQ SS</td>
<td>8.48</td>
<td>5.52</td>
<td>8.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHQ AX</td>
<td>12.77</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>13.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHQ SD</td>
<td>13.02</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>13.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHQ DS</td>
<td>13.70</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>13.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHQ Tot</td>
<td>50.95</td>
<td>16.13</td>
<td>53.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. MHCSF=Mental Health Continuum-Short Form; EWB=emotional well-being, SWB=social well-being, and PWB=psychological well-being; SRS=Self Regulation Scale; FORQ=The Fortitude Questionnaire; FORQ S=problem-solving efficacy; FORQ FR=support from friends; FORQ FA=support from family; CSE= Coping Self-efficacy Scale; PFC=problem-focused coping, SUE=stops unpleasant emotions and thoughts, SFF=support from family and friends; NGSE=New General Self-efficacy; PHQ= Patient Health Questionnaire: Depression Symptoms; and GHQ= General Health Questionnaire: S=somatic symptoms, AX=anxiety and insomnia, SD=social dysfunction, DS=severe depression.

*p<0.05;  **p<0.001
+d =>0.10;  ++ d =>0.30
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### Table 3: Within group differences: Experimental group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Pre-test versus Post-test</th>
<th>Pre-test versus Follow-up test</th>
<th>Post-test versus Follow-up test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N=58</td>
<td>N=58</td>
<td>N=56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M  SD</td>
<td>M  SD</td>
<td>M  SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHCSF_EWB</td>
<td>11.06 2.87</td>
<td>11.11 2.57</td>
<td>11.11 2.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHCSF_SWB</td>
<td>12.83 5.16</td>
<td>12.75 5.19</td>
<td>12.75 5.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHCSF_PWB</td>
<td>22.63 5.70</td>
<td>22.28 5.43</td>
<td>22.28 5.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHCSF_Tot</td>
<td>46.50 11.85</td>
<td>46.56 11.38</td>
<td>46.56 11.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRS_Tot</td>
<td>20.77 3.62</td>
<td>20.90 3.71</td>
<td>20.90 3.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORQ_S</td>
<td>20.19 3.67</td>
<td>19.94 3.71</td>
<td>19.94 3.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORQ_FA</td>
<td>19.07 5.08</td>
<td>19.43 4.91</td>
<td>19.43 4.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORQ_Tot</td>
<td>58.54 9.35</td>
<td>58.80 9.41</td>
<td>58.80 9.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSE_PFC</td>
<td>78.15 19.15</td>
<td>79.23 16.90</td>
<td>79.23 16.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSE_SUE</td>
<td>58.30 14.72</td>
<td>59.08 15.13</td>
<td>59.08 15.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSE_SFF</td>
<td>33.41 8.64</td>
<td>33.34 8.49</td>
<td>33.34 8.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSE_Tot</td>
<td>169.59 37.75</td>
<td>171.59 36.46</td>
<td>171.59 36.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGSE_Tot</td>
<td>30.28 4.45</td>
<td>30.20 4.44</td>
<td>30.20 4.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHQ_Tot</td>
<td>8.48 5.52</td>
<td>8.51 5.65</td>
<td>8.51 5.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHQ_SS</td>
<td>12.77 3.76</td>
<td>12.93 4.52</td>
<td>12.93 4.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHQ_AX</td>
<td>13.02 5.13</td>
<td>12.94 4.52</td>
<td>12.94 4.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHQ_SD</td>
<td>13.70 3.74</td>
<td>13.51 3.08</td>
<td>13.51 3.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHQ_DS</td>
<td>11.52 5.20</td>
<td>11.36 5.04</td>
<td>11.36 5.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHQ_Tot</td>
<td>51.00 14.56</td>
<td>50.59 12.48</td>
<td>50.59 12.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.** MHCSF=S=Metalt Health Continuum-Short Form; EWB=emotional well-being, SWB=social well-being, and PWB=psychological well-being; SRS=Self Regulation Scale; FORQ=The Fortitude Questionnaire: FORQ_S=problem-solving efficacy; FORQ_FR=support from friends; FORQ_FA=support from family; CSE=Coping Self-efficacy Scale; PFC=problem-focused coping; SUE=sometime solving efficacy; SFF=Support from family and friends; NGSE=New General Self-efficacy; PHQ=Patient Health Questionnaire: Depression Symptoms; and GHQ=General Health Questionnaire: S=somatic symptoms, AX=anxiety and insomnia, SD=social dysfunction, DS=severe depression

*p* < 0.05; **p** < 0.001

+ d >= 0.10; ++ d >= 0.30
Table 4: Within group differences: Control group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Pre-test versus Post-test</th>
<th>Pre-test versus Follow-up test</th>
<th>Post-test versus Follow-up test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N=70</td>
<td>N=70</td>
<td>N=70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHCSF_EWB</td>
<td>11.13</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>10.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHCSF_SWB</td>
<td>12.18</td>
<td>5.39</td>
<td>12.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHCSF_PWB</td>
<td>21.44</td>
<td>5.57</td>
<td>20.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHCSF_Tot</td>
<td>44.68</td>
<td>10.84</td>
<td>44.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRS_Tot</td>
<td>19.81</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>19.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORQ_S</td>
<td>20.22</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>19.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORQ_FR</td>
<td>19.16</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>18.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORQ_FA</td>
<td>19.26</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>20.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORQ_Tot</td>
<td>58.66</td>
<td>10.27</td>
<td>58.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSE_PFC</td>
<td>77.52</td>
<td>18.25</td>
<td>76.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSE_SUE</td>
<td>56.29</td>
<td>13.97</td>
<td>55.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSE_SFF</td>
<td>31.80</td>
<td>8.38</td>
<td>32.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSE_Tot</td>
<td>165.42</td>
<td>35.57</td>
<td>164.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGSE_Tot</td>
<td>30.29</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>28.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHQ_Tot</td>
<td>8.46</td>
<td>5.67</td>
<td>11.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHQ_SS</td>
<td>13.55</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>14.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHQ_AX</td>
<td>13.71</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>14.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHQ_SD</td>
<td>13.91</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>14.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHQ_Tot</td>
<td>53.95</td>
<td>16.13</td>
<td>57.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. MHSCF-SF=Mental Health Continuum-Short Form; EWB=emotional well-being; SWB=social well-being, and PWB=psychological well-being; SRS=Self Regulation Scale; FORQ=The Frotitude Questionnaire; FORQ_S=problem-solving efficacy; FORQ FR= support from friends; FORQ FA= support from family; CSE= Coping Self-efficacy Scale; PFC=problem-focused coping; SUE=stops unpleasant emotions and thoughts; SFF= support from family and friends; NGSE=New General Self-efficacy; PHQ= Patient Health Questionnaire: Depression Symptoms; and GHQ= General Health Questionnaire: S=somatic symptoms, AX=anxiety and insomnia, SD=social dysfunction, DS=severe depression

*p<0.05;  **p<0.001
+*d=>0.10;  ++d=>0.30
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Table 5: Prevalence of flourishing and languishing in the experimental and control groups during pre-, post- and follow-up evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation</th>
<th>Experimental group</th>
<th>Control group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pre-test</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flourishing</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languishing</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Post-test</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flourishing</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languishing</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Follow-up</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flourishing</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languishing</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Enhancement of well-being facets</td>
<td>Sub-titles</td>
<td>Description of themes and verbatim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sub-themes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.1 Self-worth and self-confidence</strong></td>
<td>Improved self-efficacy</td>
<td>Self-worth is viewed as the key to flourishing: “Dit het my geleer ek het meer waarde in die lewe as wat ek gedink het” . ”[This taught me that I have more worth in life than what I thought]; improved self-regard and having the guts to be honest about strengths as well as weaknesses; self-efficacy and encouraging self-talk, e.g. “Yes, I can!”; Better understanding of the importance of self-confidence regarding well-being: “Flourishing will happen when you believe in yourself”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Importance of self-worth is highlighted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.2 Active agency</strong></td>
<td>Personal responsibility</td>
<td>The role of self-discipline; better understanding of personal responsibility regarding personal well-being: “Flourishing moet uit jou eie hart kom” [Flourishing must come from your heart]; Better equipped to identify internal and external locus of control, e.g. motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internal locus of control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.3 Coping</strong></td>
<td>More effective coping</td>
<td>More effective coping mechanisms e.g. “Ek dink aan die positiewe resultate van iets wat ek doen en werk daarvoor. ’[I think about the positive results of what I do, and I am working towards that]; wise decision-making, e.g. “To make a decision to pay attention to your problems instead of wishing them away.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Better understanding of wise behaviour</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.4 Relationships</strong></td>
<td>Improved relationships</td>
<td>Respect for self and others is connected; greater appreciation of others e.g. “....ek doen moeite al ken ek hulle nie.” [I take trouble even if I don’t know them]; Importance to use words to build and to enrich relationships e.g. Doable skills e.g. non-verbal communication – eye contact when talking to somebody.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identifying the importance of positive relationships and how to show this.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.5 Meaningfulness</strong></td>
<td>The value of a “life-worth living”</td>
<td>Recognition that the future is affected by present goals, “: “Ek het my drome uitgekeen, en is nou besig om dit te bewaarheid”[I’ve identified my dreams and I am now trying to make them come true]; Importance of possible/doable daily targets to realize dreams e.g. “...die gebrek aan doelwitte....jy gaan niks regkry nie.”[...the lack of goals....you cannot achieve anything without goals]; The role of persistence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improved understanding of goals and persistence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 2. The powerful effect of positive perspective:

#### Sub-themes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-theme</th>
<th>Value of strategy</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>2.1 A different point of view</strong></td>
<td><strong>Value of strategy</strong></td>
<td>This is a different approach; as “....like wearing new glasses...Dit het vir my verduidelik waaroor die lewe gaan' [Like wearing new glasses...It illustrated to me what life is actually about].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Affecting all areas of functioning</strong></td>
<td><strong>Committed living</strong></td>
<td>Focussing on activating personal resources and those areas where I can do something about; Deliberately moving from a minus to a plus condition - “Dit het my 'n nuwe betekenis van lewe gegee...so flourishing is om die lewe te laat skyn en my drome te laat gebeur.&quot; [It gave me a new meaning of life....so flourishing is to let my life shine and to realize my dreams]. Utilizing opportunities at school; Translating flourishing-information into daily behaviour.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Committed living</strong></td>
<td><strong>Utilizing personal resources</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comprehensive understanding of well-being</strong></td>
<td><strong>Utilizing personal resources</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Identification of psychological strengths</strong></td>
<td><strong>Enjoy personal well-being and enhancement thereof, as “It is great to know that this positive understanding of life is making a positive difference in your life.”; It is not a once-off identification of strengths - the uncovering of personal strengths and systematically directing energy into areas of functioning…otherwise directed at negative experiences.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2.2 Activating personal resources</strong></td>
<td><strong>Identification of psychological strengths</strong></td>
<td>Enjoy personal well-being and enhancement thereof, as “It is great to know that this positive understanding of life is making a positive difference in your life.”; It is not a once-off identification of strengths - the uncovering of personal strengths and systematically directing energy into areas of functioning…otherwise directed at negative experiences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2.3 Role of resilience</strong></td>
<td><strong>Enhanced perceptions of control (Manageability)</strong></td>
<td>Although adolescents mostly do not have control over their external environments (e.g. parents’ jobs and school environment)...the possibility of increasing control over their own thoughts and emotions (“inner environment”) impact their interpretation/view of events as an alternative to the experience of helplessness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2.4 Functional skills</strong></td>
<td><strong>Better understanding of daily activities</strong></td>
<td>Behaviour modification; Equipped to focus on the positive, while acknowledging the negative (parents’ dysfunctional patters of communication); Simple and effective skills e.g. the impact of smiles and friendly greetings – appreciated within the school environment, e.g. as “…soms is ek die enigste een wat met ’n vriendelike glimlag in die gange stap” [….sometimes I am the only one walking with a smile on my face in the school’s corridors].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Practising psychological strengths</strong></td>
<td><strong>Learning and unlearning Practical techniques possible for everybody</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2.5 Positive emotions and the role of emotional intelligence</strong></td>
<td><strong>Honesty regarding emotions</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Deliberate application of positive emotions</strong></td>
<td><strong>Identification of conditioned emotional behaviours</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<p>| 3. Non-identification with well-being strategy | Mostly external locus of control | Blaming others e.g. parents and finding excuses for own behaviour e.g. not being able to write tests; Abusing substances; relying on medication: &quot;Ek het besluit om my anti-depressante te drink.&quot; [I have decided to drink my anti-depressants]. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7: Second appraisal of well-being strategy (2009)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Improvement - Facets of flourishing</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sub-themes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.1 Self-worth and self-competence</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved self-efficacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced self-worth and assertive behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance to believe in self; Assertiveness leads to an openness regarding new experiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.2 Active agency</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better choices and appreciation of healthy life-style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal locus of control and motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life-style choices and the importance of simple things e.g. taking care of healthy body; Recognizing own responsibility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.3 Coping</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More effective coping: Identify and focus on positive outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better understanding of wise behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentrating on positive outcomes; Learning to view all situations as learning-opportunities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.4 Relationships</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better understanding of the importance to appreciate significant others as well as helping other people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supporting friends and others via email and SMS-messages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.5 Focussed existence</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better planning: Daily objectives and prioritising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written goals regarding dreams and self and realizing it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.6 Happiness and personal growth</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better understanding of the wealth of well-being on a daily basis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deliberately concentrating on “joy-activities” regarding development of talents and capacities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 2. The powerful effect of the strength-focussed approach

#### Sub-themes:

2.1 A different perspective

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-theme</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Different perspective</td>
<td>Value of strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Affecting all areas of functioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Committed living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Utilizing personal resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plus-plan providing compass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comprehensive understanding of well-being</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

 Changed outlook of life; the importance of thinking in a positive; New outlook of positive health and being focussed on flourishing; Directed by flourishing as a compass function of “plus paradigm”; Committed living and being an inspiration to others; A better understanding - wealth of well-being; Activating personal resources; The importance of spiritual well-being.

#### 2.1 The upward spiral of flourishing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-theme</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical well-being</td>
<td>Tomorrow embedded in today</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Normal activities making the great difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spiritual fitness and transformation “Positive contamination”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

 The experience of upward spiral: Positive functioning experienced in sport, with friends, schoolwork; Application everyday in normal daily activities; Being grateful to God; Radiating the positive “virus”

#### 2.3 Flourishing: The process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-theme</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Making a difference</td>
<td>Being aware of this process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Master-plan for life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The mastering of skills: not an automatic process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Practicing skills and the role of committed effort</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

 Focussing on the simple things and making a definite difference; Committed to improve self and the realizing the impact of hard work.
| 2.4 Empowered by skills | Goals and daily activities  
Everyday living: e.g. communication  
Practising kindness  
Spiritual fitness  
Learning and unlearning  
Doable and practical  
Techniques possible for everybody  
Application – normal everyday activities | Priorities: Daily objectives; Better communication and expressing feelings; Compassion translated into daily helping activities; Enhanced spiritual well-being; Learning new skills e.g. concentrate on breathing; as well as unlearning old behaviour e.g. panicking when facing a difficulty application of the information within the practical; Techniques e.g. the effectiveness of non-verbal communication such as eye-contact |
|---|---|
| 2.5 The role of emotions and constructive coping | Honest understanding of negative emotions  
Positive emotions and building of self  
Deliberate application of positive emotions  
Dynamics of positive emotions and effective functioning | Importance to manage emotions;  
To be the living example of a flourishing youth;  
Feeling happier and more enthusiastic and motivated to be part of school-activities;  
Implementing positive emotions deliberately, to cover your life and your goals with these good feelings; enjoying many privileges; Using positive thoughts to activate personal resources and effective coping and self-acceptance and also other facets of well-being |
| 3. Negative feedback | Mostly external locus of control | “Quick fix” |
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SECTION 5: SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The current section has as its major objective the main conclusions based on the three presented manuscripts, and the interpretation of both quantitative and qualitative information. Possible limitations of the study will be noted and recommendations made for the practical application of findings and recommendations for future research. This study was undertaken from a positive psychology perspective that focuses on the understanding and promotion of mental health on the upper end of the mental health continuum. Several models of psychosocial well-being were analysed and Keyes’s model of the mental health continuum taken as the main point of departure. The first aim of this study was to explore the nature and prevalence of various levels of psychosocial health (languishing, moderate mental health and flourishing) in a group of South African adolescents. A mixed-method approach was followed. The findings from the first study informed the development of an intervention programme for the facilitation of higher levels of psychosocial wellness and flourishing in teenagers (second manuscript), which impact was finally evaluated (third study).

Keyes stated that mental health should be promoted actively, since it is not the case that the absence of symptoms necessarily imply the presence of psychosocial well-being. This strengths-based approach to adolescents was taken as point of departure while acknowledging the full spectrum of human experience, from the negative to the positive. Therefore, this study was carried out to address the immense need within positive psychology to examine and explicate positive human health, effective psychological functioning and life success. Although research findings emphasise that most young people do not have any mental disorder, it was also found that most youngsters in non-clinical populations do not experience thriving. The present study was essential given that no former studies have as yet been undertaken in South Africa regarding adolescents’ understanding of the upper levels of positive human health, described by Keyes as “flourishing”, and the lower levels of well-being, namely “languishing”.

The main conclusions of the study will be presented briefly: Establishing the prevalence and the nature of the psychosocial well-being of South African youth (Section 2 / article 1); the development of the well-being strategy (Section 3 / article 2); and the main empirical findings regarding the effect of the well-being programme (Section 4 / article 3).
Main conclusions: Section 2 / Article 1 (Incidence of psychosocial well-being and nature of flourishing and languishing)

Firstly, findings indicated that approximately 60% of a group of South African adolescents could not be categorised as flourishing youth. This means that positive psychosocial functioning, such as high levels of global self concept, self-determination, positive relationships and high levels of school integration is experienced by approximately 4 in 10 adolescents. It is known that flourishing youth function better than moderately mentally healthy youth, who in turn function better than languishing youth. This also means that compared with flourishing youth, moderately mentally healthy youth are about 3.5 times more likely to screen for depression, whereas languishing youth are about 10.5 times more likely to screen for depression. In addition, compared with moderately mentally healthy youth, languishing youth are about 3 times more like to screen for depression (Keyes, 2009). In general, compared with their adult counterparts, youth in South Africa are mentally healthier, with approximately 20% more youth flourishing than adults. Yet, compared with the ideal distribution of mental health in the population (reported in Keyes, 2007 for adult data), the population of youth, like the adult population, is far from the public mental health goal of 6 out of every 10 youth flourishing.

Quantitative data indicated that most participants manifested only a moderate level of psychological, social, emotional well-being, satisfaction with life and degree of ego-resilience.

Qualitative analyses revealed that South African adolescents understand the presence of psychosocial well-being as multifaceted. Specific key aspects were identified as constituting the notion of flourishing, e.g. purposeful living, self-confidence and self-liking, constructive coping, and the experience of positive emotions within the “normal” everyday activities. These positive developmental outcomes, such as goal attainment and positive relations, were acknowledged as major targets for the experience of well-being and provided focused involvement and a route to meaning. This perspective agreed with previous research that the development of goals, such as which goals are essential for the good life, allows for a greater sense of purpose in life. South African teenagers’ views of flourishing as the presence of specific facets offered valuable guidelines for the development of an intervention to encourage higher levels of psychosocial well-being. It was clear that these identified themes corresponded mostly to facets into which the quantitative instruments tapped, e.g. the importance of relationships, ego-resiliency and autonomy, zest for life and the importance of positive affect.

South African adolescents’ understanding of languishing as the absence of mental health
was portrayed as a considerable psychosocial impairment, such as poor emotional health; high limitations of daily living, the experience of helplessness and high levels of stress; negative and destructive behaviours and the partaking in high risk behaviour, such as drugs and sexual activities; low levels of self-confidence, such as feelings of being worthless and with a high likelihood of not attending school; and impaired relationships and the experience of broken homes.

The qualitative findings supported the quantitative results, seeing that youth in the present sample clearly associated different experiences and behaviours with higher levels of well-being and flourishing and those connected with the absence of well-being.

The need to promote psychosocial well-being in youth became clear, since Keyes's findings were confirmed in the current study. The present study established that moderate mental health was the most prevalent mental health status among South African adolescents (i.e. 53%), that only 4 in 10 in a group of South African adolescents are flourishing and a small percentage (5%) was considered as languishing. However, as the prevalence of various levels of psychosocial well-being in this sample indicated, it was evident that it is indeed an erroneous postulation that the absence of diseases and disorders should automatically lead to the presence of flourishing. Moreover, previous research suggested that flourishing may decline, whereas moderate mental health increases, during adolescence (Keyes, 2009).

Therefore, a well-being strategy was offered as psychological apparatus to build stronger lives.

Main conclusions: Section 3 / Article 2 (The development of the well-being strategy)

The well-being strategy was developed to posit a much needed scientific intervention regarding the accomplishment of higher levels of psychosocial wellness and flourishing in adolescents. While numerous studies have provided indicators for the prevention of risk behaviours, fewer studies have been undertaken to present core indicators for the development of well-being in adolescents (see Flisher). In addition, while positive psychology focuses on a well-substantiated theoretical understanding and the application of scientific methodology to discover and to promote those factors that allow individuals and communities to thrive (see Ryff), it is essential to convert theory and research into practice. Moreover, there are major limitations as most studies focus on positive youth development, since they provide little or no information regarding what is helpful for the designers and practitioners of youth programmes. The well-being strategy was developed as a strength-based approach to uncover this “black box” (see Linley & Joseph, 2004, p. 541) or the “inside” of programmes to support and to encourage development effectively. Since no existing
programme could be found that was specifically developed for the enhancement of higher levels of well-being and flourishing in South African adolescents, a well-being strategy was designed to increase levels of well-being, and which may possibly simultaneously lessen symptoms of pathology.

The current study underlined that human strengths, and not weaknesses, are the foundation of the human condition and that strength-congruent activity directs the good life. It was stressed that the development of personal strengths should be used as the forceful “method” to build psychological resources, and to deal effectively with the negative and destructive impact of languishing. This is supported by growing evidence which shows that the exercise of selected strengths, e.g. self-regulation (reflecting self-discipline that minimises the need for external regulation of behaviour) and kindness (helping others as being central to mental health and emotional well-being) could build adolescents’ competence as to positive functioning and to deal effectively with their distinctive life challenges. In addition, youngsters are strengthened by this building effect against the negative effects of stress, trauma, and the possible beginning of disorders. It was posited that character strengths, manifesting in a range of thoughts, feelings and action, are the basis of lifelong healthy development, and that they are indispensable for the well-being of the entire society (Park & Peterson, 2009). The well-being strategy was consequently developed to encourage a greater fusion between the understanding of well-being and the process to promote positive functioning.

The well-being strategy entails a detailed though uncomplicated structure to equip youths in their daily living and long-term by providing certain key activities to be mastered. The rudiments of this programme are: Firstly, a master plan to achieve objectives (plan-of-action), and secondly, the process or the implementation of the plan (the plan-in-action). The formulation of the strategy as plan-of-action emerged from and is constructed on existing knowledge, such as facets of well-being as offered in Keyes’s model of complete well-being, linked to the contribution of South African adolescents, protective and risk factors related to resilience (cf Masten), the application of positive emotions (cf Fredrickson), and happiness techniques (cf Lyubomirsky). The focal point of the well-being strategy is the building of selected strengths, such as gratitude, perseverance, perspective, self-regulation, vitality, and kindness. However, the decisive factor is the ability of teenagers to translate these strengths into their daily living via ordinary processes. The well-being strategy is a planned approach to prepare youngsters to be active co-producers of their own plus their communities’ lives, instead of merely being “products” of unwell societies.

In sum, it was initially necessary to investigate both the nature and the incidence of the
various degrees/levels of psychosocial wellness. In the light of the information thus gathered it was clear that higher levels of pro-social wellness should be developed deliberately. Secondly, the well-being strategy was presented as a strength-based approach to equip youngsters with the necessary plans and skills. Finally, the well-being strategy was evaluated to determine the effect of the programme.

Main conclusions: Section 4 / Article 3 (Evaluation of the well-being programme)

The main findings and conclusions from the empirical study are the following: Firstly, the quantitative findings suggest that the well-being strategy did have an important effect in specific ways to increase aspects of psychosocial wellness in adolescents, such as social, emotional and psychological well-being. This was supported by the qualitative findings indicating that improved levels of psychosocial well-being could be cultivated with beneficial results to both individuals and to others (cf. Lyubomirsky et al., 2005). The activation of psychological strengths, e.g. gratitude, leads to positive outcomes that are of central importance regarding adolescents' well-being, such as the improved focus on priorities and the fulfilment of meaningful goals. Then again positive outcomes, such as pro-social behaviour, mean that teenagers are better equipped to channel their achievements and improve school bonding. Thus increased levels of pro-social wellness were expressed as the building of personal resources and competence. In addition, this process was experienced as an upward spiral, which augmented the adolescents' coping resources, social capital, emotional competence, psychological resiliency and physical health. Secondly, a decrease in levels of ill-being was shown for the experimental group. Qualitatively, this was articulated as the buttressing effect of psychological strengths and consequently the more resilient dealing with life difficulties and daily stressors. These findings correspond to previous research and increasing evidence which show that the building of strengths and competence not only reduces the possibility of negative outcomes, such as substance abuse, but offers important pointers of thriving, e.g. managing responsibilities. Thirdly, for the control group certain aspects of languishing and the experience of distress increased, indicating that when psychosocial wellness is not systematically encouraged, there is a higher probability that the experience of languishing and vulnerability (see Ryff and Singer, 1996) could lead to pathology. This may possibly be explained since a focus on the patching-up of weaknesses and the fixing of shortcomings will not raise individuals to optimal levels, and undoubtedly it does not indicate flourishing youth either. Fourthly, in the absence of a well-being programme, no increase was found regarding higher levels of psychosocial wellness (cf control group). It seems that psychological resources are merely maintained and manifest as
“normal” functioning, but when adolescents have to deal with life difficulties, such as parents going through a divorce or dealing with friends’ suicidal behaviour, and stressors, e.g. exams, that psychological functioning decline together with the eroding of psychological capital.

**Implications of findings**

The well-being strategy was experienced as the inspiration to re-think “the good life”. This entails dealing with quantitative information and embracing of the voices of South African adolescents by tapping into their “wisdom from within” as to the notions of “flourishing” and “languishing”.

This study has shown that in a group of South African adolescents, most cannot be categorised as flourishing youth, and this finding has grave implications: Apart from impaired levels of functioning, the absence of well-being could lead to the higher probability of conditions of vulnerability. More to the point, because mental health service needs are mostly not met in LAMEC, such as South Africa, it is clear that more efforts should be aimed at protection, i.e. actively enhancing positive psychological well-being. Positive development among youngsters is more than simply avoiding delinquency and to acquire educational and other experiences needed for adult roles. Besides, there are important reasons for alarm about the absence of mental health (i.e. languishing), since languishing corresponds with substantial psychosocial impairment (Keyes, 2006 p. 307) e.g. poor emotional health, high limitations of daily living, and with a likelihood of a severe number (i.e., six or more) of lost days of work per day.

Results have shown that higher levels of psychosocial wellness could be developed by means of a well-being strategy facilitating psychological strengths. Evidently this increase in well-being cannot be explained by the experimental group merely growing up, as no increase in well-being scores were established for the control group. Since highest scores for increased levels of well-being were obtained during the follow-up assessment for the experimental group, the importance of training (and possibly the role of the facilitator), competency, social support, active agency, and habitual action were underlined as necessary components of positive functioning and life fitness. It was revealed that the building of “flourishing youth” encompasses a committed process of uncovering the multi-faceted radiance of psychological, social and emotional well-being over time. Therefore, Keyes’s suggestion concerning the shortfall of “quick fixes” is confirmed. Furthermore, the implications as to the deficient development regarding pro-social wellness should be borne in mind, seeing that the weakening of psychological wealth over time could lead to the greater probability of pathology. This finding is crucial, because many South African youngsters
have to deal with difficult external threats to psychosocial wellness on a continuous basis.

Then again, the finding that South African adolescents have shown highest scores for social well-being, hold important implications. These strengths and skills are beneficial to adolescents' social contexts, e.g. the school and home environment, and the promotion of self-worth and overall well-being (Bear, 2009). Seeing that capacity building is always synergetic (Leontiv, 2006), an improved social competence is also linked to pro-social behaviour and the important role of strengths, such as empathy (Spinrad & Eisenberg, 2009). Therefore, in the light of the improved levels of well-being, it should be emphasised that these indicators of psychosocial wellness mutually fortify one another. Consequently higher levels of social well-being lead to better self-regulation, kindness and eventually towards improved levels of physical health (Diener & Diener, 2008). In addition, this from strength-to-strength perspective is confirmed by previous research, showing that enhanced psychological well-being leads to improved academic achievement (Griffitths, Sharkey & Furlong, 2009). Also, positive associations between connectedness to family and psychological well-being indicated an increased probability that youth would engage in health promoting behaviour. It is clear that besides the identified facets of well-being as essential markers of positive functioning, that the cultivation of flourishing practices could fuel psychological and physical well-being.

Moreover, strength-focused programmes serve society both ways, as it includes the encouragement of positive outcomes and the reduction of negative outcomes, and it is quite possible that these results could provide therapeutic insights for promoting strengths and competencies in mentally ill patients (see, e.g., Fava, 1999: 171-179: Fava & Ruini, 2003). Thus, in the light of the findings as to the building of positive human health and the reduction of mental ill-being, it should be stressed that the strengths targeted in the well-being strategy have been conceptualised primarily as qualities that may assist all adolescents to flourish and to protect against negative outcomes. Ultimately the well-being strategy is intended for and should be implemented as a universal intervention, i.e. to benefit all teenagers, not merely those at risk.

On the other hand the following findings should also be dealt with: Qualitatively it was shown that most South African youth (and probably the majority of the world’s population) did not consider that the secret to improvement lies in strengths. It seems that the fixation with weakness is deeply rooted in our education and upbringing. Furthermore, it appears that this weakness-orientation persists in the fields of research and academia. Seligman stated that if weaknesses interfere with our strengths, we should develop strategies to manage around them. It seems that most of the participants assumed that weaknesses trump their strengths and that they had difficulty
to displace fears of failure with an alternative, namely being shaped by strengths.

Overall, qualitatively and quantitatively the vital role of a longitudinal design and the unmistakable role of habit-formation need to be stressed, since it became clear that the mastering of "a life well-lived" requires fortitude and time. Therefore, it should be emphasised that "more is better", and that mere cognitive content or weekend-workshops are not effective interventions, since well-being programmes in which youth spend many hours over extended periods of time are needed to encourage positive outcomes and to reduce negative outcomes. Evidently, in contrast to the numerous shortcuts to "feeling good" e.g. drugs, chocolate, and television, a life worth experiencing (cf Seligman’s “Authentic life”) cannot be built upon “quick fixes” and the exposure to information. Lyubomirsky (2007) stressed that healthy habits take time to form and to endure, and that people may try (and fail) repeatedly before they ultimately succeed. This could be linked successfully to the effective implementation of the well-being strategy, and also to the dedicated efforts of taking ownership with the intention that the selected strengths and skills can indeed become part of the adolescents’ second nature (cf Aristotle). It is essential to stress that apart from the recognition or identification of “signature” strengths, (cf Seligman, 2002) the process to best implement these strengths cannot necessarily/automatically be equated to accomplished implementation. Moreover, this researcher posits that apart from the intentional development of character strengths in adolescents, the continuance of psychological resources should be viewed as a life-long enterprise, since the process of growing older ultimately brings about more wrinkles.

The well-being strategy was facilitated with positive results. Keyes stressed that it is not possible to promote mental health merely by reducing mental illness, and that no amount of wishful political thinking will make this fact disappear. While Keyes indicated the importance of social well-being and American youngsters' diminished sense of community, it is clear that South African youth should realise the importance of personal resources. Keyes also stressed that flourishing needs to be encouraged amongst the youth. This research has shown that higher levels of psychosocial wellness can be facilitated by the development of psychological strengths. Moreover, this does not merely refer to the strengths as such, but also to the process of their actualisation and the mastering of components of competence. The positive outcomes of this research join the growing number of studies that psychosocial well-being can be developed. Consequently these findings have implications for all youth.

Concluding remarks

There is nothing more central to positive psychology than positive development (Diener &
Diener, 2009). The focus of the well-being strategy is the deliberate activating (put into action) of psychological strengths via the acquisition of necessary skills and competence. In South Africa media attention on school violence and the worldwide increase in depression have accentuated the public and professional awareness of the early diagnosis and treatment of youngsters with mental health problems. In this sense the importance of schools are once more stressed, although the eradication of these issues will not be enough to allow youth to reach their potential. It was argued that the latter goal would require the unfailing effort to recognise and to build psychological strengths. The focus on the building of competence in adolescents, rather than only the remediation of their weaknesses, allows for innovative approaches with the emphasis on psychological wealth and resiliency in terms of the well-being strategy that provides a blueprint for positive human health and flourishing youth. In addition, while individuals with mental disabilities are generally labelled and viewed by “what they do not have” and “what they cannot do”, this approach could easily be expanded to include juvenile delinquency, adolescent parents and other school age populations that could benefit from the positive standpoint.

Positive psychologists have begun to provide advice on various strategies, e.g. work on psychological strengths (Peterson & Seligman, 2004), positive emotions (Fredrickson, 2001), optimism (Seligman, 1991), gratitude (Emmons, 2006) and well-being (Fava, 1999) as a fortification against weakness. This is seen as more preferable than approaches that concentrate mainly on fixing deficits or limitations. In contrast with the focus on the half-empty view of the glass and many professionals’ perspective to frame developmental issues in essentially pathological terms, the well-being strategy was developed to encourage higher levels of psychosocial wellness in non-clinical youth populations.

This research is built upon and hopefully adds to those remarkable forerunners showing the way towards the beauty of positive human health. The presence of and the quest for this health is indeed more than, and fundamentally different from the absence of ill-being. In sum, psychological strengths serve us in times of ill fortune and in better moments. The pursuit of flourishing youth is even more appealing when it resonates with a noble purpose, i.e. “the glory of God is a human being - fully alive.”

**Limitations of the current study**

As no study is without limitations, it is necessary to evaluate the shortcomings of the current study, emphasising methodological limitations. The main limitation of the current study was the lack of complete random assignment of participants to the experimental and control groups, and the
relatively small number of participants in each group, which suggests that caution should be applied in generalising the results. Secondly, the effect of attrition increased with the post and follow-up assessments. During the first appraisal (post-test) many participants were absent from school because of end of the academic year exams, with the result that several participants failed to complete their assessments.

Another limitation concerns the content of the well-being strategy. As the focus was mainly on the enhancement of psychosocial well-being, perhaps too little attention was given to teenagers struggling with severe problems, e.g. the role of the environment, such as languishing parents and stressors, such as the writing of the final annual exams, resulting in fewer significant differences between the experimental and the control group at the post- and follow-up evaluations.

The findings can not be generalized to all adolescents, and further research is necessary in other groups of adolescents too.

**Recommendations**

The building of theoretical understanding and employing scientific methodology to discover and to promote those factors that allow individuals and communities to thrive is of key importance. The mission of translating theory and research into practice should also be borne in mind, since a shift towards a more proactive approach is necessary to protect and to promote flourishing youth. The identification and practice of psychological strengths could be the key to establish more than “a non-pathological”, but indeed a fortogenic approach to facilitate higher levels of psychosocial wellness. The following is presented, firstly for schools - a universal intervention - and secondly, a more targeted intervention regarding clinical practice. Lastly, recommendations for future research will be specified.

**Recommendations for schools**

In order to equip youngsters to be active producers and co-workers of their personal development, schools provide important environments for “life success” by embracing positive academic outcomes. They also offer those skills and competencies that bring about and could unlock durable psychological wealth. The positive outcomes of the well-being strategy underlines the need to equip youth with tools as to positive functioning and to encourage resilient youth at the level of public education, e.g. coping effectiveness, emotion regulation and social integration. This perspective is fundamental to promoting the greatest possible good for the largest possible segment of society.
Various intervention techniques with a strength-building approach could be well applied in schools, families and communities as positive institutions to foster positive experiences. The following may be suggested for schools and mental health professionals about promoting positive youth development: Firstly, schools should start to measure learners’ assets, such as psychological strengths, as much as deficits, since researchers mostly investigate outcomes that society wishes to prevent among youth e.g. violence, substance abuse, school dropout and academic failure. For the most part schools rarely monitor positive development and outcomes. It has been said that one measures what one values. Consequently this researcher recommends that the psychological strengths of learners/students be assessed and to record them on report cards. Secondly, educators, and policy makers concerned with educating happy, healthy, and successful students/learners would wish to pay specific attention to character strengths, since strengths of the “heart” that connect people together – like kindness and gratitude – are much more significantly associated with well-being than are the strengths of the “head” – like critical thinking and creativity. Research has shown that learners’ academic achievement is significantly influenced by certain psychological strengths above and beyond intelligence (Park & Peterson, 2009). Thirdly, since character development programmes, e.g. well-being strategies, can be taught and acquired by practicing them, it is suggested that schools too should consistently cultivate specific activities of strengths through encouraging youth to keep using them in their daily lives. Fourthly, the empowerment of teachers should follow by providing a vocabulary for educators to talk about character strengths in an sophisticated way, e.g. applying the VIA measures to identify a learners’ “signature strengths” relative to his/her other strengths. Fifthly, teachers could assist learners to use these strengths that are stronger than others in their lives, in school and out of school.

Recommendations for clinical practice

From a positive perspective therapy should not only reduce symptoms, but also explicitly build strengths and enhance the quality of life that is more than being symptom-free. These interventions based on theory and findings from experimental research in positive psychology should be applicable over the whole life span, and especially so for people in more vulnerable life phases, namely children, adolescents, and the elderly. The fundamental assumptions of positive psychology, its theories, methods, strategies and techniques applied in practice, are suitable to both reduce symptoms of pathology, and enhance quality of life and well-being of ‘normal’ people (Linley & Joseph, 2004). Applications are found in various settings, e.g. coping with the aftermath of highly stressful and traumatic life events (facilitating post-traumatic growth); a therapeutic
approach concentrating on positive experiences as a relapse-prevention strategy when dealing with mood and anxiety disorders and to reduce vulnerability to medical illness and enhancement of coping with chronic diseases. (Fava and Ruini’s Well-being Therapy, 2003). Smith’s (2006) “Strength-based counselling model” could be offered as a valuable approach regarding the counselling of at-risk youth, focusing on resilience and capacity-building. The 10 stages of Smith’s (2006) strength-based counselling involve creating a therapeutic alliance, identifying strengths - for example by questions such as “how have you managed to survive?” - framing solutions, and building strength and competence.

Recommendations for further research

Further research is needed with other groups of participants and with participants in other age brackets and developmental phases, e.g. 12 to 14 years old. Furthermore, the development of measurement tools is needed to assess adolescents’ well-being, particularly within the school environment by focusing on specific psychological strengths and the use of positive emotions in order to develop higher levels of psychosocial wellness.

More research needs to be done taking into account the “time factor”, since more than a change in interpretation regarding the enhancement of psychosocial wellness is required, plus a change in habitual thought, feeling and behaviour should be established. Therefore, it is suggested that for at least the first ten months of an intervention, selected strengths and skills should be used in a deliberate way until they are eventually integrated as habits. Apart from facilitating long-term flourishing, one needs to continue with well-being interventions at various intervals during the second year in order to ensure ongoing improvements in pro-social wellness.

Additional research should be undertaken regarding the impact of social context, since adolescents do not exist as social isolates and the assistance of influential role-players, e.g. parents and teachers, could be of key importance as wellness-producing environments. Although the building of psychological resources is concerned with character strengths, these cannot be removed from the context of understanding when and how youngsters thrive. It is suggested that well-being strategies should include for instance Bronfenbrenner’s multiple ecologies, since in Third World countries such as South Africa, it cannot be assumed that these ecologies equate enabling conditions. Thus it is recommended that internal factors like psychological strengths and external factors like school safety should be addressed.
Contribution of study

This study contributes to the much needed epistemological information to serve as an indication where the most urgent interventions are necessary and what the content of these interventions should be like in order to not concentrate solely on the remedial side of the psychological coin, but eventually also on the protection and the promotion of positive human health. No previous research within the South African context has as yet been undertaken regarding adolescents’ understanding of the upper levels of positive human health, namely flourishing, and the lower levels of well-being, namely languishing. In addition, findings from the current study could contribute to the protection and promotion of positive functioning in adolescents, especially if the well-being strategy is incorporated into regular school curricula. In this sense, the study could also expand the understanding of professionals in the field of education. The study makes a contribution to the domain of psychofortology by giving evidence that the development of selected psychological strengths in adolescents can be cultivated with positive outcomes. Also, results of the current study provide evidence for increased levels of social, emotional and psychological well-being, and also physical health.

Furthermore, the current study presents the application of theory on a practical level and as such contributes to the immense need within the perspective of positive psychology regarding strength-building programmes. The study has revealed possibilities for the effective application of research and the powerful implementation of strengths as the psychological tool to facilitate positive functioning, going beyond the treatment of existing pathology. Also, it provides an empirical evaluation of a strengths-based intervention aimed at the enhancement of psychosocial well-being. Strength-building was presented as the process towards flourishing for adolescents, and ultimately as adults who are fortified to experience well-lived lives.

In closing

During the study I was privileged to share wonderful experiences in the lives of a group of adolescents. I am intensely grateful for the golden opportunity to empower precious youngsters to live as co-creators of their distinctive being. It will be my incessant prayer that the magnificence of a growing number of flourishing youth will enthuse others to develop their own psychological resources.
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